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WHAT IS UNFAIR COMPETITION?t
"To Preach Morality is Easy,
To Found It, Difficult." 1
RUDOLF CALLMANN'1<

LET us begin with some simple but typical cases which are fictitious
in details, but which are based on situations that have troubled
the courts:
( 1) A is a manufacturer of aluminum washboards, and a rival R
falsely advertises his zinc boards as aluminum. R's claim may not only
divert trade that was destined for A but may completely discredit the
product, destroying both the confidence of consumers and A's g9odwill.
Since no buyer is willing to sue R in deceit or warranty; since the
government cannot prosecute for violation of a statute, and a postal law
does not apply; since the Federal Trade Commission will not exercise
its jurisdiction because of a lack of public interest, A turns to equity for
injunctive relief, but learns from his lawyer that he has no cause of
action because--false advertising is not unfair competition and an injured
competitor can have no relief unless his so-called property interest in
a name, mark, or other device has been infringed. 2
tThe writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Professor Zechariah Chafee, Jr.,
of Harvard Law School, who contributed valuable suggestions.
*J.U.D., University of Freiburg, Germany (1919); Research Fellow, Harvard Law School
(1936-37); LL.B ., Harvard University (1939); Former Member of the Cologne Bar;
Author: DER UNLAUTERE WETTBEWERB (1929, 2d ed. 1932), DAS DEUTSCHE KARTELLRECHT
( 1934), and articles in legal and economic periodicals.
1
ScHOPENHAUER, TuE BASIS OF MoRALITY (Bullock's Trans. 1903 ).
•American Washboard Co . v. Saginaw Mfg. Co., 103 Fed. 281 (C. C. A. 6th, 1900). This
case, until the present. has not been authoritatively overruled; see DERENBERG, TRADE MARK
PROTECTION AND UNFAIR TRADING (1936) 81, n. 10; Handler, False. and Misleading Advertising (1929) 39 YALE L. J . 22 , 37; H a ndler, Unfair Competition (1936) 21 IowA L . REV .
175, 194.
Under the law of the case of Mosler Safe Co . v. Ely Norris Safe Co., 273 U . S. 132
(1927), competitive misrepresentations can be restrained if the plaintiff is the sole competitor in the field (this was the situation in th e "aluminum case"). But "this rule, . . .
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( 2) B wants to enjoin his rival R from circulating among B's customers notices falsely stating that B's goods are worthless and that B
cannot lawfully manufacture and sell a certain article because such
actions would constitute an infringement of R's patent. B's legal adviser
informs him that a legal proceeding involves the risk of failure. Injunctive relief would generally be denied on the ground that th~ injunction would not only impair the constitutional rights of free speech and
trial by jury, but that a law of torts in cases of defamation furnishes
an adequate legal remedy. Although for a time the trend of the authorities had been in the direction of extending equitable relief, a recent
decision was most unfavorable. 3 An action at law would have little
chance of success since B is unable to prove special damages and the
malice of R. 4
( 3) C wants to enjoin R who threatens to drive C's customers out
of business, sells at prices below cost, and especially tries to sell his
products to those persons who are under special sales agreements with C.
C is informed that this conduct does not constitute an enjoinab]e inter£erence with his business, but is not convinced until he reads as follows
in the opinion of a like case:
"Competition in business, though carried to the extent of ruining a rival,
is not ordinarily actionable, but every trader is left to conduct his business in
his own way, so long as the methods he employs do not involve wrongful
conduct such as fraud , misrepresentation, intimidation, coercion, obstruction
or molestation of the rival or his servants or workmen or the procurement of
the violation of contractual relations. . .. Any injury to a lawful business . ..
is prima facie actionable, but may be defended upon the ground that it was
merely the result of a lawful effort of the defendants . . . . To defeat this plea
of justification the plaintiff may offer evidence that the acts of the defendants
were inspired by express malice, and were done for the purpose of injuring
plaintiff, and not to benefit themsclves. " 4 "

The court did not consider the defendants' methods enjoinable and concluded with the remarkable statement:
even if adopted generally, would be of limited utility in combating misbranding." Handler,
supra, 39 YALE L . J. at 194. It may be noted, however, that in Royal Baking Powder Co.
v . Federal Trade Commission , 281 Fed. 744 (C. C. A. 2d, 1i922), the Commission held the
proceeding by it to be to the interest of the public.
"Zenie v. Miskend, 245 App. Div. 634, 284 N. Y . Supp. 63 (1st Dep't 1935).
'See DERENBERG, op. cit . supra, note 2, § IO, n. 29; Handler, supra note 2, 21 lowA L.
REV. at 196; Nims, Unfair Competition by False Statements or Disparagement (1933) 19
CORN. L. Q. 63; Wolff, Unfair Competition by Truthful Disparagement (1938) 47 YALE
L . J. 1304 .
.. Katz v. Kapper, 1 Cal. App. (2d) 1, 4, 44 P . (2d) 1060, li061 (1935).
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"The fact that the methods used were ruthless, or unfair, in a moral sense,
does not stamp them as illegal." 5

( 4) D and R are competitors in the business of selling automobile
accessories, and both issue catalogues. D complains that R's catalogue
includes 70 pages which were photographic copies of pages in D's catalogue. Relying upon the famous case of International News Service v.
Associated Press,6 he wants to sue R, who in D's opinion has reaped
where he had not sown. D, who has never thought that his catalogue
could be of any artistic value, although, of course, the man who produced the photographs was well skilled and not badly salaried, is much
surprised to learn that his bill would probably be dismissed because his
catalogue was not copyrighted. 7 His lawyer explains to him that courts
are generally unwilling to find that the Supreme Court in the A ssociated Press case laid down a general doctrine, but feel that this law was
only meant to apply to matters " similar to printed news dispatches." 8
Indeed, these startling cases bring to mind the words of Lord Byron's
famous stanza: " 'Tis strange but true; for truth is always strange-stranger than fiction," 8 • and it is examples like these which have caused
able commentators to demand that the legislature intervene.9 Nevertheless, to the writer the development of law through the activity of
courts appears the more adequate way to judicial progress. Modern
refinement of "judicial sensibilities" united with the flexible nature of
the approved system of equity justifies the hopeful expectation that
this cry for the legislature---not a novel one inasmuch as it has been
heard in every time and in every country whenever problems appeared
practically insurmountable--shall cease becaus(:} of the fact that while
the legislature may well regulate some small parts of the whole of the
problems, that sometimes being the best way of cutting a Gordian Knot,
there is no agency less capable of creating a law of unfair competition,
as a whole, than the legislature. Experience in other countries has
shown that in this field of law a statute cannot be much more than the
skeleton of the law, of little use without the flesh and blood of judicial
interpretation. 10 Step by step we have to gather the ideas contained
/d. at 6, 44 P. (2d) at 1062 . See cases in DERENBERG, op. cit . supra note 2, at 135.
"248 u. s. 215 (1918).
•see Crump v. Lindsay, 130 Va. 144, 167 S. E . 679 (1921) .
"Cheney Bros. v . Doris Silk Corp., 35 F . (2d ) 279 (C. C. A. 2d, 1929) .
••Byron, Don Juan, Canto XIV, Stanza 3.
'Hand1er, sttP,-a note 2, 21 lowA L . REV. at 175, 259.
10
Rogers, Protection of Industrial Property (1929) 27 MrcH. L . REv. 491 ,, 492 : "It is difficult for people brought up under a different system of laws to understand our situation.
0
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in the op1mons furnished by each case and other available sources and
thus gradually through virtue of patience and perseverance construct
the edifice of this law.
Still we lack the foundations for this edifice, and what we see on the
surface is no more than a vast heap of raw materials. In considering
a factor common to our four examples, we realize that the courts are not
so much concerned with the equitable protection of a lawful business
against the unfairness of a rival, as they are with the question whether
or not, under the common law, a tort is to be found in the alleged unfair
conduct. But what would be the consequence of a realization that in
cases of unfair competition this kind of tort aspect as a whole is erroneous? What would be the consequence of a realization that unfair
competition is not that species of tort which the courts serenely deem
it to be? Would not the result be that many of the obstacles which we
have found in these cases would disappear? Actually, what knowledge
have we of the essence of the competitive relationship when examined
from a legal point of view, and is it not strange that not even the AngloAmerican law can give us a satisfactory answer, although this law is
more than any other system of law one which likes to use the relationship mechanism ?11 Among the many relationships such as principal
and agent, husband and wife, master and servant, parent and child, landlord and tenant, debtor and creditor, vendor and purchaser, and so forth,
Under the Continental system, trade mark rights depend upon registration and 'unfair competition' is a statutory wrong. The need of a better understanding becomes apparent the
minute a group of men who are used to the different systems attempts to disicuss the
subjects of trade marks and unfair trading. They start out at different points and diverge."
Rogers overemphasizes the difficulties in understanding the legal situation at least in the
field of unfair competition. A glance at the statutes, e.g., in France and Germany, shows
why Rogers is mistaken. In France CODE CIVIL (1803) art. 1382 provides: "Any act by
which a person causes damage to another makes the person by whose fault the damage
occurred, liable to make reparation for such damage." This statute became the basis of a
judgemade Jaw in 1804. In Germany there are two sections: one of the Civil Code,
BiiRGERLICHES GESETZBUCH (1896) § 826: "Any person who wilfully causes damage to
another in a manner contrary to good morals shall be liable for damages." The other cf
the Unfair Competition Statutes, Germany: Law of June 7, 1909, 1909 REICHSGESETZBLATT 499, § 1: "An action for injunction and damages shall lie against any person who,
in the course of business, engages in competitive acts contrary to good morals." Statutes
of this type give carte blanche to the courts and have caused, in Europe, quite the same
troubles of drawing lines between fair and unfair competition and finding concepts of the
term "competition" at all as the common Jaw did in this country. CALLMANN, DER
UNLAUTERE WETTBEWERB (2d ed. 1932) 45 .
11
Chafee, Bills of Peace with Multiple Parties (1932) 45 HARv. L. REV. 1306, n. 24.
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we vainly seek the competitor's relationship. To conceive its legal nature
we will begin with the present basis of liability for unfair competition.
1.

THE DOCTRINE OF JUSTIFICATION

Although the expression that there are two major theories of tort
liability is now trite, still it is necessary to begin with this subject matter, because it bas a decisive bearing on the course of this explanation
and in order to discover, if possible, whether or not unfair competition
is a tort in the ordinary sense of law; and, if so, what kind of tort it
really is. The first question is whether liability for harm is the general
rule subject to specific exceptions based on definite grounds; 12 or whether, on the contrary, the general rule is one of exemption from liability
save in those specific instances in which the law declares that particular kinds of harm are wrongful. 13 A weighty majority supports the
former view, 14 so that the starting point of this consideration is the
famous statement of Mr. Justice Holmes in Aikens v. Wisconsin: 15
"It has been considered that, prima f acie, the intentional infliction of temporal
damage is a cause of action, which, as a matter of a substantive law, whatever
may be the form of pleading, requires a justification if the defendant is to
escape." 16

If we yield to the temptation of considering both famous doctrines of
tort liability from the narrower point of view of commercial competition, we should be inclined to follow S'almond's view, because in the
sphere of commercial competition, causing harm to other persons is the
12

PoLLOCK, THE LAW OF TORTS (13th ed. 1929) 21.
""SALMOND, THE LAw OF TORTS (7th ed. 1928) 9.
><we are still more entitled to this veiw after Mr. T. S. Stallybrass, the editor of Salmond's seventh edition, in his "Excursus A" remarks at p. 63: "Salmond's point of view
is not generally accepted as correct and owing to the march of time is less tenable in 1928
than it was in 1907." See Winfield, The Foundation of Liability in Tort (1927) 27 COL.
L . REV. 1 (quoted also in the said Excursus).
16
195 U. S. 194, 204 (1904 ).' Concerning the long and close friendship between Holmes
and Pollock, see Wright (1937) 53 L. Q. REV. 151.
10
(Italics supplied.) See MacCardie, J ., Pratt v. British Medical Ass'n., [1919] 1 K. B.
244; 1 W1GMORE, SELECT CASES ON THE LAw OF TORTS (1912) § 348; WYMAN, CONTROL
OF THE MARKET (1911) 27, 35 ; Grismore, Fraudulent Intent in Trade Mark Cases (1929)
27 MICH L. REv. 857; Handler, Unfair Competition (1936) 21 IowA L. REv. 175, 1~0;
Holmes, Privilege, Malice, and Intent (1894) 8 HARv. L. REV. 1; Kolb and Jaffe, Equity
and the Restraint of Unfair Com petition ( 1936) 1 JOHN MARSHALL L. Q. 292 , 304; Misequades, Scope of the Law of Unfair Competition (1932) 14 J. PAT. OFF. Soc. 763 , 767;
Wigmore, The Tripartite Division of Torts (1894) 8 HARv. L. REV. 200; Wright, Tort
Responsibility for the Destruction of Goodwill (1929) 14 CORN. L. Q. 298, 314; see note
20 infra.
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rule rather than the exception. It would be more logical to say that only
a number of specific methods of competition should be tortious, while the
ordinary, i.e., fair , competition remains outside the sphere of legal responsibility. But looking at the problem from a general point of view, we
cannot help following the weight of authority and thus Pollock's suggestion . So authorities and text-writers have come to the strange conclusion
that there is no way to justify competition at all, but to consider it an
exception to the general conduct of men! For the theory is that every
man engaged in business has a right, prima facie, to carry on his business undisturbed, so that a person who disturbs the business commits
a legal wrong prima facie! But if the business is disturbed in the course
of fair competition, there is a recognized justification, while there is no
valid excuse in the case of unfair competition.
What is the consequence? The overwhelming majority of all acts in
the world of commerce and trade are legal wrongs prima facie unless
expressly justified; most men all over the world are prim a f acie wrongdoers unless their acts are expressly justified l Does this sound reasonable? Shall we be satisfied that this "omnibus doctrine for giving protection against any intended hurt ... " 17 " promises to be of increasing significance in the law of unfair competition" ?18 There is, as far as appears,
no one who doubts that it is a fair interpretation to order unfair competition into the line of torts, but it seems to the writer that to assign
to the sphere of business the role of an exception to the other parts of
human activity seems to show scant respect for the substance of life.
We should try to find a sound basis for the consideration of unfair
competition so that the legal recognition of this field develops from the
idea of an ordinary situation rather than from an exception.
True, there are some objections to the doctrine of justification, and
Professor Jeremiah Smith 19 especially emphasizes that there can be no
justification where there is no liability and that all the famous formulas
concerning tort liability in Pollocks' sense 20 are "subject to the implied
11

Green , The Torts Restatement (1935) 29 ILL. L. REV . 584.
OPPENHEIM , CASES ON TRADE REGULATION (1936) 61.
'"Smith , Crucial Issues in Labor Litigation (1907) 20 lIARv. L . REV. 253 , 345, 429,
especially 263 , 356 ; Jaffin, Theorems in Anglo-American Labor Law (1931) 31 CoL. L.
REV. 1104, 1131.
"""X who intentionally caused damage to A has prima fade done an injury or wrong
to A, and if X can show no legal justification for the damage he has thus intentionally
done to A he is liable to an action by A." Dicey (1902) 18 L. Q. ~Ev. 4.
"It is submitted that the discussion would be materially simplified if it were understood
that all damage wilfully done to one's neighbor is actionable unless it can be justified
or excused." PoLLocx , THE LAW OF TORTS (7th ed. 1904) 319.
"The willful causing of damage to another by a positive act, whether by one man alone,
18
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exception that the damage and the method of producing the damage
must be such as the law will notice and will hold actors responsible
for." 21 But although Professor Smith produces many examples in considering the question whether justification may be assumed, he does not
draw the consequence that the whole doctrine should not apply. That,
however, seems to be the only proper way. 22 If we examine the cases
of justification, e.g., in the system of Sir Frederick Pollock, we must
reach the conclusion that the place which is assigned to the law of competition is not compatible with the role commercial competition plays
in human life. 23
In Pollock's Law of Torts, competition is discussed under the heading
of "Exercise of Common Rights", 2 4 and that in turn within a table of
the following "general exceptions": Acts of State, Judicial Acts, Executive Acts, Quasi-Judicial Acts, Parental and Quasi-Parental Authority,
Authorities of Necessity, Damage Incident to Authorized Acts, Inevitable Accident, Exercise of Common Rights, Leave and License, Works of
Necessity, Private Defense, Plaintiff and Wrongdoer. It suffices to
enumerate these exceptions to show that the important field of commercial competition looks strange in this line of genuine exceptions. 25
or by several acting in concert , and whether by direct action against him, or indirectly by
inducing a third person to exercise a lawful right, is a tort unless there was just cause
for inflicting the damage." Ames, How Far an Act May B e a T ort B ecause of the Wrongful Motive of th e A ctor (1905) 18 HARV. L . REV. 411, 412 .
21
Smith , supra note 19, at 264.
22
Of course, it should be borne in mind that Professor Smith was not compelled to do
so since there is a fundamental distinction between labor litigations and unfair competition
cases. It may be observed that Professor Wigrnore is inclined to lump together labor
cases and business rivalries when he definitely adopted the doctrine of justification.
2 WIGMORE, CASES ON TORTS (1912) 327-408, 409-431 , 888-892 .
""Carpenter, Interference W ith Contract R elations (1928) 41 HARV. L. REV. 728 , 754.

After determining that "if a prima fade tort exists, the defendant is liable unless he is
seeking to protect an interest other than his freedom not to deal ," the author goes so far as
to say: "The privilege [i.e., justification] of [unfair] competition as here used means not
only the privilege to invade interests in contract relations in protection or in furtherance
of the interest to enter into trade or employment relations but also the defense of selfinterest in the economic struggle in trade and employment relations." It would seem
that nothing better than this remark is capable of showing the artificiality of the whole idea.
"'As a similar right there is mentioned the right of a man to use his own land , and Pollock refers to Acton v. Blundell, 12 M . & W . 324, 152 Eng. Re. 1223 (Ex. 1843). True,
these old English authorities based the free use of percolating waters under a man's land
upon the "absolute" property interest in the land, but modern courts base a qualified use
thereof upon a theory of a reasonableness of the user; see Katz v. Walkinshaw, 141 Cal.
116, 74 Pac. 766 (1903); Notes (1904) 64 L. R . A. 236, (1910) 25 L . R. A. (N. s..) 465;
(1920) 29 YALE L .

J.

931.

""That the idea of justification cannot apply to situations other than exceptional ones
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Starting from this common ground, it may not be wholly unprofitable
to explore again the gist of the economic competition. We should not
try to put the law of unfair competition into the order of the well known
tort system until we have examined the question of whether unfair
competition is indeed an injury of the kind we are wont to find within
the injuries of the very familiar system of torts.
2.

THE TWO SPHERES OF LIFE

The order of life is, as a rule, an order of peace: to protect that peace
is the task of law. Only where an argument arises does man in the
course of his ordinary life see a disturbance of peace; but then law steps
in and restores the peace. In the medieval period of economic life, even
business relations were principally peaceful, and every merchant quietly
kept his place in the firmly regulated order of guilds. 26 This life of
peace between the individuals is the source and subject matter of law,
and the development of law took no notice of the change in human
relations, produced by the enormous change in economics, which brought
about the institution of free competition. By that time the order of life
became divided into two parts: the ordinary life as it was before,
an order of peace; and the business life: a sphere of struggle, bringing
every man in commerce, trade, and industry into free competition with
his fellow-citizens. 27
In order to illustrate the antithesis of these two entirely different
spheres of life, we may contrast consumers with dealers. The relations
between consumers are peaceful; each of them may buy his necessaries
as he pleases. No one will disturb him. 28 But the relations of the dealers
is very clearly shown by the definition which Professor Bohlen gives in his article, IncompletePrivilege to Inflict Intentional Invasion of Interests of Property and Personality (1926)
39 HARV. L. REV. 307.
06
Of course, there were also in this period capitalistic formations, even trusts and trade
associations, but their characteristics did not influence the general tenor of this epoch.
See CALLMANN, DAS DEUTSCHE KARTELLRECHT (1934) 55; HEYD, HIST0IRE DE COMMERCE
DU LEVANT AU M0YEN-ACE (1885-86); MARTIN, LA GRANDE INDUSTRIE EN FRANCE SOUS LE.
RECNE DE Lours xv (1900); MOLINA, DE JURE ET JUSTITIA; DE C0NTRACTIBUS MocuNTIAE (1638) 614; Scarr, THE CONSTITUTION AND FINANCE OF ENGLISH, SCOTTISH AND IRISH
JOINT COMPANIES . TO 1720 (1910); STRACCHA, TRACTATUS DE MERCATURE SEU MERCAT0RS
( 15 75) ; STRIEDER, SruDIEN ZUR GESCHICHTE KAPITALISTISCHER ORCANISATIONSFORMEN
(1925); YvER, LE COMMERCE ET LES MARCHANDS DANS L'lTALIE AU XIII ET XIV
SIEGLE ( 1903).
27
That this is adequate consideration of our economic order is clearly shown by the
German author, BoHM, WETTBEWERB UND MoN0P0LKAMPF (1933). In the following
I draw heavily on this work.
""The exceptional case of scarcity, as may happen in times of need, is not of intert!sl
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to one another are martial, are belligerent. In the former province the
law wishes no struggle; its rules are designed to avoid any fighting, to
secure peace, and here it is sensible to say that every invasion into the
protected interests of another is a legal wrong prima f acie. Certainly,
this is not confined to the private life of the consumer. The dealer
stands in the same peaceful relationship to his customer, and the same is
true in the case of the workman and his employer; the merchant who
appropriates the famous trade name of the non-competing owner stands
in the order of peace so far as concerns his relationship to the trade
name owner; the price cutting dealer in cases of resale price maintenance stays in the order of peace with regard to his contractual obligations or other relations to the manufacturer. 20
There might be the objection, and in occasional talks it really has
been made, that there is struggle also in those spheres of life in which
there is no competition at all; that the whole life is struggle; that there
may be and usually is a fierce struggle between vendor and vendee and
that there is not such an atmosphere which could be called an order of
peace. It is maintained, moreover, that there are strikes, boycotts,
blacklists and other forms of economic pressure in the sphere of labor
relationships, in a world of antagonisms which were anything but a
sphere of peace. But the truth of all these facts means nothing against
our theory as stated in the preceding explanation.
Why and to what end is there struggle between vendor and vendee,
employer and employee? Are there the same motives and the same
purposes which are ruling the struggle between competitiors? Of
course not.
Vendor and vendee struggle against each other when and because the
vendor requests a price which is or seems to the vendee to be too high,
and the vendee refuses to pay this price. When one of them is cheated
or believes himself to be cheated, struggle arises. Real or apparent
injury is the cause of this struggle. But despite the struggle, both
here; we are dealing with typical facts. Besides, those emergencies are met by state
aid, e.g., by means of allotment. The same is to be said where several consumers are looking
after a rare book , or antique furniture or unreserved seats in a theatre. Struggle in
those cases is a mere exception and a peaceful settlement is the normal result.
"Inquiries in the former cases about the risk of dilution and the injury to the good
will of the trade name owner (see Schechter, Th e Rational Basis of Trade Mark Protection (1927) 40 HARV. L. REV. 813, 825, 830; Fo g and Fiction in Trade M~rk Protection
(1936) 36 COL . L. REv. 60, 65, 81-84 ; Wolff, N ON - COMPETING Goons IN TRADE MARK
LAW (1937) 37 CoL. L . REV. 582) as well as t_he latter cases about the right of the
manufacturer to maintain the resale prices (see Chafee, Equitable Servitudes on Chattels
(1928) 41 HARV. L. REV. 945) are typical questions of the order of peace.
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parties are striving for a peaceful arrangement to be reached as soon
as possible.
Employer and employee struggle against each other when and because
the employer violates the rights of his employees or the latter believe
that their rights have been violated. Then even thousands of Qtherwise
peaceful, law-abiding, hard-working citizens have to go on strike, acting
in self-defense if they in good faith defend their rights, feeling that
they have genuine grievances of long standing. Real or apparent injury
is the cause of this struggle. But despite the struggle, all interested
parties, management, labor and government, are imbued with the wish
that peace will be achieved, that the "injury" may cease which is the
"unlawful" cause of this struggle everywhere regretted, and that cooperation may take place which is possible only in an atmosphere of
peaceful understanding. 30
In the competitive relationship, however-where the struggle is not
one of any competitor against the other, but with the other for a common
prize--there is struggle because there is competition; it results not from
a real or apparent injury but from the very essence of the relationship;
struggle is in the nature of things incidental to competitive activity.
There is no other motive than that to reach the prize, and there is no.
chance to obtain peaceful conditions so long as the competition continues. In the province of competition struggle is presumed; here the
rules of law should be devoted at most to the regulation of this struggle.
The typical legal right here is to injure other rivals ; 31 the typical legal
wrong is to violate the rules of struggle. What kind of tort this wrongful act is, depends on which rules of struggle shall be recognized.
3.

ESSENCE OF COMPETITION

Shall that struggle ·be considered as the biological bellum onmzum.
contra omnes, as the predatory war of beasts of prey? That view is,
beyond question, incompatible with the essence of a civilized world.
Hobbes' maxim, homo homini lupus, has never been adopted. Or should
the _struggle be considered as the war between nations, the ultima ratio
employing force and fraud? This last idea would be strange, but it is
not impossible. The rule of thumb seems to be the simple economic
8'>J'his is the reason why the development of labor law has related to the issue of
justification. Concerted action by workers necessarily involves the infliction of intentional
harm and subjects the workers to liability unless their conduct was justified. It is
logical, therefore, that in labor disputes the chief issue is that of justification.
81
The reader might compare this with a football game where the ordinary attitudetowards battery disappears, at least so far as the game requires.
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conception of the institution of free competition. If competition is "the
great regulative force which establishes effective control over economic
activities," 32 and it is generally recognized that it is, then there must
be some rules which govern the struggle of business life and regulate
the conduct of men as law does in other human relations. 33 True, this
idea was not very clearly manifest in a great part of the preceding century, where the pendulum swung too far from the medieval paternalistic
professional discipline to the excessive freedom of the gigantic machine
age, where:
" ... lies the story of aggressive men , akin in spirit to military captains of the
past, working their way up from the ranks, waging economic war on one
another entering into combinations, making immense fortunes, and then, like
successful feudal chieftains or medieval merchants, branching out as patrons of
learning, divinity and charity." 34

But when we disregard the lawless methods, the ruthless competition,
and the pitiless destruction of rivals at that time as symptoms of an
effervescent youth, we may pursue in the philosophy of business life a.
line from Adam Smith to the modern Anti-Trust Law, even if we leave
out of account the regulatory attempts of the N. I. R. A. 33 • policy. But
while Adam Smith considered economic life regulated by an automatically working principle, the principle of free competition, the modern
idea, influenced by the existence of elements which show the tendency todisturb this competitive order, denies the doctrine of automatism. Not
only does the general purpose of the Sherman Act 34 • reveal this foundation of the present law of competition, but we find it more particularly
in the positive provisions of Section 2 of the Clayton Act, 34 " Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 34 • and Section 1 of the RobinsonPatman Act,340 and it is not the least important part of the opinion in
02

1 SucHTER, MODERN ECONOMIC SOCIETY (2d ed. 1929) 45.
""See Hamilton , Com petition, 4 ENCYC. Soc. SCIENCES ( 1935) 141 : "Competition is a.
term in social theory which associates the fact of a struggle with the function of order.
Competition is at once a process of selection, an economic organization and an agency
of social development. . . . Competition is rivalry subdued into organization by rules of
the game. Nature after centuries of creative effort produced no such scheme of arrangements as the competitive system. No great convention , called to consider how industrial
activities might be put together, contrived such a constitution for the economic order."
... 48 STAT. 195 (1933), 15 u. s. C. § 701 (1934).
"2 BEARD & BEARD, THE RrsE OF AMERICAN CIVILIZATION ( 1935) 17 7.
... 26 STAT. 209 (1890), 15 u. s. C. § 1 (1934) .
...38 STAT. 730 (1914), 15 u. s. C. § 13 (1934).
"'°38 STAT. 719 (1914), 15 u. S. C. § 45 (1934).
4
"' 52 STAT. 446, 15 U. S. C. § 13 c (Supp. 1938) .
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the Sugar Institute case. 840 These examples make quite evident the idea
that competition should not be wholly unregulated by the competitors
themselves. 8 5 Whereas the said statutes provide governmental restrictions to regulate the struggle of competition, under the law as outlined
in the Sugar Institute case, trade associations are still free to demonstrate a capacity for bringing competition to a higher degree of fairness
and efficiency.
Every part of the law has its own rules of reason. What are the rules
in the law of unfair competition?
If we define competition as:
"the act or proceeding for s0mething that is sought by another at the same
time; or contention of two or more for the same object or for superiority,
rivalry, as between aspirants for honors, or for advantage in business," 86

we are starting from such a general concept that it seems to be wholesome to examine the essence of competition in a field entirely different
from that of business life but not any less familiar, competition in
the field of sports. Let us try to treat seriously the apparently merely
rhetorical phrase: "The law of unfair competition might well be called
the book of rules of the business game." 8'
""297 u. s. 553 (1936).
""Cf. Fly, Observation on the Anti-Trust Laws, Economic Theory and the Sugar Institute
Decisions (1936) 45 YALE L. J. 1339, 1450, 1370.
""BouvIER, LAW DICTIONARY (Baldwin's ed. 1934).
"'NIMS, THE LAw OF UNFAIR COMPETITION AND TRADE MARKS (3d ed. 1929) viii. See
McLaughlin, Legal Control of Competitive Methods (1936) 21 lowA L. REV. 274, 280:
"It is impossible to distinguish between a competitive race and a competitive fight."
Fly, supra note 35, at 1370: "The Clayton Law and the Federal Trade Commission Act
impliedly recognize the privilege of business to establish rules of the game." See note
33 , supra; Ross, PRINC'.IPLE OF SOCIOLOGY (1930) 166: "Competition resembles a race
rather than a fight, for in· a fight it is quite proper to 'knock out' your opponent; but
tripping your rival in a race is regarded as bad sportsmanship."
For other quotations
see: Schechter, Trade Morals and Regulations: The American Scene (1937) 6 FORDHAM
L . REV. _ 190, who, however, repudiates "the romantic and frequently invoked, but entirely untenable interpretation of the problems of greed control or trade regulation in
terms of 'good sportsmanship'", and he refers to the "realists in various fields and situations" who have from time immemorial emphasized the egoism and selflove of men.
(Cf. infra note 42). Of course, egoism is as old as mankind and is perhaps the only
perfectly reliable factor in commercial calculation, but this fact is not capable of supporting the argument that the comparison with the sporting life is a violation of historical
truth. Only within a very short time compared with the whole course of economic
history has commercial life been mastered by a rugged egoism. For the many centuries
of the middle ages we see the business world stretched in the order of guild regulation,
the egoism of the individual restrained by the collective ethics of the community. And
even modern capitalism finds its cradle in the religious atmosphere of ascetic Puritanism
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Four elements are required to constitute a competitive relationship:
( 1) Several aspirants; ( 2) one and the same goal; ( 3) one prize or a
hierarchy of prizes; ( 4) one or several umpires. The aim of each
aspirant is to exclude the others from the prize, the task of the umpire
to compare the activities and award the prize. Before the levelling eye
of the arbiter vanishes the diversity of endowments bestowed by fortune
on each of the competitors. 38 All of them are striving to increase the
surplus of circumstances which aid in promoting their own success and
to decrease the surplus of circumstances which tend to insure the success.
of the others. Discovering the sort of activity a competitor has to
display makes us ascertain the direction of his attack, which is the same
in the situation of legal competition as in the situation of illegal
competition. 39
(cf. 1 MAX WEBER, GESAMM.ELTE AUFSATZE ZuR RELIGIONSSOZIOLOGIE (1934), who shows.
that the word "calling" sounding of the religious idea of a vocatio dei only exists in the
languages of preponderantly Protestant nations). While in the guilds the whole of the·
competitors created the rules of professional ethics, the good morals of the business man
in the beginning of modern capitalism are the moral concepts of the. Protestant sects, the
certificate of which guaranteed that the members were not living "without calling" or "idly
in their calling", that "they never asked two prices for the commodities they sold." Cf
CLARKSON, A PORTRAITURE OF THE CHRISTIAN PROFESSION AND PRACTICE OF THE SOCIETY'
OF FRIENDS (3d ed. 1867) 276; BAXTER, CHRISTIAN DIRECTORY (1673); Works of the Puritan Divines (1845-48) (Especially the sermons and essays of Th. Adams, John Howe,.
Matthew Henry, J. Janeway , St. Charnock, Baxter and Runyan). Nay, never would the
egoism of men have led to the excesses of competition in the preceding century if the
philosophy of that religion that all labor was done in majorem Dei gloriam had not been
the powerful impulse to a life of excessive activity. It is, I think, an unpretentious and
modest postulate to say that in our times human egoism should also be mastered, not by
the police of guilds, not by religious coercion of believers, but by the progressive sensibility of modern civilization The ideal type of modern business man is not the adventurer,.
the cut-throat competitor, the highwayman-those pirates and chevaliers d'industrie play
a similar role in the history of this country as the knight robbers and condottieri in medieval
Europe-it is the man who does not want to make money for money's sake, but is deeply
devoted to the idea of the calling who furthers his business enterprise by dint of asceticindustry and scrupulous correctness. The spirit of the "Codes of Ethics" is the historical symptom of the force which inheres in the new state of mind in American business.
life.
"'"'Manifestly a competitive situation is one in which two or more persons or two or
more groups of persons are striving for the same desired ends. The cherished prizes of
human effort are limited in relation to the number of individuals or groups desiring to
enter the lists of contestants. Therefore competition." BoETTIGER, FUNDAMENTALS OF
SOCIOLOGY (1938) 178.
""The writer suggests to supersede the phrase "unfair competition" by the phrase "illegaT
competition", because the former has "emotional and ethical implications peculiarly subject
to the economic bias of the person using the term." McLaughlin, supra note 37, at 274.
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The success of one is the failure of the others; the prize has slipped
through their fingers; their damage is not an invasion of their possession
but an interference with their acquiring, lucrum cessans. The attack of
each competitor is directed towards the activity of the others which has
to cease either if one of them on his part displays such an activity that
it immediately prevents the activity of the others, or if the prize itself
disappears, for instance, when it is acquired by one of them.
4.

ILLEGALITY OF COMPETITION

We have observed that in the case of a sport the umpire has to compare the activities of the opponents. In order to enable him to do this,
every competition is regulated by some rules; they are to secure a just
judgment. Every act done by one of the competitors which violates
these rules frustrates this purpose. No matter of what kind the act isit may even be lawful outside the competition-it is unlawful if it
disturbs the accomplishment of a correct decision. Suppose the competition takes place in a boat race. 40 If one of the rowers secretly
introduce the power of a motor he would destroy the equality of the
rowing; he would commit illegal competition, although the buying and
using of a motor is not an illegal act as such. He disturbs the order of
struggle. If he committed an assault and battery against one of the
fellow-rowers, e.g., if he broke his oars or sawed his rower's seat, he
would simultaneously commit a tort. Let us turn back to the business
life: selling below cost is competition by means of an act legal as such,
namely, price reduction; violation of "blue" laws or child labor law is
competition with illegal methods of working. Here we realize the two
different functions of the law; first, to protect the peace in human life
by furnishing all those means men need , by establishing the institution
of property, securing physical integrity, promoting the cultivation of
human relations, etc. And, second, to order the struggle where it is not
an excess but the ordinary modus vivendi. Accordingly we have to
divide the injuries of men: violation of the order of peace and violation
of the order of struggle. In the first class we are wont to see the
In the continental law, too , we may observe an increasing aversion to this terminology.
In France the term "deloyal" is about to be superseded by the term "illicite"; and in
Germany we find more and more the world "unerlaubt" (i.e. illicit) instead of the word
"unlauter" (i .e. unfair). See CALLMANN , op. cit. supra note 10, at 45. Still more should
concepts such as "cut-throat competition", "unethical trade practices", and similar unfavorable and obnoxious phrases be avoided in legal considerations.
'°This picture is taken from the German author 1 LOBE, DER UNLAUTERE WETTBEWERB
(1907) 8.
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familiar kinds of torts and crimes ; in the second class we are confronted
with the tort of illegal competition, now conceiving that this tort is not
of the same kind as those which offend the interests of the order of
peace, the interests in personality and property, in human relations and
actions, in reputation, privacy, and the like. Illegal competition is a
tort sui generis, a violation of the order of struggle, an injury to the interest of the riva!/,s that all of them act in harmony with the ruJes of
competition. 41
5.

THE CONSTRUCTIVE EFFORT

Again starting with our fundamental concept of competition and then
attempting to transfer its general terms into the language of business
life, we realize that there is a definite distinction between the principles
motivating the struggle of rivals in sports and those motivating rivals
in commercial fighting. A game happens but once ; what occurs to the
parties after it is over is foreign to its purpose. The winner may celebrate his success by dancing or drinking or he may collapse; he has done
what he has set out to do . The competition in business has a lifelong
appeal. If competition has the function of economic organization, legal
order would never deem it desirable that each bargain should be an
isolated transaction , even though bankruptcy might be the fall of the
curtain. The gist of each act in a merchant's striving has its value in
relation to all others, in its influence on the annual balance. It is the
essence of commercial activity to calculate each transaction with a watchful eye for the whole settlement. That alone is economic excellence,
which is manifested in the revenue of the enterprise; that is the beginning, the middle, and the end of all. Now, we may say that this is the
prize of competition; the customer seems to be only a means to the end,
more exposed to view than all, but ultimately seller, buyer, banker,
newspaper and advertising agency, all are of the same importance.
Actually there is a grave distinction. It is the main function of a business enterprise to sell goods produced in accordance with the needs of
the customers; financing, advertising, and similar transactions, albeit
necessary, are merely auxiliary affairs. Thus the decision of the choosing customer is the most important event. Each bargain is a race with
the conquest of the customer the goal; he is the umpire of the game;
"Even if one disagrees with the idea of a competition as a game and prefers to consider it a war, one cannot contest that doctrine that there exists the contrast between the
order of peace and the order of struggle and merely the kind of the struggle and its rules
are in dispute. But war knows no law!
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his comparison decides the issue; he is flattered by all who are impatient
to sell him their wares.
Nevertheless, the attack of every competitor, as we have seen, is
directed against the activity by means of which the others may gain
the prize. The consequence of this injury is that business competition
tends to diminish or even destroy the productivity of the others. Everyone who tries to enlarge the productivity of his business enterprise
through transactions not in accordance with the conduct of reasonable
business men introduces circumstances into his business sphere capable
of falsifying the basis of comparison. As in the game, the winner will
not be the competitor who wangled an advantage by means which had
nothing to do with his ability to run the race.
This line of reasoning leads us to the classification which should be
the pole-star in the law of "unfair competition": the distinction between
competition embracing constructive effort and competition embracing
non-constructive effort. The former will always be allowed; there can
be no constructive competition which might be unlawful. The latter
should fundamentally be forbidden .42 There are, however, some un"I wish to call the attention of the reader to an interesting passage in ADAM SMITH,
THE THEORY OF MORAL SENTIMENTS (Bohn's ed. 1853) 120. "Though it may be true, therefore, that every individual, in his own breast, naturally prefers himself to all mankind, yet he
dares not look mankind in the face, and avow that he acts according to this principle.
He feels that in this preference they can never go along with him, and that how natural
soever it may be to him , it must always appear excessive and extravagant to them . When
he views himself in the light in which he is conscious that others will view him , he sees
that to them he is but one of the multitude, in no respect better than any other in it.
If he would act so that the impartial spectator may enter into the principles of his
conduct, which is what of all things he has the greatest desire to do , he must upon this,
as upon all other occasions, humble the arrogance of his self-love, and bring ' it down to
something which other men can go along with. They will indulge it so far as to allow
him to be more anxious about , and to pursue with more earnest assiduity, his own
happiness than that of any other person. Thus far , whenever they place themselves in
his situation, they will readily go along with him. In the race for w ealth, honors, and
preferments, he may run as hard as he can, and strain every nerve and every muscle, in
order to outstrip all his competitors. But if he should jostle, or throw down any of
them, the indulgence of the spectators is entirely at an end. It is a violation of fair play,
which they cannot admit of. This man is to them , in every respect as good as he: they
do not enter into that self-love , by which he prefers himself so much to this other, and
cannot go along with the motive from which he hurt him . They readily, therefore,
sympathize with the natural resentment of the injured, and the offender becomes the
object of their hatred and indignation . He is sensible that be becomes so, and feels that
those sentiments are ready to burst out from all sides against him." (Quoted by BoHM,
op. cit. supra note 27) .
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important exceptions in certain emergency cases which merit liberal
treatment, but they are only exceptions.
"Constructive effort" is the effort of a man who strives to obtain commercial advantages only by the honestly exercised means of his own
strength, his own ingenuity, skill, and capital. 43 Constructive effort is
a subjective conception, which means that the business man's effort
is called constructive, not because, from an. objective point of view, the
effect of his endeavor is beneficial to the general economy, especially
not because he considers his competitive effort beneficial for the whole,
but because the means of his business activity display those of his
powers which are from a reasonable standpoint necessary in order to
do the best possible job within his ability. 44 This characterization of
constructive effort applies to the president of a large corporation as well
as to the bootblack on the street. Consequently, competition is not
"unfair" because the result of the commercial effort is neutral or even
disadvantageous for the whole community from an objective, economical
point of view unless the latter knowledge has led to a legal prohibition.
"Unfair competition" on the other hand, is not legal merely because its
result is considered to be beneficial to the public. General rules,
especially in economics, are seldom questioned. The business man is
not trained to judge his activity from an objective theoretical standpoint. "The homo economicus of the exchange economy is dominated
by the striving for gain. The gain incentive of the individual is the
steady effective basic factor of world economy; out of it comes for
economic men the end and purpose of professional activity. All other
objectives set, are only means to the attainment of this final goal, are
only intermediate aims whether considered as aims of phases of economic
activity or as interdependent but partial objectives." 45 • 46
~ e classical expression of constructive effort may be found in the Homeric Words :
"Be ever best and o'ertop other men" (" Aiu d.~w·Tru£tv Kat inrn~oxov £fLfJ,€YaL a.A.Awv ,"
The Iliad, VI, 208, XI, 784). This is the admonition of two fathers to their sons at the
time they were leaving for war and is the unsurpassable exposition of the ideal of an
age of sportsmanlike fighting.
"Constructive effort" is the equivalent to the German word "leistungswettbewerb"
which the writer introduced into the German legal language .
... "Unfairness" of competition is similar to other relative legal conceptions such as
negligence, a subjective (individual) conduct measured by an objective (general) standard.
'°These words quoted from the writer's book DAS DEUTSCHE KARTELLRECHT, caused Professor Brady in his book, THE SPIRIT AND STRUCTURE OF GERMAN FASCISM (1937) 351,
to draw a strange conclusion. After having explained the Nazi slogan "Gemeinnutz geht
vor Eigennutz" he quotes these words and calls the writer's statement "a representative
of the Nazi point of view in this respect not only because it is consistent with the
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THE MARKET

The playground as given to the disposal of the interested parties by
the manager state is the market on which the game shall take place in
accordance with the rules of the competitive order.
"A market in economic parlance is the area within which the forces
of demand and supply converge to establish a single price." 47 In
economic theory, as distinguished from popular phraseology, it is viewed
as an abstract conception,
"as a more or less organized group of individuals whose bids and offers disclose
the supply and demand situation and thereby establish the price . . . . The price,
or price structure, which would reflect most accurately the existing state
of demand and supply, that is, the price situation which would emerge if no
further change occurred in the conditions of supply and demand, is known as
the equilibrium price. . . . The moderate movement in economic theory has
challenged this doctrine not so much in terms of its logical completeness and
accuracy as in terms of its adequacy to solve pressing problems of public and
private policy." 48
meaning and unexpurgated statements of responsible spokesmen for the present regime,
but also because the fact of its publication in a 'totalitarian' state is proof of its acceptability. All doubt on this score can be set aside by a brief survey of the enthusiastic comments made by reviewers in legal and economic journals . . . . " I who left Germany and
have immigrated to the United States am very much interested in refuting such a suggestion that I am a representative of any Nazi point of view. My books were written
prior to 1933 and it was by chance that the KARTELLRECHT was not published until 1934.
I will leave it undiscussed whether Professor Brady 's interpretation of the Nazi slogan
is correct , but no word can be found in my books which bas any connection with a
Nazi point of view. Moreover, the statement quoted above is the expression of the
general economic view in all countries of modern capitalism. The error of Pr-0fessor
Brady, however, is understandable; be could not know that in 1934 the organization of
the 'totalitarian' state was not yet accomplished, that at that time books were published
without first being accepted by the authorities, and that the reviewers in legal and economic journals still belonged to that class of liberal men who were anything but Nazis
and who were gradually removed from their positions. Nor could Professor Brady know
that after the Nazis came into power, the German publishers refused to print the writer's
KARTELLRECHT nor that finally the publication was made possible only by the readiness
of a small publisher to assume the apparent risk.
"'Man is utterly selfish and seldom honest from bis nature. "To be honest, as this
world goes, is to be one man picked out of ten thousand." Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act II,
sc. 2, line 179. SCHOPENHAUER, op. cit. supra note 1, at 137, properly denotes: "In point
of fact, the general correctness of conduct which is adopted in human intercourse, and
insisted on as a rule no less immovable than the hills, depends principally on two external
necessities; first, on legal ordinance, by virtue of which the rights of every man are protected by public authority; and, secondly, on the recognized need of possessing civil honour,
in other ·words, a good name, in order to advance in the world."
07
Hardy, Market, 10 ENCYC. Soc. SCIENCES (1935) 131.
'"Ibid.
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The market is that economic situation which is created by the interacting of the forces of supply and demand to determine a price. But
this is a highly abstract concept; it is the well-known concept of a
perfect market, of a market where the interacting forces of supply and
demand are not disturbed by other extrinsic influences or elements of
friction, immobility and arty undiscounted future changes. For our discussion the concept of a perfect market may serve as a working hypothesis because the many possible elements of disturbances may flow
from the various causes which are lying outside the scope of our problem.
The lure of profit-making impels the individuals or corporations to
enter the market, to offer and to accept, and the state furnishes, as the
mechanics of the whole game, protection of private property, freedom
of contract and freedom of trade. The actors on the market are isolated
units, powerless and, as a rule, without knowledge of the dominating
factors, exposed to mysterious operating of the market process. This
powerlessness of the single competitor, his being mastered by the great
casus of commercial risk is one of the predominant features of the competitive order. Lack of influence upon the market process on the part
of the many is the prerequisite of the existence of pure competition. 49
Whoever tries to obtain such an influence, is going to disturb the competitive economy.
In a highly changeable or "dynamic" society the most unpredictable
element or the greatest risk has to do with price changes. Risks of
price changes arise from three main sources: changes in the attitudes
of consumers; changes in the supply of the commodity in consequence
of the behavior of producers ; and a miscellaneous, practically unlimited
list of contingencies in other industries, which may act through either
the tastes or the incomes of consumers. Risk is a phenomenon of change;
of capricious fluctuations; it arises because individuals make commitments of other individuals. Since the effect of a large loss to an individual is disproportionately greater than that of a similar gain, there is
a tendency to reduction of risks by organized grouping. 50 But the risk
of price changes, the risk of loss is the unavoidable risk of the market
as it is in every game and struggle. Abolishing the risk would mean
abolishing the struggle.
" "Pure" competition is a narrower concept than " perfect" competition, because it embraces the possibility of friction and imperfect knowledge and depends merely on freedom
from "monopolistic" elements. It is also a more realistic concept because pure competition,
however rare it may be, is not a mere ideal, imaginatory conception as perfect competition
is, unless we follow the theory -of monopolistic competition of Professor Chamberlin.
"°See FRANK H . KNIGHT, RISK, UNCERTAINTY AND PROFIT (1921) .
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CONCLUSION

Competition in business life forms a peculiar order of struggle as distinguished from .the order of peace. Within this order the conduct of
men is governed by game-like rules which are to be derived from the
principle of constructive effort. In displaying their own strength and
skill, their own independent exertions, the participants of the competitive struggle are subject to the conditions of the market. Hence we
reach the following rough definition of a competitive conduct: struggle
according to game-like rules by means of constructive effort subject to
the natural conditions of the market.
This definition furnishes three elements of competitive conduct:
( 1) of struggle, ( 2) that of game-like rules and among these the element
of constructive effort, ( 3) that of subservience to the conditions of the
market. Any violation of one of these three elements constitutes an
anti-competitive conduct, but it is of far reaching importance outside
the law of unfair competition to realize that not any anti-competitive
conduct is necessarily competition unfair against a fellow-competitor.
The struggle ( element 1) may be superseded by peace and this is the
typical case of a violation of the spirit of the anti-trust laws, e.g., in the
form of trade agreements stifling competition, and it seems to be no
exaggeration to say that just as the law of the order of peace is violated
by struggle so the law of the order of struggle is violated by peace.
Business has to be carried on subject to the conditions of the market
( element 3) . If the entrepreneur tries to become master of the market
he violates the anti-trust laws which are to preserve competition and
to prevent monopolies.
In these cases there is not so much an unfairness of competition as
a violation of the competitive order as such by contravening or disavowing its very fundamentals.
The tortious conduct which we are wont to call "unfair competition"
is that which violates the rules of the "game" competition. As to its
legal nature we now may conclude, that it is a real tort in so far as in
the law of competition we also follow the old and well-established rule
that the infringement of a right or t.he violation of a duty are necessary
ingredients of this kind of tort. But when we determine the interest
protected by this law as being the interest of the competitors in having
all of them acting in harmony with the rules of competition, we are not
confining ourselves to the establishing of a new interest within the
ordinary law of torts, but are recognizing, as we termed it, a tort
sui generis. Whenever the law creates a right, the violation of such
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right will be a tort, and wherever the law creates a duty, the breach of
such duty coupled with consequent damage will be a tort. But the competitive tort is distinguished from all other torts outside the sphere of
competition in that the damage which one rival inflicts upon another is
prima facie legally done; it is damnum absque injuria; merely the nature
of the wrong and the circumstances under which it is done are in issue.
The interest itself is independent of any requirements of the order of
peace, such as property rights, and only if there happens to be the concurrence of a competitive tort with an ordinary tort may we look for
the requirements of both.
Now let us return to A, B, C, and D in our four examples as given at
the outset and put them to the test of this aspect.
If the competitor, A, is declared to be the legal possessor of an individual interest it would seem to be fairly clear that he is no longer
compelled to borrow the armor for his protection from the deceived
purchaser, to sue as "the vicarious avenger of the defendant's customers"; 51 he is not dependent upon the measures taken by governmental
agencies; he himself is the injured party in a suit against "unfair competition", and is entitled to a direct action based on his violated right. 52
In this suit A need not show that a property right of his has been violated, since a property right, a quasi-property right, or any other right
of this nature is revealed as a right of the order of peace ; nor has he to
prove special damage by showing that the customer would have purchased from him but for the disparagement, nor that he is the sole
competitor in the field. If the buyer sues in deceit, he, of course, has to
observe the usual requirements, while in a suit of the competitor the
requirements of scienter, reliance, materiality, privity of contract, and
proof of damage shear the remedy of its practical effect. The same distinction is true in the case of B; and now we have a basis broad
enough to enable us to apply generally the rule which allows equitable
relief in cases of defamation of character or disparagement of goods.
Our theory furnishes the rationale of the excellent statement that
"'Learned Hand, J., Ely Norris Safe Co . v. Mosler Safe Co., 7 F . (2d) 603, 604 (C. C. A.
2d, 1925) .
"'That there is no obstacle either at common law or in statutes against the right of a
competitor to sue at law or in equity for redress for injury caused by unfair competition
is convincingly shown by Professor Grismore, Are Unfair Methods of Competition Actionable at the Suit of a Competitor? (1935) 33 MICH. L. REV. 321, 334-337. It may be added
that under the continental law in many countries the plaintiff competitor need not explain
the existence or kind of his personal interest. The action is an actio popuJaris. See
CALLMANN, op. cit. supra note 10, § 13.
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"where the gravamen of the action is to enjoin unfair competition, the question of libel and slander is only incidental to the action, and such an action is
not one to enjoin a libel or slander." 53

Nor in C's case does it matter whether or not R's methods involve fraud,
misrepresentation, intimidation, coercion and the other wrongs mentioned by the California court. So also it is immaterial in D's case
whether or not there exists a copyright, a right of the order of peace. 5•
That this view is sound, is in the writer's belief, now too apparent to
merit further discussion.
All these considerations, however, involve merely negative consequences of our theory: no longer need we grope in the sphere of other
inverted or perhaps not inverted parties for a foundation upon which
we may rest a competitor's suit. But positively speaking, we have to
fill in the conception of the "rules of the game." It could be said without
hesitation that in the cases of A and B, R's conduct is contrary to those
rules, since there can be no legal game in which falsehood and deceit
are tolerated by law. Likewise in C's case we may invoke the sound
feeling of the majority of fair business men, although here we might
find a lack of unanimity in the indictment of R. In D's case, however,
there is an antithesis which cannot be solved by the mere feeling of
decent people; here we are confronted with a diversity of principles as
is shown in the different opinions of the Associated Press case, viz.,
whether it is legal for a business man to reap where he has not sown, or
whether the practice to appropriate and use for profit the business values
produced by other men is sanctioned by law. 55 Though it may be that
in D's case the "sound feeling", the "judicial sensibility" may find it
easy to plead for D, the problem as such is complicated and anything
but easy. A mere reference to this difficulty shows that the necessity
of filling in the concept of the "rules of the game" presents us with a
great task which must be met if ever the weight of authority is willing
to adopt the theory of the competitive struggle and of the tort sui generis.
From the game character of the competitive struggle and from its inherent requirement of constructive effort, we shall, in the course of
further inquiries, obtain a more and more definite description of the
broad interest of the competitor as determined here, and, herewith a
..Dehydro Inc. v. Tretolite Co., 53 F. (2d) 273, 274 (N. D. Okla. 1931). (Italics
supplied.)
"'See CALLMANN, Copyright and Unfair Competition (1940) 2 LA. L. REV. (copyright
infringement and unfair competition distinguished) .
..International News Service v . Associated Press, 248 U. S. 215 (1918); id. at 248 , 250,
264 (dissenting opinion).
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new basis which may be a better standard than the present too-narrow
concept of unfair competition. This basis becomes the stronger the more
we succeed in establishing maxims, following the example of the broader
field of law, the law of equity. Just as the maxims of equity have
proved themselves to be principal mentors, more than a procrustean
frame, in the display of legal rules we shall realize that the effect of
those maxims in our field of law also will be to smooth the way which
we have to go and to stabilize the ground upon which we build. 56
The result which we have reached in defining competition and treating
unfair competition as a tort sui generis, as a tort in the order of struggle,
leads to at least one realization: only if we free the life of commercial
competition from the role of a Cinderella, which it has been sentenced
to play in the pitiable capacity of an exception to the ordinary life, may
the Law of Competition develop freely and without restraint .
..In a forthcoming article the writer will try to show that one of those maxims is the
time-honored phrase of the competitor "who reaps where he bas not sown," thus adding
tc- the famous "palming off" the element of unjust enrichment as another pillar of wisdom.

JOINDER OF CONSPIRACY AND ATTEMPT
DAVID KAUFFMAN*

INTRODUCTION

FACTS are placed before the state which lead the prosecutor to believe
that one or both of two crimes have been committed--conspiracy
or attempt. When such facts exist, pregnant with double criminality,
what procedure is desirable? We might indict for attempt, and if that
indictment fails, start again on conspiracy. Or we might philosophically
resign ourselves to complete dependence on a conspiracy indictmentordinarily the less exacting case to prove since it is concluded a step
lower in the ladder toward the completed crime. 1
The first choice involves two trials, presuming we can and do get to
the second trial, The other choice is a concession we are most reluctant
to grant and a defeat which may well be self-administered only. Neither
choice is inexorable however and the virtues of either seem infinitesimal
in comparison with another procedure, namely, that of joining the two
crimes in one indictment. This alternative practice is astonishingly
simple and even more astonishing, rarely essayed. This paper is designed to show that there is a right to join conspiracy and attempt, and
that there are many advantages to be derived from the exercise of that
right.
THE PROSECUTION OF ATTEMPTS 2

The peculiar ineptness of the attempt indictment3 m producing con*A.B., University of Pennsylvania (1936); LL.B ., Harvard Law School (1939); Member
of the District of Columbia Bar.
1
A few jurisdictions have the statutory requirement that an overt act must be shown
before the offense of conspiracy is complete. REV. STAT. § 5440 (1878), 18 U. S. C. § 88
(1934) and cases thereunder; CAL. PEN. CODE (Deering, 1937) §§ 182, 184. Since these
statutes have been construed to mean any overt act, innocent or guilty, hence not the
equivalent of attempt , they can not be considered radical departures from the common
law, which considered the offense complete upon unlawful combination. People v. Gilbert,
26 Cal. App . (2d) 1, 78 P. (2d) 770 (1938); People v. George, 74 Cal. App. 440, 241
Pac. 97 (1925); Note (1925) 13 CALIF. L. REv. 491. See also opinion of Holmes, J., dissenting in Hyde v. United States, 225 U. S. 347, 384 (1911), in whiqh he discusses the differences between attempts and conspiracies.
"Valuable contributions on this subject are found in Arnold, Criminal Attempts-The
Rise and Fall of an Abstraction (1930) 40 YALE L. J. 53; Beale, Criminal Attempts (1903)
16 HARV. L. REV. 491; Curran, Criminal and Non-Criminal Attempts (1931) 19 GEORGETOWN LAW JOURNAL 185, 316; Sayre, Criminal Attempts (1928) 41 HARV. L. REV. 821;
Strahorn, Effect of Impossibility on Criminal Attempts (1930) 78 U. OF PA. L. REV. 962 .
'Arnold, supra note 2, at 60, 61, 65, 66, points out that the remarks re attempts may
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victions is the product of the history of the courts in dealing with a
difficult concept and not always dealing with it skillfully. There need be
no trepidation in saying that prosecutions for attempt often fail. One
reason for this sieve-like quality is the rule in attempts that the purported attemptor must come reasonably close to the completion of the
crime-the so-called rule of proximity. There are two branches to this
rule-the first being the distinction of "mere preparation" from attempt. 4
An illustration of this principle is People v. Rizzo. 5 Here four men conspired to rob a bank messenger. Unaware of police surveillance, they
drove about looking for the messenger. One ran into a building, believing the messenger was there. The others waited in the car. There
they were all apprehended. The messenger was in fact not near the
scene. The gang was indicted for attempted robbery and convicted.
Rizzo appealed. The court granted his appeal on the mere preparation
ground. He had not come dangerously close to the consummation of his
intended crime.
The second branch of the proximity rule is abandonment of purpose by the defendants, i.e., where independent of the fact that interinclude: (a) assault with intent to commit a particular offense; (b) attempt in general;
(c) attempt at a particular crime; and (d) various statutory crimes, e.g., shooting at a
person. Assault with intent is usually attempt plus present ability. People v. Welsh,
7 Cal. (2d) 209, 60 P. (2d) 124 (1936); Chandler v. State, 141 Ind. 106, 39 N. E. 444
(1894). But cf. (1912) 11 MICH. L. REV. 65.
'The leading American case is probably Commonwealth v. Peaslee, 177 Mass. 267,
59 N. E. 56 (1900) . People v. Murray, 14 Cal. 159 (1859) and P eople v. Youngs, 122
Mich. 292, 81 N. W. 114 (1899) also exerted a strong influence. Later cases were: People
v. Anderson, 1 Cal. App. (2d) 687, 37 P. (2d) 67 (1934) (killing in attempt to rob);
People v. Moran, 18 Cal. App. 209, 122 Pac. 969 (1912) (attempt to rob); Dill v.
State , 149 Miss. 167, 115 So. 203 ( 1928) (attempt to manufacture liquor); State v. Block,
333 Mo. 134, 62 S. W. (2d) 432 (1933) (attempt to defraud insurance company); State
v. Addor, 183 N. C. 687, 110 S. E . 650 (1922) (attempt to manufacture liquor); Commonwealth v. Meyers, 131 Pa. Super. 258, 200 Atl. 143 (1938) (attempt at burglary);
State v. Hurley, 79 Vt. 28, 64 Atl. 78 (1906) (attempt to break jail).
The English development of the doctrine may be traced from Regina v. Eagleton, Dears.
C. C. 515, 169 Eng. Re. 826 (Cr. App. 1855); Rex v. Robinson, [1915] 2 K. B. 342;
Rex v. Barker, [1924] N. Z. L. R . 865 (C. A.); Rex v. Yelds, [1928] N. Z. L. R. 18
(C. A.); HOLMES, TuE COMMON LAW (1923) 68, 69; Arnold, supr(J) note 2, at 72; Beale,
supra note 2, at 501; Curran, supra note 2, at 190; Derby, Criminal Attempts (1932)
9 N. Y. U. L. Q. REV. 464; Sayre, supra note 2, at 843; Turner, Attempt to Commit
Crimes (1934) 5 CAMB. L. J. 230, 235.
"246 N . Y. 334, 158 N . E . 888 (1927). Cf. People v. Gormley, 222 App. Div. 256, 225
N. Y. Supp. 653 (1st Dep't 1927), where surprisingly similar facts existed and the defendants could have undoubtedly asserted the same defense but for the blunder of entering
a plea of guilty.
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ruption comes by some third person or external agency, as in mere preparation, the parties give up the idea. 6 Thus in Regina v. McCann 1 three
young men conspired to break and enter a house and steal therefrom.
'!'hey agreed to meet near their objective. One of the young men was
detected in the plan by his father and hence did not appear at the scheduled time. The others waited for him a short distance away from
the house they had conspired to rob. With time came reflection, and,
deciding to abandon their plan, they went home. In an indictment for
attempt to break and enter a dwelling house, an acquittal resulted.
Another item which heightens the unpredictability of an attempt
prosecution is the test that the means must be adequate to accomplish
the end, i.e., that there must be no intrinsic impossibility. 8 The courts
are not in complete harmony on the subject, but it would seem that if
A throws pepper into the eyes of B, desiring to blind him, an indictment for attempt to maim would fail if proof of the pepper's harmless
qualities was presented. 9 Or let us suppose a band of men poured a
fluid which they believed to be gasoline over a negro and lit a match
to it. Is there an attempt to murder if the fluid turns out in fact to be
water? Probably not. 10
A further stumbling block to certainty in the field of attempts is the
rule that the end or essential object must be present-that there should
be no extrinsic impossibility of completing the act.11 In this sphere also
the jurisdictions vary. However, there is doubt that all would hold an
attempt indictment satisfied, if, in pursuance of a conspiracy between
A and B, A shoots a form believing it to be X whereas in fact X is elsewhere. State v. Mitchell 12 held such a case to be an attempt--query,
if all courts would. 13 The picking of an empty pocket and shooting at
6
People v. Carter, 73 Cal. App. 495, 238 Pac. 1059 (1925); State v. Allen, 47 Conn. 121
(1879); Rex v. Page, [1933) Viet. L. R . 351 (Sup. Ct.); WHARTON, CRIMINAL LAW
(12th ed. 1932) § 226; Sayre, supra, note 2, at 821, 847; Note (1934) 7 AusT. L. J. 302.
7
28 U. C. Q. B. 517 (1869).
"State v. Ballamah, 28 N. M . 212, 210 Pac. 391 (1922) ; Note (1923) 26 A. L. R . 769,
772; MliLER, CRIMINAL ~Aw (1934) 97; Sayre, supra note 2, at 848-851, 859; Strahorn,
supra note 2, at 965-966, 971-978.
9
Dahlberg v. People, 225 Ill. 485, 80 N. E . 310 (1927) .
wcf. Looney v. State, 41 Ga. App. 495, 153 S. E. 372 (1930) .
uDerby, supra note 4, at 469-474 ; Sayre, supra note 2, at 852-855; Strahorn, supra, note
2, at 962, 979; Turner, supra note 4, at 242-247; (1926) 26 CoL. L. REV. 1027.
12
170 Mo. 633, 71 S. W. 175 (1902).
13
Accord: People v . Lee Kong, 95 Cal. 666, 30 Pac. 800 (1892). But cf. Lott v. State,
83 Miss. 609, 36 So. 11 (1904); Rex v. Lovel, 2 Mood. & Rob. 236, 174 Eng. Re. 274
(K. B. 1839).
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a stump situations have been debatable subjects for many years. 14
Not so debatable, and having a clear cut majority, is the principle
that a solicitation does not amount to an attempt. 15 The companion cases
of State v. Davis1 6 and State v. Lourie 11 illustrate this precept. Here
Mrs. Lourie and her paramour, Davis, conspired to rid themselves of
the obstreperous husband. Unfortunately for their plot, the man they
hired for the job only pretended to acquiesce, in reality informing the
police. Davis and Mrs. Lourie were tried separately on attempt to
murder. In each case the defendant was ordered discharged because
solicitation does not suffice for attempt.
These cases offer a cross section of the difficulties of attempt. There
are other neat pedantic pigeonholes which mitigate still further the likelihood of success on an attempt indictment. 18 The attempt indictment
process offers comparatively little certitude for the state, obfuscated
as it is by the various limitations on its scope.
"People v. Moran , 123 N . Y . 254, 25 N. E. 412 (1896) (Picking empty pockets held attempt) ; Regina v. Ring, 17 Cox C. C. 491 (Q. B. 1892) ; Commonwealth v. McDonald,
5 Cush. 365 (Mass. 1850) (held-not an attempt) ; R egina v. Collins, 9 Cox C. C. 497
(C. C. R. 1864); cf. People v. Purnell, 269 Ill. 467, 109 N. E. 1007 (1915) (which can
probably be distinguished because of a special statute). MAY, CRIMF.S (3d ed. 1905)
§ 184; WHARTON, CRIMINAL LAW (12th ed. 1932) § 225; Beale , supra note 2, at 491-494;
Curran, supra note 2, at 329. Shooting at a stump: discussion found in CLARK AND
MARSHALL, CRIMF.S (3d ed. 1927) § 127; 2 STEPHEN, HISTORY OF THE CRIMINAL LAW
op ENGLAND (1883) 225; Beale, supra note 2, at 493; Strahorn, supra note 2, at 983 .
'"Becker v. State, 45 Okla. Crim . Rep. 350, 283 Pac. 796 (1929); Note (1925) 35 A. L. R.
961; WHARTON, CRIMINAL LAW (12th ed. 1932) § 218; Curran, supra note 2, at 317-319,
328; Sayre, supra note 2, at 85 7.
10
319 Mo. 1222, 6 S. W. (2d) 609 (1928).
17
12 S. W. (2d) 43 (1928).
18
(a) The weight of authority requires that the attempt must fail to consummate the
desired end in order to be indictable. Hill v. State, 27 Ala. App. 160, 167 So. 606 (1936);
Broadhead v. State, 24 Ala. App. 56 , 139 So. 115 (1932); Bunn v. Butler, 300 Ill. 269,
133 N. E . 246 (1921); Graham v. People, 181 Ill. 477, 55 N . E. 179 (1899); People v.
Cosad, 253 App. Div. 104, 1 N . Y. S. (2d) 132 (4th Dep't 1937); Attempt and Solicitation,
16 C. J. § 92; Beale, supra note 2, at 506; Sayre, supra note 2, at 838 .
(b) Many subscribe to the doctrine of legal impossibility, i.e., if all that a person
intended to do would be no crime, it is also no crime to attempt to do a part of that
act: People v. Jaffe, 185 N. Y. 497, 78 N. E. 169 (1906). But cf. People v. Gardner,
144 N. Y. 119, 38 N. E. 1003 (1894). See Beale, supra note 2, at 821, 840, n. 70, 71;
Strahorn, supra note 2, at 962, 986; 33 CYc. 1430, n. 25.
(c) Attempts at crimes malum prohibitum will not be punished. Accord: State v . Redmon, 121 S. C. 139, 113 S. E. 467 (1922). Contra: Mote v. State, 17 Ala. App. 526, 87
So. 628 (1920); People v. Bauer, 216 Mich. 659, 185 N. W. 694 (1921) . Discussion:
BISHOP, CRIMINAL LAW (1923) § 772; Attempt and Solicitation, 16 C. J. § 90; (1883)
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CONSPIRACY AS A SUPPLEMENT TO A PROSECUTION FOR ATTEMPT

The significance to be drawn from the outcome of these cases is not
that attempt indictments are sterile from the standpoint of producing
convictions, for that is not always so. Rather the conclusion should
be that wherever prosecutions are conceived for an attempt by two or
more ( as many attempts are) 19 a mating of that count with a count
in conspiracy will possess a much greater fecundity. In many of the
actual or supposititious cases set forth, the defendants, while not established as guilty of attempt, were indubitably guilty of conspiracy.
The evidence at its pinnacle could not reach to attempt, but could scale
the heights of conspiracy. Yet in none of the above cases had the state
endeavored to take out the insurance of another count if the count of
attempt should fall. Here is detected a logical descending spiral of
crimes for which provision should be made. Where could such provision
be better made than in the indictment? In no other way can the odious
requirement of two trials be vitiated.
Where the defendant's acts do not constitute an attempt and he has
acted alone, it would seem satisfactory that he not be punished. Even
here the possibility of an unsuccessful solicitation should be faced. 20
More pertinent is the situation where he has acted with others. The law
proceeds on the postulate that we do not punish for intent alone; 21 yet
it punishes for conspiracy which ordinarily requires no further act than
that of combination for an unlawful offense, or combining to accomplish
a lawful end by unlawful means. 22 The reason is clear-society considers
17 CENT. L. J. 26; Greenfield, Malum Prohibitwm (1921) 7 A. B. A . J. 493; Note (1929)
43 HARV. L. REV. 117.
10
Over one-half of the cases cited up to this point involved two or more persons acting
in confederation in the commission of crime. Many types of attempt cases must factually
be so concerned. Thus-attempt to defraud insurance companies by fake accident-In re
Schurman, 40 Kan. 533, 20 Pac. 277 (1888).
"'Solicitation should be joined with attempt wherever it is held not to be the equivalent
of attempt. Such a procedure has been permitted and seems definitely advantageous.
State v. Hampton, 210 N. C. 283, 186 S. E. 251 (1936); Stabler v. Commonwealth, 95
Pa. 318 (1880). Compare the procedure in Regina v. Williams, 1 C. & K. 589 (Cr. App.
1844), and in Regina v. Roberts, Dears. C. C. 539 (Cr. App. 1855) .
lllChandler v. State, 141 Ind. 106, 39 N. E. 444 (1894); State v. Rider, 90 Mo. 54,
1 S. W. 825 (1866); CLARK AND MARSHALL, CRIMES (3d ed. 1927) § 117.
""WRIGHT, THE LAW OF CRIMINAL CONSPIRACIES, article by Carson, American Law of
Criminal Consp,iracy (1887); Sayre, Crmiinal Consp,iracy (1922) 35 HARV. L. REV. 393;
Notes (1924) 37 llARv. L. REV. 1121, (1924) 38 llARv. L. REV. 96. Some writers have
viewed the law of conspiracy as an outgrowth of the larger law of attempts: WRIGHT, id.
at 48, 62; Carson, id. at 192; 2 STEPHEN, op. cit. supra note 14, at 227.
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preparations made by several people a greater danger than that by one
man. The ratio decidendi of such a thought would seem invoked from
a psychological pragmatism. We are more afraid if we know a gang
has sworn to kill us than if one man has made this self-same threat.
The mutual encouragement and exhilaration, the ease from division of
labor, are all factors which the law has taken into consideration.
The scale of punishment in ordinary instances is based on devolution
from completed crime to attempt to conspiracy. 23 This is as it should
be. Deterrence dominates the field of the logic of punishment today. 24
Turning back on the road should be encouraged; yet punishment should
be imposed to strike doubt into the minds of those embarking on a
similar career. Before one can consider the thought and possibly be
carried on with the tide of other voices, he must conjure with the fact
that initial steps are punishable. The mere planning is conspiracy and
to know that there is penalty in the inception of crimes is a real deterrent. Then, although punishment is obviated in the completed crime
by some puckish fate which denied success, or prosecution prevented
in attempt by some esoteric syllogism, a conviction for conspiracy will
still loom formidably.

EFFECT OF COMMON LAW AND STATUTORY RULES OF JOINDER ON THIS
UNION

How to provide for this cone of crimes would not seem a difficult
technique today. At common law the connection of attempt and conspiracy might be barred by the felony-misdemeanor rule, i.e., if the
indictment included a felony there could be no conviction for misdemeanor. 25 This rule, based on archaic notions, has been superseded
in large part by the principle that, if the lesser crime is included in
""Many states punish for attempt in proportion to the severity of the punishment for
the completed crime. The standard that punishment for a ttempt shall be one half of that
for the completed crime is found in many statutes : CAL. P EN. CooE (Deering, 1937) § 664 ,
N. Y. PENAL LAW § 261. Compare the punishment fo r conspiracy in California, CAL. PEN.
CODE (Deering, 1937) § 182 (up to two years, or $5 ,000 ), with that in New York, N. Y.
PENAL LAW § 43 (a mere misdemeanor ). S ee P eo ple v . Schuman, 146 Misc. 395 , 262
N. Y. Supp. 486 (N. Y. City Cts. 1933).
"'HOLMES, THE COMMON LAW (1923) 40-46, 65-69; SAYilE, CASES ON CRIMINAL LAW
(1927) 2-16; Glueck, Principles of a Rational Penal Code (1928) 41 HARV. L . REV. 459.
25
BrsHOP, NEw CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (2d ed. 1913) 365-367; CLARK, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (2d ed. 1918) 340-342.
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the allegations of the greater, the state may convict for the lesser.26
Thus, today, an indictment for a crime may produce a conviction of
guilt for attempt. 27 In the same manner conspiracy and completed
crime may be joined in the indictment in separate counts, 28 and attempt
and completed crime joined likewise. 29 Here then we have seen completed crime and attempt united, completed crime and conspiracy joined.
Why not take the next logical step and allow completed crime, attempt
and conspiracy to be joined in various counts in the same indictment,
or more apropos of our problem, the joinder of attempt and conspiracy?
If the attempt is a felony3° and the conspiracy a misdemeanor, this is
'""CAL. PENAL CoDE (1937) § 1159 is typical. WHARTON, CRIMINAL PLEADING AND PRAcTISE (10th ed . 1918) §§ 249-250, 465-467.
"Hardwick v. State, 26 Ala. App. 536, 164 So. 107 (1935); Compton v. People, 84 Colo.
106, 268 Pac. 577 (1928); State v. Wilson, 30 Conn. 500 (1862); State v . Frank, 103
Mo. 120, 15 S. W . 330 (1891); Rice v. State, 166 Tenn. S71, 64 S. W. (2d) 19 (1933);
State v. Prince, 7S Utah 20S, 284 Pac. 108 (1930). But cf. Turner v. Dickerman, 88 Mich.
3S9, SO N. W. 310 (1891); WHARTON, op. cit. supr~ note 26, § 261.
""Felio v . United States, SS F . (2d) 161 (C. C. A. 8th, 1932); Perry v. United States,
18 F. (2d) 477 (C. C. A. 8th, 1927); Commissioner v. Riseman, 2S7 Mass. 2S4, 1S3 N. E.
5S1 (1926); State v . Fuer, 213 N . C. 426, 196 S. E. 326 (1938); State v. Flowers, 211
N. C. 721, 192 S. E. 110 (1937); Notes (192S) 37 A. L. R. 778, (1931) 75 A. L . R. 1411,
(1931 ) 17 CORN. L . Q. 136; BISHOP, op. cit. supra note 25, § 446, n. 62; JOYCE, INDICTMENTS
(2d ed. 1924) § 546 ( unfortunately most of Joyce's citations in this conspiracy-completed
crime joinder section hold the reverse of what they are purported to hold).
There is a sharp differentiation between (a) the problem of joining a felony and a
misdemeanor and (b) the problem of merger. Indictment for felony and conviction for
the misdemeanor when it appears that the commission of the felony by the defendant
cannot be proved is the situation to which the former is addressed. The latter concerns
conviction for lesser crimes necessarily included in the greater where the greater has been
proved. The common law was that one charged with a misdemeanor could not be convicted of that misdemeanor if it led to a felony in the offing, i.e., if you committed felony
you could not be held for conspiracy or misdemeanor leading up to it. Although this
precept has been destroyed in large part-People v. Tavormina, 257 N. Y. 84, 177 . E.
317 (1931); WHARTON, CRIMINAL LAw (12th ed. 1932) §§ 1611, 16S6---still occasional
remnants do exist, as witness the failure concept in attempt5--undoubtedly an offspring of
the merger rule. People v. Casad, 2S3 App. Div. 104, 1 N . Y. S. (2d) 132 (4th Dep't 1937).
""People v. Vanderbilt, 199 Cal. 461, 249 Pac. 867 (1926); Webb v. State, 177 Ga. 414,
170 S. E. 3S2 (1933); Burk v. State, 2 Harris & J. 426 (Md. 1809); Commonwealth v.
Gillespie, 7 S. & R. 469 (Pa. 1922); State v. Gaffney, 1 Rice 431 (S. C. 1839); WHARTON,
CRIMINAL LAW (12th ed. 1932) § 16S6.
00
At common law, attempt, when a crime, was always a misdemeanor. KENNY, OuTLINES OF CRIMINAL LAW (14th ed. 1933) 84; WHARTON, op. cit. supra note 29, § 212 .
Today it may be either felony or misdemeanor as the punishment and the notion of
what is a felony or misdemeanor varies. Lee v. Commonwealth, 144 Va. 594, 131 S. E.
212 (1926).
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not an objection in the states allowing completed crime and conspiracy
to be joined in recognition of the fact that the felony-misdemeanor
joinder rule is as extinct as the dodo bird. If the attempt is a misdemeanor, all states should permit the joinder, for the connection of
conspiracy and constituent misdemeanor has long been countenanced.81
However, the problem remains whether these offenses are of the type
capable of joinder. Does attempt differ from the completed crime in
such substantial fashion that the joinder of completed crime and conspiracy will be indulged but that of attempt and conspiracy be deemed
repugnant? Let us suppose that two men are accused of murdering X.
Before the death of X occurred, three steps were taken:
1.
2.
3.

the conspiracy-intent of the parties formed
the attempt-overt act perpetrated
the murder-fatal blow struck which resulted m the successful
completion of the planned crime.

These steps are only a transition of intent to result. There would
seem to be no fogical distinction in drawing a line between attempt and
completed crime.
Is there any legalistic distinction to be derived? From early times
our law is replete with various expressions of the repulsiveness of joinder
of offenses against a defendant in a criminal action. 82 Hence, if an
indictment united two or more separate and distinct offenses in two or
more counts, such misjoinder was subject to attack by a motion to quash
the indictment,83 or a motion to force the prosecutor to elect. 34 If such
motions were denied improperly, it was possible to set the conviction
aside. 35 However, where the crimes joined were of the s_ame general
State v. Mayberry, 48 Me. 218 (1859); Johnson v. State, 26 N. J. L. 313 (Sup. Ct.
1857), aff'd, 29 N. J. L. 453 (1861); People v . Mather, 4 Wend. 229 (N. Y. 1830);
Commonwealth v. Westervelt, 11 Phila. 461 (Pa. 1876); BISHOP, NEW CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (2d ed. 1913) 370-373; CARSON, op. cit. supra note 22, at 192; WHARTON, op. cit.
supra note 29, § 1613.
""BEALE, CRIMINAL PLEADING AND PRACTICE (1899) § 202; CLARK, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
(2d ed. 1918) 337-339; JOYCE, INDICTMENTS (2d ed. 1924) §§ 531, 552.
""Mayo v. State, 30 Ala. 32 (1857); Kotter v. People, 150 Ill. 441, 37 N. E. 932 (1894);
Engleman v. State, 2 Ind. 91 (1850); Hamilton v. People, 29 Mich . 173 (1874); Sarah
v. State, 28 Miss. 267 (1854); Betts v. State, 57 Tex. App. 389, 124 S. W. 424 (1909).
a.People v. Rohrer, 100 Mich . 126, 58 N. W. 661 (1894); BISHOP, op. cit. supra note 31,
at 368, 374-386; cf. State v. Grover, 104 N . J. L. 10, 139 Atl. 417 (Sup. Ct. 1927)
(probably exemplifies the modern trend).
86
People v. Aiken, 66 Mich. 460, 33 N. W. 821 (1887) ; Commonwealth v. Mattocks,
115 Pa. Super. 303, 175 At!. 712 (1934) . But see (1926) 25 MICH. L. REV. 192.
31
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nature or out of the same transactions,86 the modes of trial were the
same, and the punishments were of a similar type, union was permissible.37 Many states ran into unpalatable situations because of this
general common law rule and, as a consequence, passed statutes with
greater breadth and encompassing much more territory. 88 The moving
force of those statutes, as of many others enacted in the field of criminal
administration, seems to be the desire to subordinate procedure to substance more than it has been in the past and to give the judge greater
power. As a consequence, in many of those statutes, abuse of discretion
is the sole justification for the attack on the ground of misjoinder.
Under the common law and a fortiori under the statutes extending
the common law rule, the joinder of conspiracy and attempt should be
permitted. For surely the transitional periods from intent to result arise
out of the same transaction and are merely stages of that transaction.
This was the treatment accorded a misjoinder objection in State v.
Anderson. 39 The North Carolina court there was operating under a
statute4-0 much akin to the English Indictments Act and had little trouble
..Milner v. United States, 293 Fed. 590 (C. C. A. 5th, 1923); Kidwell v. United States,
38 App. D. C. 566 (1912); United States v. Gaston, 28 Fed. 848 (N. D. Ohio 1886);
State v. Thompson , 139 Kan. 59, 29 P. (2d) 1101 (1934) , ( 1935) 48 HARv. L. REY. 510;
Bates v. State, 27 Ohio App. 391, 161 N. E. 344 (1927); BISHOP, op. cit. supra note 31,
at 368; CLARK, op. cit. supra note 32, at 337; Notes (1937) 84 L. J. 42, (1931) 70 L. J.
197, (1937) 22 MINN. L . REV. 112, (1933) 11 NEB. L . BULL. 415, (1928) 37 YALE L. J. 522.
37
CLARK, op. cit. supra note 32, at 342; cf. United States v . Traveller, 7 Alaska 23 (1928).
""REV. STAT. § 1024 (1875), 18 u. s. C. § 557 (1934); N. Y. CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE §§ 279, 279a. For a compilation of types of statutes with references, see AMERICAN
LAW INSTITUTE, CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (1931) § 185 with annotation at 588. Several
states have passed additional legislation since the date of that annotation: N . Y . CODE, supra.
See also English Indictments Act, 1915, 5 & 6 GEO. V, c. 90, § 4; ARCHBOLD, CRIMINAL
PLEADTh'G, EVIDENCE, AND PRACTICE (1927) 56. See also State v. McMahon, 145 Wash. 672,
261 Pac. 639 (1927).
••208 N. C. 771 , 182 S. E. 643 (1935); cf. Yenkichito v. United States, 64 F. (2d) 73
( C. C. A. 9th, 1933), in which two indictments had been consolidated for one trial-one
charged the defendant with attempt to bring in Japanese aliens, the other charged conspiracy to bring in Japanese aliens; the lower court held the accused guilty of both offenses;
the upper court reversed on the attempt, deeming it mere preparation, but upheld the
conspiracy. Cf. Herron v . Commonwealth, 247 Ky. 220, 56 S. W. (2d) 974 (1933),
here the joinder of conspiracy and assault with intent to rob had been attacked by demurrer; the lower court overruled the demurrer; the upper court evaded a forthright
answer on the propriety of such a ruling by saying that it doubted that there was a
misjoinder, but if there was such error it was cured by the lo wer court's failure to instruct
on conspiracy-this amounting to an election by the state to proceed on assault with
intent to rob alone, and thereby not prejudicing the defendant in any manner.
'°N. C. CODE ANN. (Michie, 1935) § 4622.
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in sustaining the propriety of the joinder of the counts involved. The
counts were meant to cover all possible crimes in a transaction in which
the defendants conspired to bomb a building-stole dynamite to carry
out their plan, and made separate attempts. The counts enumerated
conspiracy to bomb, burglary of dynamite, receiving stolen dynamite,
and two separate attempts to dynamite different buildings. This seems
a convenient method of handling the matter; and the court denied the
motion to set the conviction aside because of failure to require th·e
prosecutor to elect or to quash the indictment.
The expediency of this device is also illustrated in the much earlier
case of Dill v. State. 41 Dill desired to back out of a burglary which his
gang had proposed. The prosecutor could not know with certainty
where abandonment occurred. Any one of three situations was possible
-that Dill participated in the completed crime, that he had gone as
far as attempt, or that he had conspired and planned with them, but
had refused them actual cooperation. It was ruled that the indictment
in two counts, burglary and conspiracy, could not be found objectionable
on a misjoinder ground. Since the evidence revealed only conspiracy
on Dill's part, a conviction for that crime would stand.
These cases are notable examples of the short-cuts joinder can achieve
and are not achieved in the attempt cases cited. Nor can it be said that
the defendants are embarrassed or prejudiced in their defense for they
are fully apprised of the crimes with which they are charged. The court
ancf jury are not confounded by the evidence or bewildered by the relation of witness' statements to the various issues. The twin objectives
of the joinder rule-lack of prejudice to the accused, and expediency
of administration of criminal justice-seem to be accomplished. 42
ATTEMPT

UNSUPPLEMENTED AND SUPPLEMENTED

On the other hand had there been an absence of joinder in State v.
Anderson and Dill v. State, as there has been and is in many attempt
prosecutions, successive trials might well be necessitated. The administration of justice is impeded in many ways by such dilatory technique. 43
Thus a remanding or binding over for a new trial must of course mean
41

35 Tex. App. 240, 33 S. W. 126 (189.5) .
..Ashe v . Valotta, 270 U . S. 424 (, 926); Pointer v. United States, 151 U . S. 396 ( 1894 );
Kettenbach v. United States, 202 Fed. 377 (C. C. A . 9th , 1913) ; P eo ple v . Kelly, 203 Cal.
128, 263 Pac. 226 (1928); State v. Fox, 56 S. D . 294, 228 N . W. 382 ( 1929); Millar,
Reform of Criminal Pleading (1917) 8 J. CRIM. L . 337, 339 ; Note (1928) 37 YALE L . J. 522.
'"Legis. ( 193 7) 3 7 CoL. L. REV. 1027.
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delay-of ten a cherished blessing for the criminal. It is a boon aside
from postponement of punishment, for it may mean complete freedom,
since every day's delay increases the problem of proof for the prosecutor.
Not only do witnesses forget and vacillate, but they move, die, and disappear. Thus stale evidence and an absence of evidence ensue.
The expense of a new trial with a new judge and jury cannot help
but impress a budget conscious prosecution and public. 44
Furthermore this phase of criminal procedure has failed to keep pace
with modern criminology-it makes no provision for organized crime. 411
This is brought out in the search for a means to punish the boss racketeer
fittingly. Ensconced with underlings as he is, he rarely commits the
crime himself; and it is necessary to show a principal-agent relationship
between him and those who have committed it on his behalf. But if
the state is confined to a single offense, there is no opportunity for
bringing a vast array of witnesses into court to show the network of
connected crimes. The reason is the rule that in a trial for a single
offense, evidence of other offenses must be excluded as the accused is
not on trial for those offenses. 46 As to admission of those other offenses
to accentuate the likelihood of his committing this crime, the court will
be most reluctant to admit such evidence for fear of reversal if the
prosecutor fails to tie up these crimes. 47
J oinder of conspiracy and attempt is particularly desirable for another
reason. The Statute of Limitations on conspiracy is usually short-two
to three years being the average. 48 Two to three years might well be
expended in the trying of the case of attempt with subsequent appeals
-often a long and tedious process. 49 If the original indictment contains
no count of conspiracy there can be no retracing of steps to initiate
proceedings. All is over.
What then is the remedy advocated for such a situation as that in
"Summers v . United States, 231 U. S. 92 , 104-105 (1913) .
'"See Jetter of Thomas E. Dewey to Gov. Lehman, N. Y. Times, March 6, 1936, p. 1,
col. 7, p. 4, col. 3; Legis. (1937) 37 COL. L. REV. 1027.
'°WIGMORE, EVIDENCE (2d ed . 1923) §§ 1904, 1905, 304.
••1d. § 1871; Legis. (1937) 37 CoL. L. REV. 1027.
~tate v. Unsworth, 85 N . J. L. 237, 88 At!. 1097 (1913); Mo. ANN. CooE (Flack, Supp.
1935) art. 27, § 43A; N . Y. Times, Feb . 3, 19.39 , p. 1, col. 1. See Notes (1935) 97 A. L. R .
137 (as to when the Statute of Limitations begins to run in conspiracy), (1924 ) 37 HARv.
L. REV. 1121.
'"Cain , Ccmgest ed Dockets and Measures for R elief (1934) 9 NOTRE DAME LAWYER 117;
Dodd, The Problems of Appellate Courts (1930) 6 AM. L. SCHOOL REV. 681; Kates, A
New Deal for Justice (1934) 20 A. B. A. J. 148.
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People v. Rizzo? It is this: The state files an indictment charging
attempt to rob and conspiracy to rob. The defendants are adjudged
guilty of both. Assume the judge sentences them to five years. He must
specify that five years is the attempt sentence, one year the conspiracy
sentence, the sentences to run concurrently since they are merely phases
in the same crime though each has criminality per se. He specifies that,
if on appeal it is held that the crime of attempt was not committed, the
sentence for conspiracy shall stand unless the appellate court signifies
that the count on conspiracy can not stand. This does not seem at all
a devious process, and the good derived therefrom seems to completely
outweigh the slight exertion undergone. 50
CONCLUSION

It hardly seems tenable that rules against joinder present an insuperable obstacle to the union of conspiracy and attempt. At common law
the vista we seek has been opened by the wealth of decisions invoking
the phrase "in the same transaction". Even more clearly do we receive
sanction from the joinder statutes, which shift the emphasis from an
unpliant protective barrier to a discretion notion. The law of attempts
is neither a dead issue nor an in vacuo problem. Until the time comes
when predictability and certainty greet its infinite variety of situations,
feasible repair work by complementing it with conspiracy may well
bolster its conceptualistic nature.
""Similarly in the following cases and many others this proposed procedure would have
meted out af least a quantum of justice to those defendants gaining either complete freedom or a new trial by virtue of the antiquated haphazard methods used: In re Schurman,
40 Kan. 533, 20 Pac. 277 (1889); People v. Youngs, 122 Mich. 292, 81 N. W . 114 (1899);
State v. Block, 333 Mo. 127, 62 S. W. (2d) 428 (1933); State v. Davis, 319 Mo . 1222,
6 S. W. (2d) 609 (1928); State v. Lourie, 12 S. W. (2d) 43 (Mo. Sup. Ct. 1928); State
v. Addor, 183 N. C. 687, 110 S. E. 650 (1922); State v . Hurley, 79 Vt. 28, 64 Atl. 78
(1906); Regina v. McCann, 28 U . C. Q. B. 517 (1869).

LIMITATIONS ON THE ENFORCEABILITY OF
CRIMINAL SANCTIONSt
ELMER M. MILLION*

JN CONSIDERING the different principles suggested as limiting the
types of conduct which can be made criminal, attention is again directed to the meaning of the word crime. As the generalized definitions
have proved inadequate this re-examination will be based on the constituent parts of crime as illustrated by two axiomatic principles:
( 1) that there can be no crime without a criminal intent;
( 2) that there can be no crime without an overt act.
NECESSITY OF A CRIMINAL INTENT

Among the many sources of the English and therefore of the American common law are listed the Roman law, the Salic law, Christian
theology, and the ancient Anglo-Saxon law. The concept of crime varied
in the different systems, and from time to time. The ancient Anglo-Saxon
law, for example, made little or no distinction between crimes and torts
as we know them; at most the difference was one only of degree, compensation for the offense being necessary in either case.
Criminal law has been said to have developed out of 68 or as a substitute
for the blood feud. At all events it was preceded by the blood feud, which
was based on the idea of vengeance by the family of the victim. In this
early period the question of intent was not material- in determining
whether an offense was committed, so neither insanity, accident, nor selfdefense was available to the accused as a means of escaping judgment.
Thus, the early Westgothic law provided that whoever committed a homicide, whether intentionally or unintentionally, should be handed over to
the family of the deceased. The early English law provided for payments
of wer in case of any injury, intentional, defensive, or accidental, the object being to prevent reprisal by persuading the victim or his family to
accept compensation for the wrong done. Holdsworth states it:
tThis article is appearing in three installments of which this is the second. The final
installment will be presented in the March issue of this Journal.
*A.B ., Southwestern State Teachers' College, LL.B ., University of Oklahoma ( 1935),
J .S.D ., Yale Law School ( 1935); Assistant Professor of Law, University of Idaho; Member
of the Oklahoma Bar; Author: The lnforceability of Prize Fight Statutes (1939) 27 KY. L. J .
152 ; History of the Texas Prize Fight Statute ( 1939) 17 TE.X. L . REV. 152; Municipal Bankruptcy and the Changing Supreme Court (1938) 9 OKLA. S. B. J. 412; Oklahoma Red Flag
Statute and the Supreme Court (1937) 8 OKLA . S. B. J. 99.
08
Sayre, Mens Rea (1932) 45 HARV. L. REV . 974, 975.
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"The doer of a deed was responsible whether he acted innocently or inadvertently, because he was the doer . ... "6 9

The chronicles of Beowulf tell of a king's son whose arrow, intended
for a target, accidentally struck and killed the bowman's own brother, the
law then requiring the death of the slayer. 7 0 With the passage of years,
such stringent rules were gradually modified, the circumstances surrounding the act becoming of importance in determining the provocativeness
of the injury. Accidental consequences soon came to demand less reparation than those intended. The laws of Alfred are quoted:
" If a man have a spear over his shoulder and any man stake himself upon it, he
(the man with the spear ) pays the wer without the wite." 71

Even though the surrounding circumstances, including the mental
state of the accused, did assume an importance when the amount of the
compensation was measured by the degree of provocativeness in the act,
the mitigation in cases of accident was due to the lesser injury, and not
to any recognition of harmless intent as such.
The influence of the Christian philosophy of sin , repentance, and other
moral qualities, and the strength of the Christian church in moulding
thoughts of the community, superimposed upon the existing criminal law
the idea of moral guilt. The device of pardon was thereafter instituted to
protect accidental slayers from the harshness of early Anglo-Saxon law.
The distinction between civil wrongs and criminal wrongs gradually became more distinct, engendering the proposition that absolute liability,
in the sense of compensation, existed in the case of civil wrongs independently of intent, but that criminal liability depended upon intent.
Bracton, whom Sayre characterizes as under a strong Roman and canonist
influence, places great emphasis upon the element of intent, probably
exaggerating the then state of the law. 72 The importance of the mental
..2 HOLDSWORTH, HrsTORY OF E NGLISH LAW (3d ed. 1923) 50-54. See Wigmore, R esponsibility for To rtious Acts (1894) 7 HARV. L . R EV. 315,383 ,441.
70
Sayre, supra note 68, at 978 n.
71
Levitt, The Origin of the Doctrine of M ens R ea (1922) 17 ILL. L . R EV. 117, 121. It has
been suggested that intent was immaterial in the case of trial by combat or by ordeal, as
conviction or acquittal depended on the outcome of the trial itself. It is to be remembered,
however, that battle and ordeal were methods of trying all the issues, the qu estion of
intent being determined by the trial.
1'lJ,evitt, E xtent and Function of the Doctrine of M ens R ea (1922) 17 ILL. L . REV . 578,
suggests that the doctrine of m ens rea was established by the Catholic church in England
in the ninth century, as a compromise between the earlier doctrine of reparation regardless
of intent, and the Augustinian doctrine of free will and moral wrong. Say re cites the laws
of Henry I (circ. 1118 A.D .) as saying there could be no crime without a criminal mind, the
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element continued to grow, however, and in the Year Books and the
writings of Coke and Hale, as'elsewhere, the doctrine became settled that
a felony required a guilty mind, and since that day it has been repeated
on many occasions with respect to all crimes. With the acceptance of the
idea of a guilty mind, self-defense and the defense of insanity came into
being. At first insanity became a ground for pardon only, but still resulted
in forfeiture of goods. Later, forfeitures in such cases gradually ceased.
Then came the recognition of insanity as an actual defense, but available
only to persons deemed absolutely bereft of reason.
Bracton defined a madman as "one not knowing what he is doing, who
is lacking in mind and reason, and not far removed from a beast." Gradual relaxations changed the rule to knowledge of good and evil, from
whence evolved the more modern rule of knowledge between right and
wrong and the later developed irresistable impulse test which, as shall be
seen, 73 is the law in some states today.
Infancy had a similar course of development, having been no defense
in the ancient law, but by the fourteenth century becoming a defense on
the theory that children of tender years were incapable of possessing a
criminal intent, or guilty mind. Likewise the defenses of compulsion,
coercion and duress developed, all having as their basis the fundamental
doctrine that a criminal act required a voluntary and wrongful intent.
At the time of the writing of the early American constitutions, the requirement of mens rea, by which was meant a morally reprehensible state
of mind, was quite fundamental, and the various defenses were likewise
well established because of their negation of such a wrongful intent. This
gives rise to a very important question: Is it within the power of the
legislature to abolish mens rea as a necessary element of all or particular
crimes? Nothing is said in the constitutions about the necessity of a guilty
mind, so the answer lies in the precedents of the English and American
common law, and the existing attitude of the people and courts in the
given jurisdiction and under the particular circumstances, including the
nature of the offense in question.
First of all, mens rea must be defined. Sayre, after a lengthy examination of its history, comes to "the inescapable conclusion that mens rea,
the mental factor necessary to prove criminality, has no fixed continuing
same idea later being expressed in Coke's third institute: "Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit
rea." Sayre, supra note 68, at 980, says the concept of mens rea originated in the twelfth
century, and was followed by the development in the thirteenth century of the custom of
granting a king's pardon to those offenders who did not have the guilty intent.
7
"Infra p . 628.
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meaning."H He points out that in the earliest known Saxon law the
mental element was immaterial, the act being the all-important element,
with the mental state of the doer becoming important only in calculating
the provocativeness of the act. With the growth and predominance of
early Christian metaphysics, the moral quality of acts became very important, and thereafter the mens rea tended to mean a malicious state
of mind, in the sense of wickedness. In more recent times, the idea of
social and public welfare, insofar as it has replaced the desire for punishment and revenge, has changed mens rea to mean merely an intention to
do the particular act done.
Levitt declares:
"In the criminal law of England and the United States there is no place now
for a doctrine of intent as a necessary ingredient of crime. In common law
crimes you infer the intent from the acts or from the circumstances surrounding
the acts, or from the consequences growing out of the acts. In statutory crimes,
the intent is immaterial: A crime is an act, not an act plus an intent." 75

It is likewise stated that the evolution of the mental element required
has changed from motive to intent, which is after all rather misleading
since even in the common law a noble motive, if counter to the institutions
of the time, was not considered a praiseworthy motive. And the rule was
formulated long ago that the accused need not have wanted to break
the law, indeed might have intended and hoped to stay within the requirement of the law, but might still be guilty! 76 It has quite generally
been said that ignorance of the law is no excuse 77 but that ignorance of
facts will excuse. But where a criminal, illegal (i.e., tortious) , or immoral
purpose is shown, ignorance whether of law or fact is rarely a defense,
"Sayre, supra note 68, at 1016. The only workable definition of mens rea is that it is the
degree or quality of intent required in the particular offense; the intent required varies with
the different offenses.
70
Levitt, supra, note 72, at 589. Levitt states elsewhere in the same article that although
criminal intent is assertedly necessary, actually it is implied if the criminal act is committed.
If the act and its consequences are so harmful that a deterrent is needed , the law acts,
throwing up a statement as to guilty intent only because it is traditional, like the wearing
of wigs by English judges. Sayre, in HARVARD LEGAL ESSAYS (1934) 414, says that "The
vitality of the classic conception of mens rea is still strong. A criminal intent is still a cardinal element of crime and will continue to be so as long as crime is connected in the popular
imagination with wrongdoing." This is a statement of a limitation such as we are seeking!
76
ln Regina v. Prince, 2 L . R . C. C. 154 (C. C. A. 1875), the defendant was held guilty
of statutory rape although reasonably and in good faith mistaken in thinking the girl over
the age limit; the same rule has been applied in America in the same situation .
TIJn Rex v. Stocks and Wheat, [1921) 2 K. B. 119 (C . C. A.). The defendant who remarried under a reasonable and good faith but erroneous belief that he had a valid divorce
from his first wife was held guilty of bigamy.
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there being a wicked mental attitude considered to deserve punishment. 78
While a wrongful intent was necessary at common law, under modern
statutes there is said to be no need of actual intent to commit a wrong,
unless the statute so requires by its own terms. 79 Statutory requirements
of "wilful" or "knowingly" doing the prohibited act have in many cases,
generally misdemeanors under so-called public welfare statutes, been
held to require only an intent to do the physical act done. 80 In situations
78

ln White v. State, 44 Ohio App. 331, 185 N. E. 64 (1933), the defendant was convicted
of violating a statute against abandoning a pregnant wife; although defendant did not know
his wife was pregnant, he was convicted, the court saying wrongful intent was not an
element. The defendant was acting wrongfully, however, in the light of contemporary
morality as noted in (1933) 11 N. Y. U. L. Q. REV. 104.
.,,."The statute must contain the adverbs before the operative verbs, in order to require
wrongful intent." (1936) 52 L . Q. REV. 60, 61. It is a question of legislative intent, to be
determined by the court, whether in a particular statute wrongful intent was made an
element of the crime. United States v. Balint, 258 U.S. 250 (1921), reversing lower court's
sustaining demurrer where indictment for violation of narcotic act failed to allege that D,
in selling drugs, knew they were drugs. The manifest purpose of the statute was to make
the seller act at his own peril in selling, and ignorance of the facts would not excuse his
commission of the prohibited act, since the police power was here striving for social betterment rather than punishment. The Court added: "Doubtless, the opportunity of the seller
to find out the fact, and the difficulty of proof of knowledge, contributed . . . . " (to the
principle reason for passing the statute-public welfare.)
'"'This is especially true of many minor offenses created by modern statute, the idea of
which is not punishment of wrongdoers but the achievement of social betterment. Thus
selling intoxicants was an offense, even though the defendant thought them non-intoxicant.
Commonwealth v. H allett, 103 Mass. 452 (1869); Commonwealth v. Boynton, 2 Allen 160
(Mass. 1861). Under an English statute punishing unlaw ful and wilful killing of a homing
pigeon, persons were convicted for shooting such pigeons under belief they were wild.
The "wilful" was construed as requiring only an intention to shoot the bird killed. Horton
v. Gwynne, [1921] 2 K. B . 661; accord, Cotterill v. Penn, [1936] 1 K. B. 53 , although the
defendant also thought in good faith that his crops were being eaten. Being mistaken,
the defendant was guilty, although the killing would have been excused if the birds had
in fact been eating his crops. Taylor v . Newman, 4 B. & S. 89, 12 2 Eng. R e. 393 (Q. B. 1863) .
See (1936) 52 L. Q. R EV. 60, which notes that the penalty in these cases was small . See also
United States v. Balint, 258 U. S. 250 (1921) (selling narcotics illegally; no proof needed
that defendant knew they were narcotics); Shevlin-Carpenter Co. v. Minnesota, 218 U. S.
57 ( 1910) (selling diseased food or poison, although vendor ignorant of the presence of
poison or noxious matter); State v. Lindberg, 125 Wash. 51, 215 P ac. 41 (1923) (under
statute forbidding bank directors from borrowing from their own banks, defendant was guilty
although he thought the money was coming from another bank. The statute did not contain
the word "knowingly"); State v. Nicolls, 61 Wash. 142, 112 Pac. 296 (1910) (defendant
guilty of selling liquor to Indian without proof that he knew buyer was Indian) ; State v.
Zenner, 35 Wash . 249, 77 Pac. 190 (1904) (upholding statute making it an offense to accept
money earned by a prostitute, although ignorant of her profession ) ; State v. Glindemann , 34
Wash. 221, 75 Pac. 800 (1904) (upholding statute making it a crime for man to commit
incest, alth ough ignorant of the relationship). In many of these cases the defendant could
have escaped by actual proof of ignorance if also without an improper intent or purpose.
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where the protection of public welfare requires a certain standard of
conduct violations are said to occur at the doer's peril although innocent
of a desire to do wrong or even ignorant of an important fact, the existence
of which fact is necessary to make the act wrongful. 81 "Fraudulent" has
been held to cover cases where the def end ant thought or knew his deception was not harmful to anyone. 82
In some situations, the doer of a prohibited act is liable criminally even
where he did not intend doing the act. These might be classified as:
( 1) Instances where the actor intended to do another act which was
wrongful, illegal, or prohibited. 83
( 2) Instances in which the act was done through negligence, the intent being implied.
( 3) Instances where the statute sets up a required standard of conduct and renders the defendant liable for violations even if not committed
by himself ,84 because of his possibility of control over the subject matter.
The public welfare is said to justify convictions under such statutes, even
without proof that the def end ant himself committed the acts, if they
actually were committed. The impracticability of proving that the defendant did the act is often the reason behind such statutes. For example,
a parking enactment providing penalties for the owner of any car that
is found improperly parked, purports to set up an absolute standard of
care but really is designed to avoid the necessity of proving that the
owner actually parked the car, since he could easily claim not to have
done so. 85
11
A person marrying within seven years after last hearing from the absent spouse, although
reasonably and in good faith thinking such spouse dead , was guilty of bigamy. People v.
Hartman, 130 Cal. 487, 62 Pac. 823 (1900). Criticized in, McMurray, Changing Conceptions
of Law (1915) 3 CALIF. L. REV. 452. See also Trowbridge, Criminal Intent and Bigamy
(1918) 7 CALIF. L. REV. 1. (No defense even though "deceased" estate probated). Regina v.
Gibbons, 12 Cox C. C. 237 (1872), held defendant guilty of bigamy who married a woman
whose first husband had been gone eleven years and was reasonably and in good faith considered dead, the woman having wrongfully left him originally. State v. Constantine, 43
Wash. 102, 86 Pac. 384 (1906) (upholding statute making it a crime for saloon-keeper to sell
liquor to minor. Defendant was convicted although out of town on day in question, and
having told bartender not to sell to minors) .
82
English cases involving false trade descriptions : ( 1931) 72 L. J. 229; ( 1932) 73 L . J. 408.
See the Confessions of Judgment under the Pure Food Acts (U . S. Dept. of Agri.).
83
"The intent to commit one crime is sufficient mens rea to convict of another crime; but
the crime intended must be a real crime, not a public welfare offense." Sayre, su pra note 75,
at 414; Note (1935) 14 TENN. L . REV. 112.
"'Allen v. Whitehead, [1930) 1 K. B. 211, (proprietor of refreshment place not active in
management thereof and not negligent was convicted of knowingly suffering prostitutes to
assemble there, although he had strictly told manager not to permit it; knowledge of manager being imputed to owner). People v . Lundell, 136 Mich. 303, 99 N. W. 12 (1904).
'"Commonwealth v . Ober, 286 Mass. 25, 189 N . E. 601 (1934).
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But these three classifications lack a great deal of covering the entire
field, and do not permit the legislature to dispense with the element of
intent in all offenses, even where accompanied by a legislative declaration
that the statute concerns the public welfare and is not intended as a
punishment.
Statutes of this type, where enacted to enable prosecutors to gain convictions of reputed criminals against whom no evidence could be found
sufficient to convict of the many felonies of which they were suspected,
have been set aside as unconstitutional. 86 Moreover, criminal law still
has much of the idea of punishment in it, and the people are not yet
possessed of the social welfare view to the point where they cease in all
cases to think of criminal penalties as punishment for wrongdoing. 87
Therefore to that extent they still require a guilty mind and, although
they will tolerate statutes dispensing with proof of such an intent, if the
accused affirmatively proves that he acted innocently he may escape conviction. This lag is predominant in cases involving extremely heavy
penalties, and is evidenced by statements of courts that intent, while not
necessary in crimes mala prohibita, must be proved for offenses mala in se.
Levitt points out that in the latter class, the intent is unnecessary since
implied from the acts and the surrounding circumstances, and that the
distinction between mala prohibita and mala in se is purely an historical
accident caused by the former having become offenses at a later date than
the latter. Some offenses of comparatively recent origin, however, are now
considered mala in se, and on the other hand, some offenses formerly mala
in se are considered punishable only by virtue of statutory prohibition, or
even not punishable at all. 88
Where intent was abolished to cover cases of negligence, or merely to
avoid difficulties of proof, the question of the reasonableness of its application in the particular· case is very important, despite court declarations
to the contrary. The limitations noted as effecting presumptions are applicable here. If the statute merely sought to avoid proving the intent,
courts tend to hold that proof by the accused of absence of a wrongful
intent or the lack of knowledge, as the case may be, will provide a defense, although proof was unnecessary for a conviction.
Where the statute evinces a desire to convict of a lesser offense merely
•People v . Licovali, 264 Mich. 643,250 N. W. 520 (1933) .
"'"We are still inflicted with the heresy of vindictive punishment . . . the heresy which
holds it is right to bate criminals and that our punishments are meant to express our
hatred of them." Appelant, The Objects and Scope of Criminal Law (1901) 27 LAW MAG. &
REV. 19, 31.
88
Blasphemy, once a capital offense, is almost unknown to the criminal law today.
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because of lack of proof against one thought guilty of a greater offense,
it is objectionable as enabling clever criminals to escape with negligible
penalties, because the prosecutor has a "way out" in charging under the
slight offense and avoiding the hard work of digging up the evidence.
Also it has within it a threat of potential oppression in the future, and is
counter to ideas of proper legislation, and in cases where a man not
otherwise guilty of misconduct commits the acts constituting the lesset
offense, the court does not want to see him convicted even if it finds the
statute otherwise tolerable, as he is not the offender for whom the trap
was set. In overruling such statutes, the court may find it more convenient
to base its decision on such co!}venient constitutional pegs as uncertainty,
deprivation of due process or of jury trial, or not informing the defendant
of the nature and cause of the offense charged.
At the present time, the proportion of popular opinion thinking the
end of criminal sanctions is social betterment instead of punishment, confidence in governmental agencies, etc., permit proof of a guilty mind or
even of knowledge to be dispensed with in cases in which a high standard
is considered quite necessary for the public welfare, where the accused had
an opportunity to avoid the violation or to correct the situation. The
severity of the penalty directly decreases the area of this field of permissive convictions. Also, where wrongful intent or knowledge is deemed a
prerequisite to punishment, disproof of such intent or knowledge will
protect the accused, although proof of the bad intent was not necessary
for conviction.
As the concept of punishment wanes in importance, the sphere of
offenses not requiring the criminal intent will widen. The progress toward
and the obstacles preventing the abandonment of the punishment concept
in favor of that of public welfare is aptly illustrated by the situation with
respect to insane offenders.
Attention has already been given to the development of the insanity
defense and the pronouncement in McNaughten's case 89 of the "right
and wrong" test for determining the extent of insanity necessary to excuse
from criminal responsibility. American courts generally have recognized
this test as controlling, although some courts have differed as to whether
the question concerns knowledge of the illegality of the act, or of its
moral wrongfulness90 or both. Miller91 thinks this distinction of little
importance as the two usually coincide. It might be said that either is
•10 Cl. & F . 200, 8 Eng. Re. 718 (H. L. 1843).
""People v. Schmidt, 216 N. Y. 335, 110 N. E. 945 (1915).
01
Mn.LER, CRIMINAL LAW (1934) 127.
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sufficient; persons knowing of the moral wrongness being presumed to
know the law, like anyone else, and persons knowing the act to be prohibited by law not being permitted to substitute their own ideas of morality for those of the state.92 Many American jurisdictions have superimposed upon the "right and wrong" test the doctrine of "irresistible impulse", by which a person who understands the nature and quality of his
act but who is unable by reason of mental disease to exercise a power of
choosing between right and wrong, is exempt from criminal liability.93
An outstanding authority94 denies that the latter doctrine is of more
recent origin than the former, and says there is no trend toward either
its increased adoption or increased rejection.
Most of the later court pronouncements have refused to enlarge
the scope of the insanity defense, and have applied the same test of insanity to cases of temporary and partial insanity, and to even such well
developed categories of mental abnormality as dipsomania, kleptomania, 9 ~
amnesia96 and epilepsy. 97 Courts have refused to relieve from reponsibility on the ground merely of mental weakness, or of a mental age
equivalent to that of a child young enough to be presumed incapable of
"°While this may be inconsistent with Hadfield's Case, 27 How. St. Tr. 1282, it harmonizes
with the usual interpretation of the McNaughten case. See Watson v. State, 133 Tenn. 198,
180 s. w. 168 (1915).
•MILLER, CRIMINAL LAW (1934) 128 (citing cases supporting and denying this doctrine).
"'WEIHoFEN, INSANITY AS A DEFENSE IN CRIMINAL LAW (1933) 64. Contra: 5 WrGMORE,
EV]DENCE (2d ed. 1923) § 2501. Weihofen listed (pp. 15, 16, 66) England and 29 American
states as using the "right and wrong" doctrine as the sole test, with 17 states and the
federal courts approving in addition the "irresistible impulse" rule. Subsequent cases bear
out this appraisal entirely. New Mexico, which Weihofen listed tentatively as one of the 17
but termed doubtful, has in subsequent cases not dissolved that doubt. State v. Roy, 40
N. M . 397, 399, 60 P. (2d) 646, 650 (1936), says: "We have not departed from right and
wrong test established in the McNaughten case." State v. Moore, 42 N. M. 135, 76 P . (2d)
19 (1938), affirmed a manslaughter conviction and upheld the refusal to instruct that if the
jury believed the defendant knew it was wrong to kill but as a result of some form of
insanity did not have the will and mental power to restrain himself, he should be
acquitted. The opinion stated, "A mere uncontrollable impulse of the mind, co-existing with
possession of reasoning powers, will not warrant an acquittal"; but added "There may
indeed be insane impulses which are so far uncontrollable that there is no criminal liability
therefor, but they must be shown to be the result of a diseased mind." Not entirely clear,
these two opinions seem to reject the irresistible impulse doctrine by requiring in each case
the lack of knowledge of right and wrong. See Smith v. United States, 36 F. (2d) 548
(App. D . C. 1929), 70 A. L. R . 654, 659 (1929).
••Note (1898) 43 L. R. A. 150.
96
Gordon, Amnesia from a Medicolegal Standpoint (1928) 19 J. CRIM. L . 563.
"'LICHTENSTEIN, A D OCTOR STUDIES CRIME (1934); Lichtenstein, Epilepsy and the Law
(1926) 99 CENT. L. J. 390.
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committing a crime. 98
Insanity was generally thought of as a derangement more or less
permanent in nature, and was a complete defense to prosecution since insane persons were deemed unable to possess a criminal intent, an indispensible requisite to criminality. With the recognition of temporary
insanity, the time at which such insanity existed became very important.
In addition to the time of the commission of the act, there were three
other important periods at which insanity might exist, with different
results:
First, insanity at the time of the trial. Such insanity suspended trial
until sanity was recovered, on the theory that the accused was unable to
manage his defense and aid his counsel.
Second, insanity at the time set for pronouncement of the sentence. It
suspended pronouncement of sentence until sanity was regained, on the
ground that the accused would be unable to receive sentence or would be
unable to state any reason which might exist why sentence should not be
passed.
Third, insanity at or during the time set for execution of the sentence.
One reason anciently advanced for this rule was that the execution of
sentence against an insane man could not be an example (i.e., a deterrent)
to those of sound mind. Such a reason is patently untenable since it is
not the understanding of the "example" that is material; persons of sound
mind can be equally deterred (however little or much) by any "example",
sane or insane. Again, insanity does not produce insensitivity to pain, so
if vengeance were the object of the imposed sentence, the insane culprit
could experience equal agony as though he were sane. In cases where
vengeance is clearly demanded, as in infamous outrages or at the hands
of mobs, we shall see that the culprit's lack of understanding is no
protection to him.
Another reason advanced was that an insane condemned man could
not state some reason, which might in fact exist and which upon recovering
""Lord Hale had anciently laid down as the test of insanity whether the defendant had
the understanding of an ordinary child of fourteen, but American courts have unanimously
refused to recognize such a test. In Commonwealth v. Trippi, 268 Mass. 227, 167 N. E. 354
(1929), the defendant, accused of murder, sought to prove a mental age of 13, thus coming
within the statutory presu mption that children between 7 and 14 are incapable of committing
crimes. The trial court was upheld in ruling such testimony admissible only as tending to
show actual incapacity, and not receivable to establish the presumption. Note (1929) 43
HARv. L. REV. 138, supports the decision on several gro unds, including one that emotional
and environmental elements play a greater part in the personality of an adul t than in a child
of the same mental age.
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sanity he could reveal, why his life should not be exacted; hence execution
should be suspended until his sanity returned.
It will be noted that insanity at the time of the commission of the act
absolutely prevented punishment, since without the criminal intent there
was no crime. Therefore, if insanity existed at that time, it was immaterial thereafter whether the person remained insane; he could never
be punished for the act committed while insane. Insanity occurring at
any of the other three times, however, was not a defense to prosecution,
but merely suspended it pending recovery of sanity. Thus it became
possible, with the recognition of temporary insanity, that even a sane
offender might escape punishment; that insane offenders who had since
recovered sanity might escape commitment to hospitals. The insanity
defense became an increasingly large impediment in the administration of
the criminal law. Insanity was so easily feigned, such deception so
difficult of detection, that the insanity defense became the favorite vehicle
of sane offenders seeking to escape punishment. The sensational case of
Harry K . Thaw, usually credited as a pioneer cause celebre, was followed
by many others of similar though lesser notoriety, but attempts had been
made even earlier to curb by statute the objections apparent in the use of
the defense, not the least of which was the fact that a person escaping
punishment by reason of insanity remained at large. The difficulties
attending efforts to commit the insane were often insurmountable.
As early as 1873 a Michigan statute provided that any one acquitted
of murder or other high crimes because of insanity should be confined
in the insane hospital of the state prison and be released only upon
certificates from the medical inspector of the asylum and the trial judge,
that such person was no longer insane. Evincing the same fears of
possible oppression which long have hampered hospitalization of the insane, the Michigan court held the statute unconstitutional, basing the
decision on the due process clause of the state constitution. 99 Stating as
a premise that an insane person could not even be subjected to a criminal
prosecution, the court observed that the statute applied only to insanity
at the time of the commission of the wrongful act; therefore, since the
jury did not find the accused insane at the time of the trial, it was a
deprivation of liberty without due process to commit him without an
examination as to his then sanity, and the fact that machinery for his
subsequent release existed did not cure the evil.
'"Underwood v. People, 32 Mich. 1 ( 1875). The statute provided that the judge and medical
inspector should examine the prisoner when requested by asylum authorities, and the court
held this forced the prisoner to rely on the efforts of a person other than himself in order
to gain examination and release.
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A similar statute of 1899 in North Carolina was voided for similar
reasons in In re Boyett,1 00 the court declaring the necessity of an inquiry
as to the sanity of the accused at the time of his being sentenced to the
asylum, but conceding that the examining tribunal need not necessarily be
a jury.101
A parallel statute in Washington, providing imprisonment for persons
acquitted because of insanity who would be dangerous if at large, was in
1905 upheld by the state supreme court in Ex parte Brown, 102 that court
refusing to issue a writ of habeas corpus and holding that, since the accused
gave no evidence that his mental condition had changed since the time
of the commission of the offense, the jury verdict of insanity raised a
presumption of continued insanity. The federal district court granted
the writ, saying that the statute was constitutional but improperly administered, and the commitment void because of failure to give the
accused a fair hearing on the question of his sanity at the time ordered
committed. On appeal, the United States Supreme Court in 1906 dismissed the writ on procedural grounds, refusing to decide the merits of
the case. 103 In 1907 a new Washington statute104 provided that def end ants
seeking to use the plea of insanity should set up the insanity at the time
of the commission of the act, and whether such insanity continued at the
time of the trial; the jury, if finding the accused not guilty by reason
of insanity at the time of committing the act, being also required to find
whether at the time of the trial the accused had recovered his sanity, and
if so, whether there was such likelihood of a recurrence of insanity as to
make the accused an unsafe person to be at large. It also provided for
sanity hearings for anyone at large who had been acquitted because of
insanity, a jury verdict as to his sanity at the time of such hearing, and
commitment in the event he was found insane. Various difficulties preventing satisfactory operation of that statute, a new statute was enacted
which provided that:
"It shall be no defense to a person charged with the commission of a crime,
that at the time of its commission, he was unable by reason of his insanity,
idiocy, or imbecility to comprehend the nature and quality of the act committed,
or to understand that it was wrong; or that he was afflicted with a morbid propensity to commit prohibited acts ; nor shall any testimony or other proof thereof
be admitted in evidence."105
100

136 N . C. 415, 48 S. E . 789 (1904) .
Citing Nobles v. Georgia, 168 U. S. 398 (1897).
10"Z39 Wash. 160, 81 Pac. 552 (1905).
WUrquhart v . Brown, 205 U . S. 179 (1906).
1
°'Wash . Laws 1907, c. 30.
1
°"Wash. Laws 1909, c. 249, § 7.
101
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This statute was declared unconstitutional by the state supreme court106
as an infringement of the right to jury trial and a violation of the due
process clause. The opinion said:
" ... the general rule is now and has been for centuries that there can be no
crime without a criminal intent," 107

and while it admitted that the legislature might make certain acts crimes
without regard to intent where the actor was a free moral agent, it denied
the right of the legislature to bring the insane under criminal punishment.
A concurring opinion held that no constitutional objection prevented the
abolition of insanity as a defense since "no man, sane or insane, has a
constitutional right to commit a crime," but thought the statute bad since
it did not provide a jury trial to determine the question of sanity. 108 A
dissenting judge held that the statute was constitutional and should be
given full effect. The majority opinion insisted that imprisonment
was imprisonment whether called criminal punishment or insane
hospitalization.
The foregoing sampling of constitutional objections which have been
advanced are taken to represent fairly the early attitude of American
courts, regarding the insanity defense.109 It is now our purpose to inquire
",.State v. Strasburg, 60 Wash. 106, 110 P ac. 1020 ( 1910).
1
"'Per Parker, J . Justice Parker distinguished statutes eliminating the element of intent
in certain cases, since such cases involved an intended act with ignorance of the wrongfulness or illegality attached to it, while an insane man was incapable of knowing or intending
the act itself. This distinction is severely criticized in Rood, Statutory Abolition of the
Defense of Insanity in Criminal Cases (19 10) 9 MICH. L. REV. 126, where the basis of the
insanity defense is shown to be ignorance of the wrongfulness of the act and not ignorance
of the act. The Strasburg decision is again criticized adversely in Note (1911) 59 U. OF PA.
L. REV. 252.
108
Rudkin , C. J. Section 31 of the offending statute provided that upon conviction of the
defendant, if the trial judge deemed him to be insane at the time of committing the offense
or at the time of sentence, the judge in his discretion might direct that he be confined in
a hospital for treatment until sanity was recovered, and that such judge might take counsel
of experts and make personal examination of the defendant in determining bis sanity. The
learned justice erred in assuming that the right to jury trial was infringed, since this section
became operative only after the defendant bad been convicted of the crime, and no guaranty
of jury trial is given prisoners in determining where th ey ar~ to be confined.
100
While the purpose of the present discussion is to consider the sphere of criminal sanctions
in general, and not merely to develop the legal aspects of the insanity defense, attention
must be given to the insanity problem as a foundation for general appraisals expected to
illustrate in this particular field the operation of the general principles with which this
paper is concerned. For the general problem of the insanity defense see MEREDITH, INSANITY
As A CRIMINAL DEFENSE (1931); SMOOT, LAW OF INSANITY (1929); WEmOFEN, op. cit. supra
note 94.
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into the fundamental attitudes which have prompted those pronouncements and which have obstructed the development of criminal jurisdiction over the insane. Within historical times, the one great reason for the
defense of insanity was the thought that all crime needed a criminal intent
or purpose, and that punishment was deserved only by those guilty of
moral wrong. In earlier days, the insane could be left at large with
relative safety, their misfortune and harmlessness known to their neighbors. Only as they became violent or unable to fend for themselves were
measures taken against them. The development of a densely populated
and mechanized civilization has been making such freedom impossible,
because of the great danger of injury resulting from mere inability to cope
with the intricacies of modern inventions, and from the added danger of
more lethal weapons in the hands of a maniac. Hence, we find a
lessened resistance to the confinement of proved insane people, especially
as the modern insane asylum, with its humane care and treatment, is
without a counterpart in those earlier days. Pity for the unfortunate is no
longer inconsistent with the desire to see them safely confined and cared
for even against their will. The development of sociological criminology,
and the replacement of the punishment ideal by the concept of public
welfare, should remove the objections formerly exerted against applying
the criminal law to the insane. That it has not done so, shows that the
idea of insanity as mental sickness is not yet matched by an attitude
toward crime as social sickness. That the treatment for offenses has not
yet been fully individualized according to the particular offender's need
not only mirrors the existence of the older philosophy, but to an extent
justifies it. However, progress has been made, and with the development
of new attitudes, the "constitutional objections" formerly advanced are
diminishing along with the ideas of punishment and vengeance as purposes
of the criminal law.
For example, the doctrine of the 1873 Michigan decision 110 outlawing
the statute which provided for commitment of persons acquitted by reason
of insanity, was rejected by the Washington court in Ex parte Brown, 111
although the latter decision purported to distinguish the holdings. Subsequent re-phrasing of the Michigan statute has accomplished the very
object of the original statute.11 2 North Carolina similarly re-enacted its
statute, 113 and the constitutionality of the procedure is now generally
110

Underwood v. People, 32 Mich . 1 ( 1875), cited supra note 99.
39 Wash . 160, 81 Pac. 552 (1905), cited supra note 102.
ittwEIHOFEN, op. cit. supra note 94, at 309.
11
"N. C. CODE ANN. (Michie 1935) § 6237 (containing statute as amended in 1923).

111
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recognized even in instances where release from commitment is rather
difficult. 114 Not only is the finding that the accused was insane at the
time of committing the offense considered sufficient for a presumption that
the insanity continues, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, but
some courts do not require the judge to hold a hearing on the question of
continued insanity, leaving the party to his remedy for seeking release
after commitment. A recent California decision 115 so held. The female
petitioner had been indicted for murder and by the jury found not guilty
by reason of insanity. She demanded that the trial judge afford her a
hearing on the question of whether her insanity continued, offering to prove
that she was then sane. The trial judge refused the demand, saying it
appeared to him that she had not recovered her sanity, and ordered her
committed to the state hospital. In denying habeas corpus the state
supreme court denied that any constitutional right had been infringed,
and upheld the constitutionality of the statute under which she had been
committed. The statute permitted the trial of persons pleading insanity,
and after a jury verdict of guilty rendered, a further hearing before the
same or a different jury as to whether insanity had existed at the time the
offense was committed; if the jury found the party insane when the act
was committed, the court was to commit such party to the state hospital,
unless it appeared to the court that the party had fully recovered his
sanity. The court expressly upheld the refusal of the trial judge to grant
petitioner a sanity hearing before committing her, and refused to read
into the statute such a requirement, although such a hearing is provided
for before release where the court finds the acquitted party to have
regained sanity.11 6
wld. § 6239. WEIHOFEN, op. cit. supra note 94, at 268.
ur,ln re Slayback, 209 Cal. 480, 288 Pac. 769 (1930); People ex rel. Peabody v. Chanler,
196 N . Y. 525, 89 N. E. 1109 (1909) (affirming 133 App. Div. 159, 117 N. Y. Supp. 322
(2d Dep't 1909), in which a statute requiring trial judge to commit persons acquitted
because of insanity, whom the judge considered too dangerous to be at large, was upheld.
The court said such commitment was not punishment, the defendant not being subject to
punishment since he had been acquitted, but was merely an exercise of the police power
for the protection of the public.) Hodison v. Rogers, 137 Kan. 950, 22 P. (2d) 491 (1933),
upheld a similar statute and refused to interfere with the commitment although the defendant
had been pronounced sane by a probate court between the time of the alleged criminal act
and the date of acquittal on the ground of insanity at the time of commission. Note (1934)
88 A. L . R. 1084. In re Clark, 86 Kan. 539, 121 Pac. 492 (1912). In Maxwell v . Maxwell,
189 Iowa 7, 10, 177 N. W. 541, 543 (1920), it is asserted that the general rule of due process
does not apply to the right of the state to restrain the insane; but the court apparently was
merely reaching the result of the foregoing cases.
11
"This provision, although discussed by the court, was not involved in the case.
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Similar progress has been made along other fronts. Another increasingly noxious incident of the insanity plea involved the expert witness
racket, in which experts and pseudo-experts would appear on either side,
and particularly in behalf of wealthy defendants, to testify or falsify as
to the sanity of the accused. A Michigan statute117 sought to remedy the
expert witness racket, primarily as to the insanity plea, but also as to all
cases involving expert opinion testimony, by limiting the compensation
such witnesses could receive without court approval, by limiting to three
the number of experts allowed to testify on either side on any one issue
in any case other than homicide prosecutions,118 and by requiring the
court in homicide prosecutions to appoint one to three disinterested experts
to investigate and testify at the trial concerning the issues requiring expert
opinion, the county to pay the fees of such experts and each side being
free to use other experts of its own choosing.
In People v. Dickerson, 119 a man convicted of murder despite his insanity plea, appealed because the lower court had appointed two experts
and admitted their testimony. Only the section involving homicide cases
was involved, and the court held that part of the statute unconstitutional
on three counts:
1. Violation of constitutional requirement of separation of powers,
giving the court a function that was administrative and properly belonging
to the county attorney.
2. Since the statute did not provide for notice to the defendant before
the witnesses were appointed, it violated due process by not enabling him
"to know in advance the names of the witnesses who will testify against
him, and to examine into their character and means of knowledge."
3. Since the statute provided for the court to inform the jury of the
appointment of these experts, the jury would give little or no attention
to other experts, accepting the opinions of the court-appointed experts
as final.
The court recognized the purpose of the statute, the long abuse of the
insanity plea, but felt that the only available remedy lay in the development of a livelier sense of responsibility to the public on the part of the
experts. The court seems guilty of a decided lag behind an aroused
public opinion which has dissipated the constitutional objections. Although
followed by Illinois 120 the decision has been severely criticized both by
11

"Mich. Acts 1905, No . 175, § 3.
mExcept as the court chose to permit a greater number.
uo164 Mich.148, 129 N . W.199 (1910) .
""'People v. Scott, 326 III. 327, 157 N. E. 247 (1927).
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writers 121 and by courts122 and today the constitutionality of similar statutes seems clear. Even the potent argument of privilege against selfincrimination has been used in vain in later cases123 in assailing the constitutionality of such statutes.
In State v. Coleman, 124 a murder conviction was affirmed although the
trial court had admitted the testimony of a doctor who had examined the
defendant without his consent and without notifying his attorney, while
the defendant was handcuffed. The court held that although nonvoluntary examination of the def end ant would ordinarily violate his
constitutional right against self-incrimination an exception existed in
cases involving the insanity plea, where the examination was to determine
his sanity. Since such examinations generally require the subject to
answer questions, the case shows a considerable weakening of "constitutional safeguards" regarding the insanity plea.
Other forward steps could be cited125 but the foregoing show the strides
that have been made. Many obstacles remain, of course, just as the vengeance motive has not been thoroughly lost. We have seen that the Washington statute attempting to abolish the insanity defense was declared
unconstitutional in 1910.126 A similar fate befell the Mississippi statute127
abolishing the insanity defense in murder cases. The Mississippi court, 128
in holding the statute unconstitutional, assigned the due process clause
as the specific objection to the statute, although one justice added additional objections, including the prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment, and the immutable principles of natural right and reason. A strong
dissent sought to prove the statute constitutional and deplored the
notorious abuse of the insanity defense, which latter plaint was echoed by
the majority but thought irremediable. The court's action appears more
121

Note (1911) 24 HARv. L . REv. 483; WIGMORE, EVIDENCE (2d ed. 1923) 436 n.: "As the
history and authorities . .. are ignored in the opinion and as its fantastic logic would hardly
be followed elsewhere [this was before People v. Scott was decided] no further notice of
its contents is needed."
122
Jessner v . State, 202 Wis. 184, 231 N . W . 634 (1930).
""'Noe v . Monmouth , 6 N . J . Misc. 1016, 143 Atl. 750 (Sup. Ct. 1928), afj'd, 106 N . J. Law
584, 150 Atl. 920 (1930 ) ; State v. Chandler , 126 S. C. 149, 119 S. E. 774 (1923); State v.
Coleman, 96 W. Va . 544, 123 S. E. 580 (1924) .
""State v . Coleman, 96 W. Va. 544, 123 S. E. 580 (1924).
""'Colo. Laws 1927, c. 251, § 2 ; State v. Toon , 172 La. 631, 135 So. 7 (1931); WEmOFEN,
op. cit . supra note 94, at 210 et seq.
""State v. Strasburg, 60 Wash. 106, 110 Pac. 1020 (1910), cited supra note 106.
127
Miss. Laws 1928 c. 75 , §§ 1327, 1328.
128
Sinclair v . State, 161 Miss. 142, 132 So . 581, 74 A. L. R. 241, 265 (1931); cf. Ingles v.
People, 92 Colo . 518, 519, 22 P. (2d) 1109, 1111 (1933).
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defensible, however, if it is considered that the popular attitude which
permits and even demands the death of insane fiends, does not necessarily
include a sufficient feeling of anger to say that insanity is no defense.
Also, the use of that plea as an instrument for freeing persons who kill
under circumstances which quicken the sympathies of the people ( as in
honor slayings, when that doctrine is officially denied existence) is not
particularly disfavored. Until the fight for subsistence becomes much
more desperate, the tendency will remain to undergo considerable expense to confine the dangerously insane rather than remove them. The
possibility of a change in this attitude is not inconceivable, 129 making due
allowance for the relative value of human and animal life, when it is remembered how quickly the life of a dangerous animal may be taken,
although all the arguments concerning lack of intent or malice apply
equally to animal offenders. Indeed, it might be said that in the case of
animals, popular sentiment has become practically130 divorced from the
concept of punishment and converted to humanitarian (items of suffering) and utilitarian ( expense and danger caused by attempts at other
means of control) considerations, while in the case of human beings,
not only is the struggle with vindicativeness still considerable, but the
other doctrine is still stronger.13 1
Possibly the real purpose of the statute abolishing the insanity defense
was to prevent the escape of sane offenders rather than to punish the
insane, a purpose which other statutes now achieve in many states to a
large extent, as we have seen. However, the doctrine of the Washington
and Mississippi decisions that there exists a constitutional right to interpose the defense of insanity has been clearly disproved. 132 Indeed, even
in the midst of declarations of constitutional rights to the defense of
insanity the abrogation of that defense in cases of extreme horror has
never been prevented, and indeed the insanity defense might be said not
to have extended to such cases.
Coke, in reporting the Beverly case, introduced the idea that as the king
is the head and safety of the state, even a person non compos mentis is not
excused from criminal responsibility for the crime of high treason:
"Let one die lest all perish." 13 3
""'But most certainly is not advocated by the writer.
=The word "practically" is used advisedly, since some executions of dangero us animals,
particularly menagerie beasts and elephants which killed human beings, smack somewhat
of revenge although ostensibly placed on a basis of safety.
1
"'Euthanasia.
1
""Rood, Statutory Abolition of the Defense of Insanity in Criminal Cases (1910) 9 MICH .
L. REV. 126.
138
4 Co. 123, 124b, 76 Eng. Re. 1118, 1122 (K. B. 1603) (translation supplied).
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Hale agreed to this exception because he felt that it added to the safety
of the king's person .134 Not merely the desire to safeguard the king, but
the blind fury of retribution, and the very fact of the enormity of the
crime, have also preserved this exception to the availability of the insanity
defense. True enough, Hadfield, who in 1800 shot a gun toward George
III was acquitted on the ground of insanity, as was the clearly insane
Oxford who shot at Queen Victoria in 1840,1 35 but it must be remembered
that neither of the intended victims was actually killed or even wounded.
On the other hand, Guiteau and Zangara paid with their lives for their
successful assassinations, and insanity afforded no protection.
On grounds of national welfare and international peace, statutes
providing the death penalty for assassinating or for attempting to
assassinate officials of other countries visiting in this country could be
excepted from the operation of the defense. 136
Anomalously enough, the very persistence of a feeling of punishment, of
anger or revenge, or other "primitive" attitudes has prevented the insanity
defense from affording the offender protection in the majority of the most
revolting crimes which patently insane persons have perpetrated. 137 Quite
conceivably, even a public welfare theorist could reconcile himself to the
humane extinction of such dangerous neighbors.
The older objections to taking the life of an insane prisoner have been
largely replaced by the constitutional objection that his disability renders
him unable to assist his attorney in making appeals and seeking reprieves.138 The validity of this due process argument seems doubtful,
however, in the face of continued decisions that where the question of
insanity is raised after pronouncement of sentence, it may be determined
by the trial judge in his discretion and does not give the right to a jury
trial. 139 If the courts were really concerned over the insane defendant's
=1 Hale, op. cit. supra note 51 , at 137.
Regina v . Oxford, 9 C. & P . 525 , 173 Eng. Re. 941 (N . P . 1840) ; White, Legal Insanity in
Criminal Cases (1 927) 18 J. CRIM. L. 165.
""'Except as sentiment sanctioned the act, or otherwise demanded · the release of the
perpetrator, using any available device.
inReference already has been made to Guiteau and Zangara; see also LAMSON, WE Wao
ARE AnouT TO DIE ( 1936). E very locality has its addition of cases, which is generally
recognized. The writer visited one such convicted slayer in his cell after sentence was
pronounced, and shared the general opinion of the accused's unquestionable insanity, but the
appellate court, in Lemke v. State, 56 Okla. Cr. 1, 32 P . (2d) 331 (1934) , discussed the case
only in conventional terms of sufficiency of the evidence, and upheld the conviction.
=in re Smith , 25 N . M . 48, 176 Pac. 819 (1918) .
100
Baughm v . State, 100 Ga . 554, 28 S. E. 68 (1897); State v. Superior Court, 139 Wash.
125, 245 Pac. 929, 49 A. L . R . 801 , 804 (1926).
130
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inability to help his counsel, he would not be held to lose rights because
of failure to make timely objection.
In the growing list of offenses where the state of mind of the defendant
is held to be irrelevant, where the prohibited acts are considered neither
really criminal nor immoral, and the punishment assessed for violation is
generally limited to a fine, insanity is apparently no defense. This rule
seems quite supportable, both on logical grounds and as not unconscionable to popular sentiment. Keedy 1 4-0 reasons for the rule that since
the mental element has been made immaterial, and insanity merely
negatives the existence of an objectionable mental element, no reason
exists for permitting insanity to be shown. Since the penalties, usually
fines, show that the proceedings more nearly resemble torts than
crimes, and are conducted not so much for purposes of punishment as for
reparation for a minor public injury, the reasons for holding the insane
liable for torts are equally applicable in such cases.
A very practical reason why insanity should not be permitted in such
cases, in addition to the foregoing arguments, is that the proceeding is
relatively unimportant and the fines help defray the added cost of administration in which the offenses result; even permitting the interposition
of insanity pleas would needlessly burden administration without being
needed to safeguard any endangered material right of the defendant.
Regardless of the rule as to the validity of the insanity defense generally, its denial in cases where the mental element is actually irrelevant
may remain unquestioned. It is to be remembered, however, that the
last named class consisted of those cases only where the mental element
is actually immaterial and not to cases where the necessity of proving the
mental element has been dispensed with but which permit proof of
absence of such mental element to serve as a defense.
The extension of governmental control over the insane is continuing
and will continue as a reflection of the change of attitude toward the
insane offender. People have for some time been regarding him as an
""Keedy, Insanity and Criminal R esponsibility (1917) 30 HARV. L . REV. 535, 543. Professor Keedy quotes a note to Regina v. Paget, 3 F . & F . 29, 30, 176 Eng. Re. 14 (N. P .
1862): "The mere fact of a fine no more shows that the indictment is a criminal proceeding
than the ancient fine in trespass. The proceeding is substantially of a civil and not a
criminal character, the distinction taken in the most approved authorities being, not
whether the Crown is a party .. . but whether the real end of the proceeding is punishment
or reparation." As further illustration, Keedy cites statutes imposing penalties for selling
liquor to minors, the Massachusetts statute providing for a forfeiture of $100 to he recovered
by the parent of the minor in a tort action, the New York statute providing for fine or
imprisonment, the Kansas statute for fine and imprisonment, the usual penalty everywhere
being merely a fine.
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unfortunate rather than a criminal. Now they are realizing that he is
nevertheless a potential trouble-maker whose own welfare and the welfare
of society necessitates his hospitalization. Even though an insane asylum
confines as securely as a prison, judges and juries alike, as well as friends
of the defendant, will usually see him committed to the former institution
more readily than to the latter. 141 Moreover the stigma of " committed to
the insane asylum" is becoming lost in the new order of things, which is
substituting " admitted to a mental hospital".
The principles outlined in discussing the insanity defense have a
kindred application in regard to the defenses of duress, coverture, and
infancy, all three of which were recognized defenses at the time of the
adoption of the Federal Constitution. Of the three, the general defense
of duress has changed the least. The rule still exists that one who is forced
to do an act against his will and despite his continued physical resistance
(as where his hand, in the grasp of a stronger hand, is forced to pull the
trigger, strike a blow, etc.) is not liable to any prosecution, even though
the offense committed is murder. Such a situation falls outside the
technical definition of duress however. In cases of duress, where the act
is done against the doer's will, but without that physical compulsion which
prevents control by the doer over his own physical acts, the rule is stricter.
To relieve him from criminal liability, the act must have been induced by
present (i. e., immediate, not future) fear of death or at least very serious
personal injury. Fear of injury to property or of future prosecution will
not excuse, and some courts insist that the compulsion must have arisen
without negligence of the person so under duress. 142 E ven fear of immediate death will not excuse the killing of an innocent person, the
person in duress having to take his chances of escaping or overpowering
his assailant, rather than meting out death to a third person. 143
w.Most people sent to insane asylums go unwillingly and many of their friends may
rally to their defense ; but the struggle is not as great as when prison looms. A resourceful
prosecuto r, faced with an obviously unbalanced war veteran whose friends bad long blocked
his commitment and whose misdeeds bad never before aroused any sentiment that be be
imprisoned, prosecuted the vetera n fo r statutory rape. Buddies rallied to the defense, conclusively proving the veteran's insanity. I mmedia tely upo n bis release, the veteran was
t aken into custody under insanity process and shortly afterward sent to the asylum.
~ L E R , CRIMINAL L AW ( 1934) 164 et seq.
""Cases where the death of one is necessary fo r the welfare of the others, as in overloaded
lifeboats, cannibalism amo ng starving men, do not require discussio n he re. N ote might be
taken, however, of a case where the coercing party was demanding that bis own life be
t aken. Instinctively, such a killing seems defensible, whether as an exception to the above
rule, or as "overpowering the assailant" (although bis death thus gives bis will effect), or
under rules making the accomplice guilty of a lesser offense, or by confining the rule to
cases involving the taking of a third person's life.
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The defense of coverture, of duress 144 because of the husband coercing
action by the wife against her will, has undergone considerable change.
The common-law rule was that a married woman committing an act in
the presence of her husband which would otherwise be a crime, was
presumed to have acted under her husband's coercion, which coercion
excused her from prosecution for any but certain crimes excepted either
because of their gravity (murder, etc.) or their peculiar nature ( operation
of a bawdy house). The presumption was rebuttable, however, and modern developments have made it an increasingly slender presumption.
England, Canada, and some of the states have abolished the presumption
by statute, 145 and some states have held it abolished by implication by
the Married Women's Acts. 146
The reason for the dissipation of this presumption is obvious, and the
consciousness of the change of woman's position is sufficiently universal
that even those courts which held the presumption not repealed by the
Married Women's Acts have not seen constitutional objections to its
abrogation.
What sentiment has been express~d seems agreed that the rule is
antiquated and a virtual dead letter, 147 and so far as limitations on
abolition of the presumption is concerned, none whatever appear, the wife
being left the protection of the general duress statute the same as other
people.
The defense of infancy has likewise been considerably altered. The
major shift in this field has been the introduction of the juvenile court,
and the treatment of child offenders as juvenile delinquents, rather than
as criminals; a proceeding which has virtually abolished the effect of the
incapacity presumption,148 since the system is said to be instructive or
equitable in nature, rather than criminal. To a degree greater than in any
other field, the concept of corrective and preventive treatment has replaced
1

"Note (1919) 4 A. L. R. 266.
STAT. (Mason, 1927) § 9911; CAN. CRIM. CODE (Tremeear 1919) § 21.
""See (1920) 34 HARV. L. REV. 89, noting King v. Owensboro, 187 Ky. 21, 218 S. W. 297
(1920) . The court ruling was "judge-made" law to the note writer, but he approved it.
mNotes (1895) 8 HARV. L. REV. 430; (1928) 22 ILL. L. REV. 674 (containing a survey of
holdings in 27 states relative to its abrogation). In practice the domination by the husband
bas become more infrequent than the court rulings indicate. Bob Burns tells of a wife who
sought a divorce on the ground of extreme cruelty. When the judge asked if the defendant
was present, the plaintiff snorted, "That measly little runt is afraid to be in the same
room with me."
1
.aThe common law rule, at the time of the making of the Federal Constitution, conclusively presumed children under seven to be incapable of committing crime, and raised a
rebuttable presumption of incapacity as to children between the ages of seven and fourteen.
u•2 MINN.
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the idea of punishment; so no material objection arises m the face of
its operation.14 9
Coverture and infancy thus being largely abrogated, there remains the
defense of duress, which is still given effect. The statements made with
regard to barring the defense of insanity in cases where the mental
element is immaterial might be applied with equal force to the defense of
duress. It is suggested that the extent to which the legislature will be
permitted to abolish the defense of duress or shift the burden of proof
to the defendant, likewise corresponds to the limitations already noted as
to the insanity defense.
CRIMINAL LIABILITY OF CORPORATIONS

The development of the law of corporate criminal liability as generally
stated is that originally corporations were considered incapable of committing any criminal offense at all; 150 that criminal responsibility was imposed later for offenses of nonf easance but not for those of misfeasance,
the distinction being subsequently abrogated and liability imposed for
either, although the corporation was still held incapable of committing
criminal offenses requiring a wrongful intent or mens rea; that in more
recent times corporations have been convicted even of offenses involving
such evil intent; 151 that some modern writers assert that a corporation
should be considered capable of any crime, and insist that the law is
approaching such a position. 152
Arguments against the attachment of criminal responsibility to corporations point out that it is the individual wrongdoers who should be
punished, and not the corporation; that the corporation cannot be de9

With all its defects, the juvenile court system has done much to change the object of
penal sanctions from punishment to rehabilitation. Its suspended sentence, probation,
and other features are being used in the treatment of adult offenders. With the broadening
of this new penology, with the emphasis no longer on punishment, may eventually come a
change in the whole attitude of the people toward the criminal courts, removing some of
the obstacles now existing which prevent effective treatment of some offenses.
i:.o«A corporation is not indictable but the particular members of it are." Holt, C. J., in
Anonymous, 12 Mod. 559 , 88 Eng. Re. 1518 (K. B. 1702). But see (1925) 2 CAMB. L. J.
398, 399.
,..,For array of corporate convictions of such offenses as "false pretenses", "knowingly
depositing obscene matter in the mails", "knowingly and fraudulently concealing property",
"larceny", "conspiracy", "wilful destruction of property", "wilfully obstructing recruiting" in
wartime, and "manslaughter", see citations collected in Edgerton, Corporate Criminal Responsibility (1927) 36 YALE L. J. 827, 828; (1926) 27 D1cK. L. REv. 136.
""'Canfield, Corporate Responsibility for Crime ( 1914) 14 CoL. L. REV. 469; Edgerton,
lac. cit. supra note 151; Lee, Corporate Criminal Liability (1928) 28 CoL. L. REv. 1, 181.
1'
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terred or reformed, as it is purely fictitious; that punishment of the
corporation is really punishment of innocent stockholders and creditors. 153
In favor of such liability, it is pointed out that corporations have long
been held guilty of torts involving intent, even in cases imposing punitive
damages; that corporations can be deterred, because those who suffer
by punishments assessed against the corporation will demand that it is
thereafter so conducted as to avoid such penalties; that the individuals
controlling the corporation will, in their official capacities, favor corporate
acts of a pernicious ch9-racter which they would never consider doing as
individuals or as employers, and therefore a spirit is engendered by their
association together which is properly subject to criminal measures.
Moreover, admitting that the stigma of criminality on the part of the
corporation does not attach to its officers, the stigma is in addition to the
corporate penalty. Also, the combination of the brains and energies of its
members makes the corporation have a much greater capacity to do evil,
and the corporate machinery increases the difficulties of proving the guilt
of the particular individuals involved. 1 5 4
The broad general liability of the corporation for tort being well
recognized, it is argued that the same extent of liability should exist in
criminal cases since, as regards the corporation, such offenses are in the
nature of public torts. In such "public torts" the individual officer
responsible for the offense might be unable to pay the assessed fine. Again,
the number of individual offenders might be so great as to render prosecution of them inadvisable.
Conceivably, the use or threatened use of criminal prosecutions against
a corporation may exercise a considerable restraint upon the anti-social
activities of at least a certain type of directing officer-the man who considers himself a law abiding and substantial citizen and takes pride in his
prominent connection with the corporation ( which he may even have
founded or given his own name) and shrinks from having his organization
branded a criminal.
The assertion of such a possibility is seemingly inconsistent with other
comments in these pages concerning the lack of other than economic
motives on the part of those interested in corporations, but this apparent
conflict can be removed by further analysis. Admittedly, the average
stockholder is interested in corporate earnings and not in corporate
morality, just as some directors are concerned with personal profits even
153

(1910) 71 CENT. L. J. 421.

u.iFor answers to these and other arguments see Francis, Criminal R esponsibility nf the
Corporatwn (1924) 18 ILL. L. REv . 305, 314 et seq.
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to the exclusion of dividends to shareholders. The fact of criminal guilt
on the part of the corporation would mean nothing to either group , except
insofar as it meant a pecuniary loss, although even here the directors might
realize that the loss of social prestige could have an economic result
( i.e., loss of "good will" in the economic sense155 ) which would make a
conviction more costly than a civil judgment for the same amount as the
fine involved. Many directors would be little concerned with social
approval of their enterprise, as such, but to those feeling a sense of
personal identity with the corporation and having pride in its standing,
such an actual deterrent may be said to exist. Such a feeling often exists
on the part of lesser employees who have served for a number of years.
Viewed from the standpoint of the limitation upon the use of criminal
sanctions, the problems presented in the case of the corporation are
relatively simple. First of all, all of the effective actions against the
corporation are economic in nature, involving the loss of its assets, or some
of them, whether in the guise of fines, forfeitures of properties, or loss of
privileges, including the privilege of having legal existence. It follows that
the problems of death sentences and imprisonment, in the sense of any
physical confinement or suffering, are non-existent, and the capacity of the
people generally to entertain a feeling of sympathy for it in such cases
is almost non-existent.
Any physical confinement which was effective would have to relate to
individuals, and this problem is either that of vicarious liability in general,
treated hereafter , or of liability for personal wrongdoing, so not relevant
here. Moreover, even the criminal punishments of fines levied against
the corporation are really inflicted upon those individuals having claims
against the assets, and the loss of such individuals is no greater or
different than in the case of a civil judgment against the corporation for
the same amount . The loss of each individual is quite often negligible,
even in the case of a large fine imposed on the corporation, because of
the distribution of the loss among a large number of persons. The objections interposed against corporate penalties are primarily based on
economic grounds which exist equally as well in civil cases, the only
difference being that in criminal matters the fine goes to the government
which may not show the interest in prosecution which an individual
plaintiff exercises in civil actions. Indeed, this very phenomenon makes
giving all or part of the fine to the informer more effective in cases against
corporations than against individual offenders.
""This is especially tru e of t rust companies and ch aritable institutions. No one wants to
contribute to an incorporated "worthy cause" whose funds are used fo r unlawful purpo$es.
Any scandal concerning t he corporation itself, will be refl ected in lessened income.
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Metaphysics apart, the difficulty of convicting the corporation of an
offense involving a mental element is met either by "imputing" to the
corporation the intent of the individual representatives committing the
constituent acts of the offense, or by declaring that intent is not an element,
or by holding that intent is conclusively presumed from the doing
of the act. 156
The idea that there are certain crimes which, by their very nature, are
not capable of commission by a corporation, has received many severe
blows in recent years, and the question has become not can the legislature
so define a crime as to make corporations liable, but has the legislature, or
even the courts, so acted. 157 Not only are corporations generally held to
be within such words as "anyone" or "any person" in definitions of crime;
they have also been held capable of committing offenses for which the
only prescribed penalty was imprisonment. Despite many early, and even
some recent 158 cases holding punishment an indispensable element of a
crime, so that a corporation could not be indicted in such cases, other
courts have held corporations guilty, or punished individuals for aiding
and abetting a corporation in the commission of such an offense. 159
Similarly, corporations have been convicted not only under statutes
providing punishment by fine or imprisonment but also under statutes
providing for fine and imprisonment. 160 Statutes have already been
passed in some jurisdictions providing that upon conviction of an offense
punishable only by imprisonment, a corporation may be fined instead,161
and courts might reach the same result without the aid of such a statute. 162
Ui8Francis, Corporate Criminal Liability (1924) 18 ILL. L. REv. 305, 310. Hough, J ., in
United States v. M'Andrews & Forbes Co., 149 Fed. 823, 836 (C. C. S. D. N. Y. 1906), by
dictum asserted that imputing an evil mind to the corporation was as logical as imputing
contractual capacity to it; the legislature that created the corporation being also the creator
of the crimes, defining the capacities of the former and the elements of the later it could
make the corporation capable of committing a crime.
""Francis, supra note 158, at 313; Edgerton, supra note 151, at 840 et seq.
11
'"State v. Truax, 130 Wash. 69, 226 Pac. 259 (1924).
159
United States v. Van Schaick, 134 Fed. 592, 602 (C. C. S. D. N. Y. 1904).
"''United States v. Union Supply Co., 215 U. S. 50 (1909); Commonwealth v. Pulaski
Assn ., 92 Ky . 197, 17 S. W. 442 (1891).
101
N. Y. PENAL LAW (Cahill, 1923) § 1932.
182
In Union Colliery Co. v. Queen, 3 Can . Sup. Ct. 81, the Canadian court held that the
common law punishment of a fine could be imposed upon a corporation convicted of an
offense whose creating statute provided no punishment at all. (The statute merely said that
"anyone" failing to exercise proper care in managing a dangerous instrumentality, would be
criminally liable for the consequences). See also, Criminal Law, 16 C. J. § 30, (that a fine
will lie although no punishment is provided by the statute which expressly prescribes the
standard of conduct which has been violated) citing a group of cases in support.
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The ultra vires doctrine has of ten been invoked by corporations as a
defense to prosecutions, with an increasing lack of success. While crime
is always an ultra vires act, this does not relieve the corporation from
responsibility for such crimes if committed in the course of an intra vires
business, or even in the course of an ultra vires business if the servant
committing the crime was acting within the scope of his authority. 163
The ease with which these constitutional safeguards of the criminally
accused have been avoided in the case of corporations is eloquent
testimony of the vitality of popular attitudes as determining the use of
criminal sanctions. 164 The technical defenses attempted by the corporation in criminal cases are, equally like those interposed in civil suits,
prompted by the prospect only of economic loss. Moreover, current
sentiment toward corporations seems such that they occupy a position
somewhat analogous to that of the unpopular citizen charged with violation of a normally unenforceable law, any instinct against the unfairness
or futility of the measure being counter-balanced by a willingness to see
the corporation " get his". The corporation can of ten be convicted of an
offense, the acts of which were done by an officer whose conviction cannot be secured despite his contravention of a criminal statute.
It is in regard to c9rporations that the modern inroads on classical
distinctions between crimes and torts have shown most progress. Truly
enough, even here there are still existing differences, but the sharp line
of cleavage formerly existing is certainly far less clearly drawn today.
Almost all the conditions operating to limit the use of criminal sanctions
against corporations are the same as those limiting its tort responsibility,
and even in the latter class of suits the people's sense of justice is not outraged by various inequalities by which the individual defendant has a less
trying time. Even as universal acquiescence has permitted the dissolution of the technical obstacles to corporate responsibility in the criminal
courts, that responsibility for all offenses is probably limited by only two
principal circumstances:
( 1) The rarity and difficulty of the prohibited acts resulting from
activities of corporate representatives. The acts of officers in committing
some offenses are so palpably outside the scope of their authority and
without any benefit to the corporation that it would not be held liable.
Even the distorted sense of fair play which permits corporate convictions
191

(1926) 27 DrcK. L. REV. 133, 134.
°'(1926) 27 DrcK. L . REV. 121 , 127 (that even under rules requiring the defendant to
appear personally, corporations were permitted to appear by attorney, in prosecution ) . The
corporation's claims against being forced to testify against itself in prosecution have been
swept aside without difficulty.
1
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upon evidence which would be insufficient were the defendant an individual, would not consider treating the corporation as liable.
( 2) Disinclination on the part of all concerned to try a corporation
for an offense of personal violence when as great a penalty would be as
easily obtained by resort to a less fantastic charge. For example,
although corporations have been indicted for manslaughter, as long as the
penalty imposed for loss of life due to violation of any penal safety statute
is equally great, use of the manslaughter charge will be rare because unnecessary. The working out of a well-defined set of corporate crimes,
involving all the acts or results sufficiently objectionable, whether provided
for in the present penal code or not, would eliminate the need of prosecuting corporations for common law felonies, but in the absence of such a
code, penalties may be imposed under the general statutes, appeasing
opinion aroused by unnecessary deaths or other injury, and cutting to the
quick those financially interested in the organizations.
[To
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THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT-FREEDOM OF SPEECH-HANDBILL
ORDINANCES

Perhaps as a reflection of unsettled conditions abroad, the rapid advance of authoritarian types of government and the possibility of hysterical suppression of individual liberties at home, the Supreme Court
has continued its supervision of local regulations affecting freedom of
speech and of the press, and has more clearly defined its position on these
subjects.
The question whether regulations embodied in a municipal ordinance
abridged freedom of speech and of the press, secured to all persons
against state invasion by the Fourteenth Amendment, was presented by
each of four cases,1 considered together. Before considering these cases
it would be well to review the principal guides which were available to
the state courts in their consideration of the ordinances involved.
While maintaining the general guaranty of fundamental rights of
person, it must of necessity be admitted that the state has authority to
enact laws to promote the health, safety, morals and general welfare
of its people. This sovereign power, however, is limited in that it must
not invade the guarantee of constitutional rights. What the limitations
are must be determined with appropriate regard to the particular subject
matter of the exercise of the power, in the light of the historic conception of the right involved.
It was early recognized that mere exemption from previous censorship
did not exhaust the guaranty of liberty of the press. 2 As Judge Cooley
has stated:
"The evils to be prevented were not the censorship of the press merely, but
any action of the government by means of which it might prevent such free
and general discussion of public matters as seems absolutely essential to prepare
the people for an intelligent exercise of their rights as citizens." 3

In Ex parte J ackson,4 it was said that liberty of circulating is as
essential to freedom of the press as liberty of publishing since without
the circulation, the publication would be of little value. Recently a
1

Schneider v. State (Town of Irvington), 84 L. ed. (Adv. Ops.) 115 (U.S. 1939) . Young
v. California, Snyder v. Milwaukee, and Thompson v. Massachusetts were considered at
the same time.
'Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 U. S. 233 (1936).
•2 COOLEY, CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS (8th ed. 1927) 886.
'96 u. s. 727 (1877).
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license tax was held invalid because it directly tended to restrict circulation.5
A little more than one and a half years ago, the Supreme Court, in
Lovell v. Griffin6 held void an ordinance forbidding the distribution of
literature of any kind , at any time, at any place, and in any manner
without a permit from the city manager. The Court said legislation
of that type would restore a system of license and censorship in its
baldest form, and was void upon its face. This case was the one with
which the state courts were primarily concerned in their consideration
of the present cases. It should have been sufficient authority to govern
their decisions ; but their attitude in each case appeared to be to distinguish the case and validate the ordinance. Thus the Wisconsin
Supreme Court7 distinguished Lovell v. Griffin in that it did not cover
the question of prevention of littering of the streeµ, the avowed purpose
of the Milwaukee ordinance. The Superior Court of Los Angeles County8 felt that as the Los Angeles ordinance was restricted in its prohibitions
to certain times and places it did not come within the condemnation of
the Griffin case. It also gave weight to the fact that the handbills in
question were of a commercial character in that they carried an announcement of the price of seats at the meeting advertised. The
Massachusetts and ew Jersey Courts found similar grounds for distinguishing their respective ordinances and sustaining their validity.
The Supreme Court was therefore, compelled, to restate in simpler
terms the principles governing the problem. In doing this it recognized
that the constitutional protection of the rights of freedom of speech and
of the press does not deny municipal authorities power to fulfil their
duty to keep the streets of their communities clean and free of litter.
There is, for example, nothing to prevent the city from punishing those
persons who wilfully throw paper and trash into the streets, since such
conduct bears no necessary relationship to the freedom to speak, write,
print or distribute information or opinion.
The Court reaffirmed the importance of preventing restrictions of
the fundamental liberties of freedom of speech and of the press. Lower
courts were called upon to be astute in examining the effect of challenged legislation; giving effect to the substance, and not to the mere
form of the statute; and to test the statute by its operation and effect. 9
The following language of the court is worthy of quotation:
"Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 U. S. 233 ( 1936).
1
303 U. S. 444 (1938).
'Milwaukee v . Snyder, 293 N. W . 301 (Wis. 1939).
8Feople v . Young, 3 Cal. App. Supp. 62 , 85 Pac. (2d) 231 (1938).
• ear v . Minnesota, 283 U . S. 697 (1931).
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"Mere legislative preferences or beliefs respecting matters of public convenience may well support regulations directed at other personal activities, but
be insufficient to justify such as diminishes the exercise of rights so vital to
the maintenance of democratic institutions. And so, as cases arise, the delicate
and difficult task falls upon the courts to weigh the circumstances and to
appraise the substantiality of the reasons advanced in support of the regulation
of free enjoyment of the rights." 10

Elsewhere in the opinion it is stated:
"Although a municipality may enact regulations in the intertst of public safety,
health, welfare or convenience, these may not abridge the individual liberties
secured by the Constitution to those who wish to speak, write , print or circulate
information or opinion." 11

In short, it seems that the principles to be deduced are that freedom of
speech or press may not be abridged; that regulation and abridgement
are to be distinguished, but that regulation may reach the point where
it becomes restriction; and even where it does not amount to restriction,
regulation will be permissible only in a proper case.
What type of regulation does the Court envision? This is probably
illustrated by the Court's declaration with respect to the Irvington
ordinance that the town might fix reasonable hours for canvassing without invading constitutional liberty; and that it was not to be understood
as holding commercial soliciting and canvassing not subject to regulation.
JOHN H. FREIFIELD.

WAGNER ACT-ADMINISTRATIVE DISCRETION TO FIX AFFIRMATIVE RELIEF

The Supreme Court reaffirmed its rule, announced in the Greyhound
cases,1 2 that where there is support in the evidence and the findings based
thereon, it is for the National Labor Relations Board to determine
whether a company-dominated union would be a continuing obstacle to
the free exercise of the employees' rights of self-organization and collective bargaining, and to decide whether disestablishment of such a union
would, in all the circumstances, effectuate the policies of the National
Labor Relations Act. 13 In so doing, National Labor R elations Board
10

84 L . ed. (Adv. Ops.) 115 , 120 (U. S. 1939).
ll[bid.
12
National Labor Relations Board v. Pennsylvania Greyhound Lines, Inc., 303 U . S.
261 (1938); National Labor Relations Board v. Pacific Greyhound Lines, Inc., 303 U. S.
272 (1938).
11
49 STAT. 449, 29 U. S. C. §§ 150-166 (Supp. 1938).
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v. Newport News Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Company, 14 the Court
reversed a ruling of the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. 15
The case presented problems relative to the treatment of evidence by
the court below. Although it was necessary for it to do so, the Board
had presented to the court a supplementary certificate setting forth the
results of an election held by the company subsequent to the hearing
before the Board, in which employees were allowed to express their
desire to have the Employees' Representative Committee (later found
by the Board to be company-dominated) act as their collective bargaining agent. Nevertheless, before the Supreme Court, the Board contended that the evidence was not properly before the court below because
it was not included in the record certified in accordance with the procedure established by the statute. 1 6 The argument of the petitioner was
found by the Supreme Court to be without merit.
The Court found error, however, in the consideration given by the
inferior court to evidence concerning the amendment of the employee
representation plan in order to bring it into conformity with the requirements and policy of the Act. It was held that such matter might not be
brought before the reviewing tribunal by inclusion in briefs of counsel,
and be given weight. Under Section 210 (e) of the statute, 17 it was
required that the court confine itself to the record as certified by the
Board. Had it appeared that there existed reasonable grounds for the
failure to present such evidence, and that it was material to the proper
disposition of the case, the cause should have been remanded to the
Board, in order that additional evidence might be adduced.
The proof of the result of the election in the employer's plant and the
allegation of amendment of the representation plan were material factors
convincing the lower court that the conclusions drawn by the Board from
the evidence before it were not supported thereby. Accordingly, enforcement of that part of the administrative order requiring disestablishment
of the Committee as collective bargaining agent of the company's workers was denied. The Supreme Court conceded that in the case at bar
the employees were satisfied with the Committee; that during the existence of the organization there had been no serious labor disturbances;
"84 L . ed. (Adv . Ops.) 180 (1939).
16
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co. v. National Labor Relations Board,
101 F. (2d) 841 (C . C. A. 4th, 1939) , modifying and enforcing as modified In the Matter
of Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co. and Industrial Union of Marine and
Shipbuilding Workers of America, 8 N. L. R. B. 866 (1938).
1
•49 STAT. 449 , 29 U. S. C. § 160 (e) (Supp. 1938).
11
/bid., 29 U. S. C. § 810 (e).
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and that the employees had voted overwhelmingly for the Committee as
their bargaining agent. Nevertheless, it held that even though proof of
the alteration of the representation plan had been properly considered by
the court below, the Board might reasonably find that the association of
the company with the labor organization controlled by it, which had been
built up over a long period of time, would continue in spite of the changes
in the structure of the latter. Therefore, the administrative agency
might determine that the only effective means of providing the workers
with an opportunity to organize freely for purposes of collective bargaining was to disestablish the reorganized union which it had found to be
company-dominated. The order of the National Labor Relations Board
was, consequently, given effect.
HARRY B. MERICAN.

FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS

On December 4, 1939, the Court rendered two decisions which involved the Mississippi River Flood Control Act of 1928.18 This Act,
based upon the so called J adwin Plan,1 9 provided for a series of "floodways" designed to lessen the destructive effect of the periodic Mississippi
floods. While levees give protection against floods equal in intensity to
the 192 7 flood, they are lower at a point designated as the fuse plug
which serves as the entrance of the overflow into the floodway. The issue
raised in the two cases was whether or not there had been a "taking" by
the Federal Government of land within the floodway so as to entitle
the owners to the compensation guaranteed them by the Fifth Amendment.
In the Sponenbarger case, 20 the petitioner's 21 land lying in a natural
floodway, was selected as a vital fuse plug sector. Subsequently this
plan was abandoned, but nevertheless the levee heights at that point
were not raised.
The petitioner alleged that the program of improvement had increased
the danger of floods to her lands; that if the danger of flooding was not
in fact increased, the Act itself imposed a servitude; that the "right of
45 STAT. 534 (1928), 33 u. s. C. §§ 702(a ) -702(m) (1934).
ttH. R . Mrsc. Doc. No. 90, 70th Cong., 1st Sess. (1927) 8897.
"°United States v. Sponenbarger, 84 L. ed. (Adv. Ops .) 173 (U. S. 1939) .
11
Suit was brought upon an implied contract under the Tucker Act, 36 STAT. 1093 (1911),
U. S. C. § 41 (20) (1934) , which provides a method of obtaining compensation in cases
of "reverse condemnation" or appropriation.
18
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self defense", through locally built levees, had been taken away; that
apart from the protection guaranteed landowners by the Fifth Amendment, the Act itself guaranteed a statutory right for compensation sufficient to embrace this cause of action.
The Court, speaking through Mr. Justice Black, in an excellently clear
and lucid opinion, found against the petitioner and affirmed the opinion
of the district court. The record clearly supported the lower court's
finding that the immemorial danger from floods to which the lands had
always been subjected had in no way been increased. To grant recovery,
said the Court, would be to say that the Government is liable for any
damages resulting from floods, even though no preventive work of any
kind had been undertaken. The mere fact that the protection afforded
others is increased while that afforded the petitioner remains the same
in no way affects the argument. "In the very nature of things the degree
of flood protection must vary. And it is obviously more difficult to protect lands located where natural overflows or spillways have produced
natural floodways." The Court distinguished Jacobs v. United States,2~
and other similar cases, by saying that there permanent, intermittent
floods of a new character were created, while in the present case little
new injury, if any, would be caused in comparison with the far greater
benefits conferred. 23
Nor did the Act itself impose a servitude. Every suggestion of the
J adwin Plan was not swept into the statute. The record indicated that
whatever the original Congressional plan as to a fuse plug, it had been
abandoned .
The contention that the "right of self defense" was taken away, based
upon Section 9 of the Act,24 was denied, since this section forbids interference with levees built by the United States, and local levees are not
within the terms of the statute. The argument that the Act 25 requires
compensation was ruled untenable since it provided for benefit set-offs.
If the Act did apply in this case, the benefit was found to be greater
than the damage.
Mr. Justice Reed wrote the opinion in Danforth v. United States. 26
Petitioner's land in this case lay below a setback levee on which construction work had begun on October 1, 1929, and was substantially
.. 290

u. s.

13 (1933).

""Cf. Bauman v. Ross, 167 U . S. 548, 574 ( 1897).
"'45 STAT. 537 (1928) , 33 U . S. C. § 702(i) (1934), making § 1 of the Act of March 3,
1899, 30 STAT. 1152 (1899), 33 U.S. C. 408 (1934), applicable.
""45 STAT. 536 (1928), 33 u. s. C. 702(d) (1934).
""84 L. ed. (Adv. Ops.) 209 (U. S. 1939).
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completed by October 31, 1932. The fuse plug has not yet been created.
On January 14, 1932, the Secretary of War offered to purchase flowage
rights from the petitioner for a specified sum and this offer was timely
accepted. Among the provisions of the contract was a stipulation that
the contract price should be the- amount of the verdict in the event
of friendly condemnations to clear title. On July 8, the War Department attempted to withdraw its offer; condemnation proceedings were
then instituted.
Two issues were raised in the case; the binding effect of the stipulation as to the value in the condemnation proceeding; and the date of
the taking since interest on the award would run from that time
until payment.
The circuit court felt that to permit the condemnee to insist on his~
contract right in a condemnation suit would be to permit a suit against
a sovereign other than in accordance with the terms of its statutory consent.27 However, the Supreme Court felt otherwise. While much can
be said for the strict legal beauty of this argument, the attitude of the
Court in finding the contract a pre-trial stipulation28 is a much more real
and expeditious approach to the problem. Since the government can
insist upon the contract price as the verdict in a condemnation,29 no legal
doctrine which would force a multiplicity of actions by sending the
condemnee to the Court of Claims should remain unqualified or
undistinguished.
With respect to the time of taking, which would determine the interest
on the award, the petitioner insisted, with decreasing enthusiasm, on one
of three dates: May 15, -19 2 8, on the theory that the passage of the Act
diminished the value of the land; October 21, 1929, when work was
begun on the setback levee; October 31, 1932, when the setback levee
was completed. 30 The government argued that this action was a straight
condemnation, involving no interest, since the time of the taking and the
passing of title was not until final judgment.
On this point the opinion is weak as contrasted with tbe Sponenbarger
decision on much the same points. It found that the enactment of legislation was no taking. Nor did the construction of the levee constitute
27

1.e ., the Tucker Act, 36 STAT. 1093 , 1136 (1911 ), 28 U. S. C. §§ 41 (20) , 250 ( 1) ( 1934) .

"'Cf. Judson v . United States, 102 Fed. 637 (C. C. A. 2d, 1903) .
20

Cf. Wachovia Bank and Trust Co . v. United States, 98 F. (2d) 609 (C. C. A. 4th , 1938).
"°During the 1937 flood the levee was dynamited after a natural overflow crevass had
started . The petitioner wisely disclaimed this to be a taking, prefering to rely upon other
dates. Nevertheless, the Court indicated that this dynamiting was tortious, and without
the scope of the statute authorizing the acquisition of flowage easements.
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a taking since the land was as well protected now as before in that the
height of the levee at the point designated at one time to be the fuse
plug had not been lowered.
The finding of the lower court was reversed as to the amount of award
found by the commissioners, 31 and affirmed as to the interest question. 82
ROBERT L. JACKSON.
llll02 F . (2d ) 5 (C. C. A. 8th, 1939).
•105 F. (2d) 318 (C. C . A. 8th, 1939) .

FEDERAL LEGISLATION
GOVERNMENTAL REORGANIZATION
WHAT REORGANIZATION MEANS

QNJULY 1, 1939, the President of the United States was given the
power by Congress to make certain authorized changes in governmental agencies to "reduce substantially Government expenditures.m
The steps taken under this authority, to attempt what this and other
chief executives had failed to accomplish, are of considerable interest
and importance.
The universally accepted objectives of reorganization of the national
government are economy and efficiency. While there is not absolute
agreement as to the meaning of these terms they are generally defined
as follows: efficiency-a more effective service rendered for a given appropriation; economy-an actual reduction in expenditures resulting
in actual savings.
Those who agree that reorganization is desirable, disagree as to the
devices to be used to attain such an end and as to the methods of employing such devices. These differences of opinion can largely be
resolved into the fundamental problem of whether reorganization is
within the proper sphere of action of the Congress or of the chief
executive.
In general there are four basic plans of reorganization: structural,
curtailment, executive control and the continuous reorganization
proposal. 2
Structural organization contemplates an administrative hierarchy,
with the humble worker at the base of the pyramid and the president
at the top, with bureaus and departments intervening. It seeks to unify
and coordinate structural reorganization by a radical revision along
functional lines. Those favoring this plan cite the piecemeal development of administrative structures with the resulting overlapping, duplication and conflicts.
A second basic plan would economize by eliminating useless and unimportant services. Such a curtailment program, it is argued, would
slough off out-moded or luxury functions and those which were undertaken at the insistence of "pressure groups". Advocates of this plan
seek a "pay as you go" basis of legislation. This type of reorganization
involves a wide range of interests and effects major issues of public
'Pub. L . No. 19, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (July I, 1939).
'MERRIAM, AN ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM OF REORGANIZATION
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policy and, therefore, meets a maximum of resistance, especially from
the groups adversely affected.
Executive control advocates hold that the desired result can only be
attained through a wider delegation of powers to the president. This
principle is recognized by many but the disagreement as to the devices
to be used to limit such control is fundamental and wide. There are
three major proposals to meet this difficulty. ( 1) Have Congress give
still greater power to the president and at the same time relax all control. This will, it is claimed, place responsibility for the success of the
Government on the president, where it belongs. ( 2) Materially increase
executive prerogatives but at the same time increase (possibly by constitutional amendment) the power of Congress to hold the executive
responsible. This would make the president directly responsible to the
people's elected representative, the Congress, who could remove from
office one who failed in his duty. (3) To make no change in the separation of powers as provided by the Constitution, but to provide better
mechanisms and staff agencies to aid the president as general manager
of the Government. Congress, by this plan, would also have its staff
agencies improved to aid it in preparing legislation and appropriation.
While the executive would be somewhat limited in power he would still
have the important power to remove any officer of the executive branch.
Continuous reorganization, the last scheme, proposes not a sudden,
surgical severance from the old system but a continuing, day-by-day
management to meet and solve problems as they arise. This plan utilizes
the existing constitutional powers and aids them with better and more
professional legislative enactments.
HISTORY OF REORGANIZATION

It is trite but true that efficiency and economy are ever present
problems in any business, and the statement is more pertinent when
applied to the largest business of all, the Federal Government, than when
applied to the smaller private enterprises. Consequently, it could be
expected that the problem of reorganization had been encountered and
dealt with before the recent act was passed. The rapid and pronounced
growth of governmental activities since the turn of the twentieth century3
with its correlative accumulation of problems has seen an increasing
attempt on the part of Congress and the executive to effect some work"Woooov, THE GROWTH OF THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT (1934 ) 2. Table I shows an
increase in total federal expenditures between 1915 and 1930 of 424 per cent, between 1915
and 1931 of 460 per cent, and between 1915 and 1932 of 555 per cent.
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able answer. A brief survey of past attempts at reorganization 4 to effect
economy and efficiency will serve to place present developments in their
proper perspective. There is, however, little purpose in carrying this
review back of 1920, for although an examination of earlier attempts
would be interesting none of them accomplished anything worthy of
consideration.5
The first concerted and thorough-going attack on the problem of
reorganization after years of discussion and procrastination, was initiated
by the appointment of a joint committee of Congress on December 29,
1920. 6 On May 5, 1921 , by a joint resolution,7 the president was authorized to appoint a representative of the executive to cooperate with the
congressional committee. This committee 8 worked out a complete reorganization plan, which it submitted to President Harding in 1922.
This plan was transmitted to Congress,9 after some modification, about
a year later, but was never enacted. After the death of President
Harding, his successor, President Coolidge, approved and supported the
plan. On the failure of Congress to act, he made some changes in the
executive order. These few consolidations and transfers were the most
important made under laws of limited application 10 during the HardingCoolidge administrations ; no legislation authorizing general reorganization was passed. But the subject of executive reorganization had
attained enough importance to be included in the Democratic party
platform of 192 8.11 The Republican party similarly pledged itself
against "Unnecessary and wasteful expenditures." 12
'See 16 CONG. DIGEST 228 (1937) for an excellent outline.
"For a comprehensive review of early attempts at reorganization see: 9 ANNALS OF CONG.
3598 (1798); 38 id. at 1094 (1822 ) ; 4 CoNG. DEB. 1064, 1458, 2714 (1828) ; CoNG. GLOBE,
27th Cong., 2d Sess. (1 841) 243 et seq.; 13 CONG. REc. 1915 ( 1882); 18 id . a t 2663 ( 188 7);
21 id. at 53 ( 1888) ; id. at 4953 (1 888) ; 24 id . at 5, 93 ( 1893) ; 25 id. at 2201 , 2338
(1 893); 40 id . at 1371 (1906 ); 56 id. at 1747 ( 1918); 16 CONG. DIGEST 228 ( 1937) ; H .
R. REP. No. 25552 , 61st Cong., 2d Sess. (1910); SCHMECKEBIER, REORGANIZATION OF THE
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (1939 ) 182 j SHORT, THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION IN THE UNITID STATES (1923) 514 et seq.
•41 STAT. 1083 (1920).
7
42 STAT. 4 (1921).
8The high points of the Brown Committee recommendations were the consolidation of
the Army and Navy and creation of a new department to be known as the Department
of Education and Welfare.
9
64 CONG. RF.C. 3736 (1923) .
"Transfers of the Patent Office and the Bureau of Mines were made under § 12 of the
Act of Feb. 14, 1903, 32 STAT. 830, creating the D epartment of Commerce and Labor.
nCAMPAIGN Boox OF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY (1928 ) 333.
10
REPU1!LICAN CAMPAIGN TEXT Boox (1928 ) 82 .
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Shortly after his inauguration, President Hoover appointed an interdepartmental committee to study plans for reorganization. The results
of this committee's work were recommended to Congress by the president, and legislation followed which made a few consolidations. 13 On
June 30, 1932, an appropriation act was approved which incorporated
a reorganization plan devised by a special economy committee of the
House of Representatives. 14 Title IV gave the president certain authority
to reorganize, including power to combine independent agencies with
existing executive departments, to shift and alter functions from one
department to another, to consolidate or redistribute functions within
an executive department, and to designate and fix the name and function
of any agency and the title, powers and duties of its head. 15
This power conferred on the president was not limited in time. His
actions were to be effected by transmitting executive orders to Congress,
which orders were not to become effective until sixty days after transmittal. Congress, however, retained a veto on the changes by the prov1s10n that any executive order would become null and void if either
house should pass a resolution of disapproval within the sixty days. 16
13

H. R. REP. No . 1214, 71st Cong., 1st Sess. (1929).
"47 STAT. 413 (1932).
lll[d. §§ 408-410.
1
•Paradoxically, President Hoover vetoed a deficiency appropriation bill on January 24,
1933, on the grounds of unconstitutionality, the issue being the same as the one involved
in the Economy Act of June 30, 1932, which he had approved. In disapproving the bill
on the ground that the power conferred on the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue to
review tax refunds was unconstitutional, the President transmitted an opinion of Attorney
General Mitchell (37 REP. ATT'Y. GEN. (1932) 63-64) regarding the Act of June 30, 1932,
which read in part as follows: "The attempt to give to either House of Congress, by action
which is not legislation, power to disapprove administrative acts, raises a grave question
as to the validity of the entire provision in the Act of June 30, 1932, for Executive
reorganization of governmental functions".
This complete about face on the question of the validity of the "non-legislative veto
power" of Congress may have been intended as a face-saving device , but the proponents
of this new legislative technique perceived its advantages. By an Act of June 19 , 1934
(48 STAT. 1064, 28 U. S. C. §§ 723b, 723c) Congress delegated to the Supreme Court rulemaking powers to prescribe general rules for civil procedure at law and equity in the
United States District Courts. When such rules were completed by the Supreme Court
they were to be reported to Congress by the attorney general at the beginning of a regular session and were to take effect after the close of such session. The exact method of
approval or disapproval by Congress was not defined, but by inference it would probably
have been under the same or a similar method as used in the 1932 act, or by another
act to repeal or amend with executive approbation. In either event congressional inaction
worked an approval necessary to validate the rules.
The third instance of this technique was seen in the Reorganization Act of 1939.
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On December 9, 1932, Executive Orders 5959-69 grouping fifty-eight
agencies in new order were issued. 17 These orders were disapproved by
the House. 18 The only reorganization accomplished under this act was
that done by the Act itself under Part II, Title V.
The authority of departments dealing with veterans' problems was
further consolidated during the Hoover Administration19 by the Act of
July 3, 1930 which created the Veterans Administration.
Economy under President Hoover was accomplished the hard way. 2 °'
By Act of June 30, 1932,21 all employees receiving more than $1,000 per
annum were furloughed without pay for one month during the fiscal
year 1933. An Act of March 20, 1933, 22 substituted salary reductions.
for payless furloughs. The original act also provided that there be no.
filling of vacancies or promotions during the fiscal year 1933.23
That Act gave effect to executive orders 60 days after submission to Congress, but only if
during such sixty-day period there had not been passed by the two Houses a concurrent
resolution stating in substance that the Congress did not favor the reorganization plan.
Under this law disapproval by both Houses is necessary to defeat an executive order and
if (as did happen) one House should approve then any action of a contquy nature by the·
other House would be a futile attempt to "veto" the order. As far as can be found
there have been no judicial attacks on this legislative procedure although doubts as to·
its legality have been expressed.
The new procedure described above is suggestive of the British practice of requiringthe h~ads of executive departments to report annually to Parliament for consideration by
that body. However, it should be remembered that Congress has no extensive judicial'
or executive powers under our system of a strict separation of powers.
In the three instances cited Congress has first delegated some of its inherent powers and
has then retained to itself an added veto power, one normally exercised by the courts.
This special power has been twice reserved against the executive (once used) and onceagainst the judiciary.
17
H. R. Doc. No. 493, 72d Cong., 2d Sess. (1932) 76.
18
H. R. RE.P. No. 1833, 72d Cong., 2d Sess. (1933). Hearings held were : H earings Beforethe House Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments on H . Res. 350, 72d
Cong. , 2d Sess. (1933) 133; Hearing B efore the House Committee on Rules, 72d Cong.,
2d Sess. (1933) 24.
11
46 STAT. 1016 ( 1930) .
..In a speech at Richmond, Virginia, in 1937, Senator Byrd stated: "Retrenchment, as.
such, is always unpopular, no matter how obvious the need; no matter how much the
results are necessary, and to be desired. Efficiency is always exacting. The economical
way is the hard way in anything."
21
47 STAT. 399 (1932).
""48 STAT. 13 (1933) .
23
Savings under these acts passed during the Hoover administration amounted to
$144 ,886,508.59 (Figures from the General Accounting Office).
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REORGANIZATION UNDER PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

The rejection of the Hoover proposals by the House of Representatives in order to give the new administration a free hand makes the
beginning of the first term of President Roosevelt a convenient starting
point to examine reorganization efforts from 1933-1936.
Congress amended the enabling act of 193 2 at the same session at
which the Hoover orders were disapproved. These amendments were
included in the act making appropriations for the Treasury and Post
Office Departments for the fiscal year 1934. 24 A most marked extension
of the presidential power was that authorizing the president to abolish
the functions of any agency.25 He was thereby virtually enabled to
repeal and nullify any law conferring powers on any executive agency.
With the economic crisis holding all attention in early 1933, this delegation of legislative power passed unnoticed. The executive power was
more firmly entrenched by another provision of the same act. There
was no provision in the act whereby Congress retained the power to veto
executive orders. In practice this had the effect of giving the president
almost unrestrained discretion. The president's power in this respect
was further strengthened by an amendment to the act passed March 20,
1933. 26 This amendment deleted from the original act a provision that
if Congress adjourned before sixty days had elapsed from the time of
the submission of an executive order to it, such order would not become
effective until sixty days after it reconvened.
It is thus seen that Congress attempted little or no reorganization
itself, but handed over to the president the means of doing it by execu-tive order. The most important changes made in this manner were accomplished by Executive Order No. 6166 and its later amendments.27
The president's authority under the act expired March 3, 193 5, with the
major problems of reorganization still awaiting solution; 28 and "With
..47 STAT. 1517 ( 1932).
"'Id§ 403 (c ).
28
48 STAT. 16 (1 933 ).
"'If. R. Doc . No . 69, 73d Cong., 1st Sess. (1933). Four new agencies were established :
The Office of National Parks, Buildings and Reservations ; the Division of Disbursements
in the Treasury Department; the Procurement Division in the same department ; and the
Division of Internal Revenue. By a subsequent series of executive orders changes were
made effecting the Bureau of Mines, the United States Geographic Board, the Alien Property Custodian, the Bureau of Insular Affairs, and Civil Service Retirement. However,
<luring this same period sixty-seven new agencies were created making the problem more
complex and difficult than ever.
""Sca MECKEBIER, A BRIEF HISTORY OF REORGANIZATION EFFORTS (1939 ) 216.
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the exception of several small units that were abolished there is no evidence that the reorganization resulted in marked economy." 29
During the year 1936 three separate committees were created by the
Congress for the purpose of studying reorganization problems. 3° Following the popular fashion the Seventy-fifth Congress opened its session
with the appointment of committees to study reorganization. 31 Hearings were held. 32 Bills were introduced.3 3 And again nothing was
accomplished.34 As one commentator stated: "The story involves presidential power, party pledges, parliamentary procedure, and pressure
politics." 35
1939
In view of the defeat of reorganization measures in the seventy-fifth
Congress, and aroused public opinion it is surprising that the subject of
reorganization reappeared in the seventy-sixth Congress. That it did
so is probably due to the persistency of Senator Byrnes. That his measures finally became law is probably due to his adroit and determined
handling of them, and their less drastic terms. 36 Under the authority of
the act37 two plans of reorganization have been approved:38
By plan number one several new consolidated agencies were established and a number of changes were made in existing departments. 39
THE REORGANIZATION ACT OF

20

/d. at 215.
""Byrd Committee, S. RES. No . 217 , 74th Cong., 2d Sess. (1936) ; Brownlow Committee,
80 CONG. REC ., 74th Cong., 2d Sess. ( 1936) 4239; Buchanan Committee, H . R . RES. No . 460,
74th Cong., 2d Sess. ( 1936).
"'H. R. RES. No. 60, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. (1937); H. R . RES. No . 106, 75th Cong., 1st
Sess. (1937); S. RES . No. 69, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. (1937) ; 50 STAT. 7 (1937) .
..,Hearings Before the Joint Committee on Goverrvment Reorganization, 75th Cong., 1st
Sess. (1937) 414; Hearings Before the Senate Select Committee on Government Reorganization on S . 2700, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. (1937) 487.
13
S. RES. No . 3331, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. (1938); H . R. REP. No. 2033, 75th Cong., 3d
Sess. (1938).
"'Harris, The Progress of Administrative Reorganization in the Seventy-Fifth Congress
(1937) 31 AM. PoL. Scr. REv. 862- 70.
'"Altman, Second and Third Sessions of the Seventy-Fifth Congress (1938) 32 AM. POL.
Sci. REV. 1108 .
..H . R. 4425, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939) ; reported out to Senate in SEN . REP . No.
169, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939); amended and passed, 84 CONG. REC. 3105 (1939); passed
by the house, id. at 2504; approved by the president April 3, 1939.
i!7pub. L. No. 19, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939).
""H. R. Doc. No. 262, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939); H . R. Doc. No . 288, 76th Cong.,
1st Sess. ( 1939) .
'"Newly created were the Federal Loan Agency, Federal Security Agency, Federal Works
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Plan number two made further changes and consolidations but established no new agencies. Little is known as yet concerning the possible
or actual savings which will be accomplished by the application of these
plans. However, President Roosevelt in proposing the first plan promised a seven per cent savings of from fifteen to twenty millions of dollars
from an affected administration overhead of 250 millions. Likewise,
the second plan visualized savings amounting to one and a quarter
million from a total of twenty-five millions of dollars in salaries.
Whether or not these expected savings will be actually affected is questionable to say the least. 40
To date no court attack has been made on the constitutionality of the
act. There is, however, some doubt as to its validity. Several objections have been brought forward.
One group maintains that by delegating to the president the power to
create and alter federal departments, the Congress has given him a
purely legislative power. While the act appears to provide primary
standards and intelligible principles to guide the president, the question
remains as to whether the acts authorized are too broad, so broad as to
amount to a delegation of legislative powers rather than the power to
implement. Another objection has been raised to the method provided
for the approval of the president's plans. The Act provides that such
plans shall become law unless vetoed by a congressional operation which
does not amount to legislation. Such system has been used twice before
with modifications, but it is an innovation and a "check" of fairly decent
ongm. A third possible objection is that the approval of a plan by the
House prevents the Senate from considering the plan, a concurrent resoAgency, and the National Resources Planning Board.
The Federal Loan Agency was to coordinate and administer the functions of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Electric Home and Farm Authority, R. F . C. Mortgage Co ., Disaster Loan Corporation, Federal National Mortgage Ass'n , Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, Home Owner's Loan Corp., Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corp.,
Federal Housing Administration, and the Export-Import Bank of Washington.
Under the Federal Security Agency was placed the United States Employment Service,
the Office of Education, the Public Health Service, the National Youth Administration, the
Social Security Board, and the Civilian Conservation Corps.
Similar consolidations were accomplished under the two other newly created departments.
0
' 85
CONG. REC. 7119 (1939). In Congress the president was charged with having
doubled the cost of government, created 63 new agencies and 300,000 new employees and
with having increased the federal debt twenty-five billions during peacetime.
The creation and consolidation of the federal activities in social security, lending and
public works was doubtless a progressive step in structural efficiency; but the placement
of three farm Joan agencies in the Department of Agriculture is not consistent with a
grouping according to function.
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lution of disapproval being necessary to def eat it. Does not this give
to the house of Congress first to act on the plan an exclusive veto power
inconsistent with the usual division of power between the houses?
CONCLUSION

In the face of a national deficit of three and one-half billions for last
year, and with prospects of large expenditures on national defense looming, it seems possible that this year's deficit will be as large, and therefore
retrenchment is obviously in order. It cannot be denied that the present
reorganization act is promoting efficiency, but that any appreciable
economies will result is highly improbable. The act is therefore markedly
deficient in its most important aspect. It appears to have completely
failed to accomplish one of the two primary objectives of reorganization
--economy. It cannot, therefore, be considered more than another
ineffectual attempt, to be relegated to the limbo of similar past failures.
While the president has promised more administrative changes under
the law, another more generous enabling act will have to be passed to
accomplish any real results. Better still, Congress itself, can achieve
a reorganization commensurate with our national interests.
FRED R. TANSILL.

NOTES
JUDICIAL REVIEW OF REPRESENTATION CASES UNDER THE
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT

THE

problem of judicial review of representation cases under the
National Labor Relations Act 1 was again brought to the fore by
the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States in American
Federation of Labor v. National Labor Relations Board/• National Labor
Relations Board v. International Brotherhood of Electrical Workerst
and National Labor Relations Board v. Falk CorporationY In these
cases, the Court held that representation decisions by the National Labor
Relations Board were not reviewable under the statutory procedure provided by Section 10(f) 1 d of the Act, although it left open the question
whether these decisions may be reviewed by independent suits based on
the original jurisdiction conferred upon the federal district courts by the
Judicial Code.
Section 9 of the National Labor Relations Act,1• in recognizing the
principle of majority rule in the selection of representatives of employees
for the purposes of collective bargaining, and in granting power to the
National Labor Relations Board to decide questions regarding such
representation, constitutes a forward step in facilitating collective bargaining between employer and employees. An important part of the
1

49 STAT. 449-457 (1935), 29 U . S. C. §§ 151-166 (Supp. 1938).
"8 U . S. L. WEEK 52 (U. S. 1940).
1
•s u. s. L . WEEK 55 (U. s. 1940).
1eg u. S., L. WEEK 43 (U . S. 1940).
1

The facts in the American Federation of Labor and International Brotherho·o d of Electrical Workers cases are discussed later in the text of this note. The facts in the Falk case,
briefly, are these : The National Labor Relations Board petitioned the Circuit Court of
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit for enforcement of an order directed against the Falk
Corporation ordering it, among other things, to disestablish what the Board held to be a
company dominated union . The Board had dismissed a complaint based on § 8 (5) on the
ground th;at there was no evidence that the complaining union represented a majority of
the employees. The Board did, however, issue a direction of an election under § 9 to
determine the representative of the employees. It was this direction of election that the
Circuit C-ourt of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit sought to modify. This action was
held to be erroneous by the Supreme Court, since a direction of election under § 9 of the
Act is not reviewable under the procedure provided by § 10, unless an order is issued
against an employi:r based in whole or in part on a certification under § 9. Sec. 9 (d).
In the Falk case, the Court held that the direction of election was independent of the
order and therefore was not reviewable by the circuit court of appeals.
id49 STAT. 449, 455 (1935), 29 U. S. C. § 160 (f) (Supp. 1938).
10
49 STAT. 449 (1935), 29 U.S . C. § 159 (Supp. 1938).
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work of the National Labor Relations Board consists of representation
cases arising under Section 9, 2 and the Board expects that, with the
.acceptance by employers of the principle of collective bargaining, its
unfair labor practice cases will decline, and representation cases will
constitute the bulk of its work. 3
Whether the courts may, or should, review this work of the Board
depends, of course, on the legal effect which the Board's decision has in
a representative case, but no less important are the practical effects
which judicial review may have on the entire collective bargaining process.
The practical considerations regarding judicial review will be discussed
subsequently. It is now sufficient to point out that delays inherent in
litigation, and the effect which judicial review had on the certification
procedure of the old Board,3" were some of the important problems which
faced the framers of the present Act. 3 b Public Resolution 44,3° under
which the old Board operated, permitted judicial review of election orders.
As a result, in more than a year of its existence not a single contested
election order resulted in collective bargaining, 3 d and at least two serious
strikes were threatened because of this breakdown in the election
machinery. 3 •
Under the present Act, the extent to which the courts may review the
work of the Board in regard to unfair labor practice cases is rather
clearly defined,4 but the problem of judicial review of representation
cases despite the recent decisions of the Supreme Court is still by no
""Over the course of four years the relative proportion of election and unfair labor
practice cases bas reversed itself in formal Board decisions. During the first year decisions
and representation cases were a small minority . Increasing resort to the Board to resolve
representation disputes bas, when the entire four year period is considered, brought it about
that unfair labor practice rulings amount to about 40 per cent of all Board decisions."
N .L.R .B. Release R-2236, October 30, 1939.
"See statement by Char)es Faby, General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board.
Hearings before Committee on Labor, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939) 580.
""Established by EXEC. ORDER No. 6763 (1934 ) pursuant to Pub . Res. No. 44 , 48 STAT.
1183 (1934).
3
•H. R . REP. No. 1147, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) ; SEN . REP. No. 573, 74th Cong., 1st
Sess. ( 1935).
" 48 STAT. 1183 ( 1934) .
adH. R. REP. No. 1147, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) 7.
••Ibid.
'National Labor Relations Board v. Columbian Enameling and Stamping Co ., 306 U. S.
292 (1939); Consolidated Edison Co. of N. Y. v. National Labor Relations Board, 305 U.
S. 197 (1938); National Labor Relations Board v. Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp., 301
u. s. 1 (1937).
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means as clear. The recent rulings by the Supreme Court of the United
States clarified some aspects of the problem,5 but not all, and there are
now pending before Congress several proposals regarding judicial review
of representation cases. 6
THE EMPLOYER'S RIGHT TO JUDICIAL REVIEW

Insofar as the employer is concerned, there is clearly no right to
judicial review of a certification by the Board of bargaining representatives of his employees, as well as of steps preliminary to such certification, i.e., holding of elections under Section 9 ( c) 7 or determining an
appropriate bargaining unit under Section 9 (b) .8 A certification of
representatives by the Board is, in regard to the employer, merely an
intermediate step in an administrative proceeding. His duty to bargain
with the representatives of his employees is in no way affected by a
certification. 9 A certification of bargaining representatives is merely a
finding of fact that the employees in the particular unit involved have
selected their agents for the purpose of collective bargaining. It does
not restrain or compel conduct on the part of the employer, nor does it
determine the rights or legal obligations of the employer. It is not even
res adjudicata in a subsequent unfair labor practice proceeding. 10 The
employer's duty to bargain with the representatives of his employees
exists under the law, and is not determined by a certification by the
Board.
A certification by the Board, rather than compelling the employer
to bargain, merely aids him in complying with his duties under the law.
"National Labor Relations Board v. International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 8
U. S. L . WEEK 55 (U. S. 1940); American Federation of Labor v. National Labor Relations Board, 8 U. S. L. WEEK 52 (U. S. 1940); National Labor Relations Board v. Falk
Corp., 8 U. S. L. WEEK 42 (U. S. 1940).
"H. R. 4990, H . R. 4749, S. 1000, S. 1264, 76th Cong. (1939).
7
49 STAT. 449, 453 (1935), 29 U. S. C. § 159 (c) (Supp. 1938) .
8
49 STAT. 449, 453 (1935), 29 U. S. C. § 159 (b) (Supp. 1938).
~ational Labor Relations Board v. Remington Rand, Inc., 94 F. (2d) 862 (C. C. A. 2d,
1938), cert. denied, 304 U. S. 576 (1938), rehearing denied, 304 U . S. 590 (1938). United
Employees Ass'n v. National Labor Relations Board, 96 F . (2d) 875 (C. C. A. 3d, 1938) .
10
In the matter of American-Hawaiian Steamship Company and National Organization,
Masters, Mates and Pilots of America, West Coast Local No. 90, 6 N.L .R.B . 678 (1938).
When an order based upon a certification is issued against an employer, the certification
becomes part of the record, and like any other fact in the record, must be supported by
substantial evidence, and interested parties must have had an opportunity to be beard
upon the evidence. CJ. Consolidated Edison Co. of N. Y. v . National Labor Relations
Board, 305 U. S. 197 (1938).
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The mere fact that the certification may become the basis for future
action by the Board upon his refusal to bargain with the representatives
of his employees does not make the certification itself a reviewable order
on application by the employer. 10 • Should the administrative process
proceed to completion and an order be issued by the Board because of
the employer's failure to bargain with representatives of his employees,
the employer will have ample opportunity to have the courts review
the Board's determination. Section 9 ( d) 11 specifically provides that the
certification by the Board and the record of its investigation to determine the proper representatives of the employees shall become part of
the record to be reviewed by the court. Until the completion of the
administrative process, the employer's rights are in no manner affected,
and both the intention of the drafters of the Act12 and the well-established
principles of law regarding judicial review of intermediate steps in
administrative proceedings13 deny to the employer any judicial review
of representation cases. The case of Cupples Manufacturing Company
v. National Labor Relations Board14 is but the most recent of many
cases which have denied to the employer the right to judicial review of
a direction of elections or a certification of bargaining representatives
before a final order directed against the employer is issued. 15
THE RIGHT OF EMPLOYEES TO JUDICIAL REVIEW

The situation of a labor union which claims to be adversely affected
by a determination by the Board under Section 9 (b) or 9 ( c) is somewhat different. It has been claimed by unions which have challenged the
Board's determinations that as to them the administrative process is
completed, and that their rights have been conclusively determined by
wacf, United States v. Los Angeles R. R., 273 U. S. 299 (1927); United States v. Atlanta
B. & C. R. R ., 282 U. S. 522 (1931) .
11
49 STAT. 449, 453 (1935), 29 U. S. C. § 159 (d) (Supp. 1938).
lllJI. R. REP. No. 1147, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) 6, 7, 23; SEN . REP. No. 578, 74th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) 5, 14.
13
Rochester Telephone Corp. v. United States, 307 U. S. 125 (1939); Shannahan v. United
States, 303 U. S. 596 (1938); United States v. Los Angeles R . R ., 273 U. S. 299 (1927);
Federal Trade Commission v. Claire, 274 U. S. 160 (1927).
"103 F. (2d) 953 (C. C. A. 8th, 1939).
"Combustion Engineering Co. v. National Labor Relations Board, 95 F. (2d) 996 (C.
C. A. 6th, 1938); New York Handkerchief Manufacturing Co. v. National Labor Relations
Board, 97 F. (2d) 1010 (C. C. A. 7th, 1938); Heller Brothers v. Lind, 86 F. (2d) 862
(App. D . C. 1936), cert. denied, 300 U. S. 672 (1937); E. I. Dupont de Nemours & Co.
v. Boland, 85 F. (2d) 12 (C. C. A. 2d, 1936); Ames Baldwin Wyoming Co. v. National
Labor Relations Board, 73 F . (2d) 489 (C. C. A. 4th, 1934).
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such determinations and that, therefore, they are entitled to judicial
review. This view has been sustained by two courts in recent cases. 16
Alleged grievances of a labor union have arisen out of two situationsthe election procedure under Section 9 ( c) and a determination of an
appropriate bargaining unit under Section 9 (b).

(a)

Elections

The right of a labor union to challenge a direction by the Board to
hold an election, or the manner in which the election is to be held, has,
with one exception,17 been denied by the courts. 18 In the case of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Work ers v. National Labor Relations Board,1 9 the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit held
review able, as a final order under Section 10 (f) ,20 a determination by
the Board as to the manner in which an election shall be held . In that
case, the plaintiff union and a CIO affiliate sought the right of exclusive
representation of employees of the Consumers Power Company in Michigan. In an ensuing election directed by the Board, the CIO affiliate
received a plurality of the votes, but not a majority of the total votes
cast. The Board then directed that a run-off election be held, and provided that only the name of the CIO affiliate shall appear on the ballot.
It was this direction of the Board that the court held to be reviewable
under the statutory procedure for review as a final order of the Board.
The holding of elections in order to determine bargaining representatives is certainly but an intermediate step which precedes the actual
certification of representatives by the Board. Whether the certification
itself is a final step in the administrative procedure is another question
and will be discussed at a later point. An election is obviously only a
1
•1nternational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers v . National Labor Relations Board,
105 F . (2 d ) 598 (C. C. A. 6th, 193 9), rev'd 8 U. S. L . WEEK 55 (U. S. 1940); American
Federation of Labo r v . National Labor Relations Board, 103 F . (2d ) 933 (App. D. C.
1939), ajf'd 8 U. S. L. WE'FJK. 52 (U. S. 1940). In the latter case, however, the Court, although it thought the det ermination to be a final order, refused to review the determination.
Its reasons will be discussed later in the text.
17
lnt_e rnational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers v. ational Labor Relations Board, 105
F. (2d) 598 (C. C. A. 6th, 1939), rev'd 8 U. S. L. WEEK 55 (U. S. 1940).
UUnited Employees Ass'n v . National Labor Relations Board, 96 F . (2d ) 875 ( C. C. A.
3d, 1938) ; Unlicensed Employees Collective Bargaining Agency of the Marine Dept. of
Sabine Transportation Co . of Dover, Del., Inc. v. National Labor Relations Board, ( C. C.
A. 5th, 1937) ; Commercial Telegraphers Union v . J. Warren Madden, C. C. H. Labor Law
Ser. U 14108 (App. D. C. 1937) .
u105 F . (2d) 598 (C. C. A. 6th, 1939) , rev'd 8 U. S. L . WEEK 55 (U. S. 1940) .
.,49 STAT. 449, 455 (1935), 29 U. S. C. § 160 (f) (Supp. 1938) .
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prior step to certification. A direction by the Board that an election
be held determines no rights, and imposes no obligations. It does not
prevent any union from becoming the representative of the employees,
or from bargaining with the employer. The election is merely for the
purpose of determining a fact.
Since the court in the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
case permitted review under the statute, it is pertinent to consider the
language of the statute in order to determine the intent of its framers,
in regard to review of election orders. The court rejected the contention
of the Board that Section lO(f), permitting judicial review, applied only
to orders arising out of unfair labor practices proceedings. The entire
language of Section 10, however, seems to sustain the contention of the
Board. The Section is entitled "Prevention of Unfair Labor Practices."
It gives the Board the power to prevent unfair labor practices and outlines the procedure to be followed whenever it is charged that any person has engaged in or is engaging in any unfair labor practices. Section
10(e) 21 and lO(f) provide for judicial review and enforcement of orders
resulting from the proceedings under Section 10, i.e., proceedings involving unfair labor practices. Determinations by the Board under
Section 9 (b) and 9 ( c) are not the results of proceedings regarding unfair
labor practices. Section 10 is not only silent as to judicial review of
the Board's actions under Section 9, but implies the contrary. The only
reference in Section 9 in regard to judicial review of the Board's actions
thereunder is a provision for review "whenever an order of the Board
made pursuant to Section 10 ( c) is based in whole or in part upon facts
certified following an investigation pursuant to subsection ( c) of this
section [Section 9], ... " 22 The language of the Act in this regard is
interesting and illuminating-the result of proceedings under Section 10
is called an order, while the results of proceedings under Section 9 are
called "facts certified following an investigation."
The intention of the drafters of the Act is also material. The House
committee in its report on the bill, after discussing the unfortunate
results of the provision for review of election orders under which the
old National Labor Board 23 functioned, 24 stated that "the election is
but a preliminary determination of fact, and there is no reason why
"'49 STAT. 449, 454 (1935), 29 U. S. C. § 160 (e) (Supp. 1938).
""(Italics Supplied). 49 STAT. 449, 453 (1935), 29 U. S. C. § 159 (d) (Supp. 1938).
""Established by EXEC. ORDER No. 6763 (1934) pursuant to Pub. Res. No. 44, 48
STAT. 1183 ( 1934) .
"H. R. REP. No. 1147, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) 6, 7.
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employees should have an opportunity for court review prior to the
holding of an election." 25 The committee went on to say, "Section 9(d)
of the bill makes clear that there is to be no court review prior to the
holding of an election, and provides an exclusive, complete, and adequate
remedy whenever an order of the Board pursuant to Section 10 ( e) is
based in whole or in part upon facts certified following an election or
other investigation pursuant to Section 9 ( c) ." 26 The language of the
Senate committee in its report on the bill was substantially the same. 27
It can hardly be said that there is any ambiguity to be found in the
statute, in the light of its language and history, regarding judicial review.
It was on the basis of the language and history of the statute that the
Supreme Court reversed the decision of the circuit court of appeals. The
decision of the circuit court of appeals in International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers v. National Labor Relations Board could not be
reconciled with the statute. In addition, the decision was a departure
from the well established and wholesome rule regarding judicial review
of intermediate steps in administrative proceedings. 28

(b)

Determination of an Appropriate Bargaining Unit

The problem of determining an appropriate bargaining unit has been
perhaps the most difficult and troublesome one that the Board has had
to face. 29 The problem has been rnade even more troublesome by the
present schism in the ranks of organized labor.30 The unit sought by
""Id. at 7.
"'Id. at 23.
27
SEN. REP. No. 573, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) 14. On the floor of the Senate, Senator
Walsh, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Education and Labor, which reported the
bill, was asked, " Would the passage of the pending bill remove the appeals to the courts?"
He replied, "Yes, it would, because it limits appeals. It provides for review in the courts
only after the election has been held and the Board has ordered the employer to do something predicated upon the results of the election." (Italics supplied) 79 CONG. REC. 7659
(1935). This statement of Senator Walsh w~s cited by the Supreme Court in its opinion
in support of its decision in the American Federation of Labor case. American Federation
of Labor v. National Labor Relations Board, 7 U. S. L. WEEK 52, 54 (U. S. 1940).
""Rochester Telephone Corp. v. United States, 307 U. S. 125 ( 1939); Shannahan v. United
States, 303 U.S. 596 (1938); Federal Trade Comm. v. Claire, 274 U. S. 160 (1927); United
States v. Los Angeles R. R., 273 U. S. 299 (1927); United States v. Illinois Central R. R.,
244 u. s. 82 (1917).
""The difficulties of the problem are discussed in detail in: ANN. REP. NLRB (1936)
112; ANN. REP. NLRB (1937) 122; ANN. REP. NLRB (1938) 156. See also Cohen, The
Appropriate Unit Under the National Labor Relations Act (1939) 39 CoL. L. REv. 1110.
~LRB, Report to House Committee on Labor, No. Z506 (1939) 36. From the commencement of the Board's operations in 1935 up to March 1, 1939, there were, in fact,
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either faction to be designated as the appropriate unit is that which suits
its interests best, and frequently is not at all consistent with its supposed
philosophy regarding the craft or industrial (vertical) form of organization.31 Whether a union suffers a legal injury when the Board finds ,
as an appropriate bargaining unit, one different from that which it seeks
to have the Board determine, as well as whether the determination is a
final step in the administrative procedure, are the questions ultimately
to be decided in order to determine whether the Board's action is reviewable either under the statute or in equity. When the determination of
an appropriate unit is preliminary to holding an election, it is clearly ,
not reviewable at that stage of the proceedings. When the determination
has resulted in a certification by the Board of bargaining representatives,
the question of judicial review a.rises.
The question was presented in the case of American Federation of
Labor v. National Labor R elations Board,32 where the American Federation of Labor petitioned the Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia for review of a certification by the Board of a CIO affiliate
to represent the longshoremen of the Pacific coast for the purposes of
collective bargaining. The certification was based on a determination
by the Board that almost all the longshoremen on the Pacific coast constituted an appropriate bargaining unit. 33 As a result of the Board's
only 74 cases in which there was any important disagreement between the A.F. of L. and
the C.I.O. In 35 of these cases, the A.F. of L . contention was upheld, and in 30 cases the
C.I.O. contention was upheld . Ibid. The A.F. of L., however , has been critical of the
Board in this respect. See statements by Joseph Pad way, General Counsel of the American
Federation of Labor, in H earings before Senate Committee on Education and Labor on
S. 1000, S. 1264, S. 1392, etc., 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939) 710, 1018, 1094, 1111.
"'NLRB, Report to House Committee on Labor, No . Z506 (1939) 37.
82
103 F. (2d) 933 (App. D. C. 1939), aff'd 8 U. S. L. WEEK 52 (U. S. 1940) .
"'In the matter of Shipowners' Ass'n of the Pacific Coast and International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union, Dist. No. 1, 7 N.L.R.B. 1002 (1938).
While not germane to the problem discussed in this paper, since it goes to the merits of
the problem rather than the court's jurisdiction, it may be well to inquire as to the power
of the Board to designate the employees of more than one employer as a single bargaining
unit. Section 9 (b) states: "The Board shall decide in each case whether . . . the unit
appropriate for the purposes of collective bargaining shall be the employer unit, craft unit,
plant unit, or subdivision thereof." Section 2 (2), however, defines an employer as any
person acting in the interests of an employer, directly or indirectly. The Board found that
the employers had bargained with their employees through employers' associations which
were organized on a coast-wide basis.
When the bill which subsequently became the National Labor Relations Act was before
Congress, the House of Representatives adopted an amendment offered by Representative
Ramspeck which aimed to restrict the bargaining unit to the employees of a single employer : 79 CONG. REC. 9728 (1935). The Ramspeck amendment was dropped in conference
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determination regarding the appropriate bargaining unit, the CIO affiliat~,
which admittedly had a majority in the unit designated, was certified
as the bargaining representative and entered into collective agreements
with the employers of longshoremen on the Pacific coast. The A. F. of L.
affiliates, although claiming a majority in four Pacific ports, 34 were
thereby excluded. The Federation argued before the court that the
determination by the Board was a final order reviewable under Section
10 (f). The court, in agreeing with the Federation that the determination
was a final order, said:
"The proceeding out of which it emerged was neither preliminary nor incident to another proceeding. . . . It was begun and concluded for the purpose
of settling the dispute. Its actual effect was to eject petitioner from the controversy .... We had thought that whether an order or decree is final is not to
be determined by the name which the court or board gives it, but it should be
decided on consideration of its essence, its substance, its intrinsic nature. Or,
in other words-what is done by it. The decision in question undoubtedly operated particularly upon petitioner. It was an adversary party. The decision and
the refusal to rehear closed the controversy and completely exhausted petitioners
remedies. . . . " 35

However, though the court held that the decision of the Board was
"definitive, adversary, binding, final, and in this case struck at the very
roots of petitioner's union and destroyed its effectiveness in a large geographical area of the nation" 116 it held that it was not a reviewable order
in view of the Supreme Court's holdings in Shanahan v. United States 31
and Shields v. Utah Idaho Central Railroad Company. 38 The court
implied, however, that the determination may be reviewable in equity
as was permitted in the Shields case.
Undoubtedly, the statement by the court as to the nature of the determination by the Board is a strong statement of the case for permitting
judicial review. Before discussing the court's contentions regarding the
nature of the determination, it will be well to review the Shannahan and
Shields cases upon which the court based its decision.
In the Shannahan case, the trustees for the Chicago, South Shore, and
and was not finally enacted. Id. at 10298. Although Representative Ramspeck thought that
the re-wording of § 9 by the congressional conferees accomplished the purpose of his amendment, id. at 10299, this view was not shared by other members of the House. Id. at
10300.
"'Tacoma, Olympia, Port Angeles, and Anacortes, all in the Puget Sound area.
30
103 F. (2d) 933, 935, (App. D. C. 1939).
"'Id. at 936.
87
303 u. s. 596 (1938).
38
305 U. S. 177 (lQ38).
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South Bend Railroad sought a review under the Urgent Deficiencies
Act39 of a determination by the Interstate Commerce Commission that
the railroad was not an "interurban electric railway". The determination
had been made at the request of the National Mediation Board in order
to decide whether the railroad came within the provisions of the Railway
Labor Act. 40 The Supreme Court, in an opinion by Justice Brandeis,
held that the determination by the Interstate Commerce Commission
was not a reviewable order. The function of the Commission, it was
held, was limited to a determination of a fact and the decision neither
commanded nor directed anything to be done. It was merely a decision
on a controverted matter, the Court held. Thus far, it is submitted, a
determination by the National Labor Relations Board of an appropriate
bargaining unit comes completely within the definition of the Court.
The determination is merely a preliminary determination of fact and
neither commands nor directs anything to be done. It is only a decision
on a controverted matter.41 It is merely a finding that a particular
group of employees constitutes an appropriate bargaining unit, and
is in itself but preliminary to another finding of fact, namely, that
a particular labor organization has been selected by the employees in
the appropriate unit as their bargaining representative.42 These findings do not compel collective bargaining nor create or deny any rights
in any group to be the bargaining representative. They are not even
res adjudicata against the employer or defeated labor organization m a
subsequent unfair labor practice proceeding.43
38 STAT. 208, 219, 220 (1914), 28 u. S. C. §§ 41 (28), 46, 47 (1934).
'°48 STAT. 1185-1197, 45 u. s. c. §§ 151-164 (1934).
"Cf. United States v. Los Angeles R. R., 273 U. S. 299 (1927).
"'A mere finding of fact, report, or opinion is not reviewable. United States v. Atlanta B.
& C.R. R., 282 U. S. 522 (1931). In that case the Supreme Court said: "The distinction
between a report and an order has been observed in the practice of the Commission ever
since its organization-and for compelling reasons. Its functions are manifold in character.
In some matters its duty is merely to investigate and to report facts. . . . In others, to
make determinations. . . . In some it acts in an advisory capacity . . . . In others in a
supervisory. Even in the regulation of rates, as to which the Commission possesses mandatory power, it frequently seeks to secure the desired action without issuing a command.
In such cases it customarily points out in its report what the carriers are expected to do .
Such action is directory as distinguished from mandatory. No case has been found in
which matter embodied in a report and not followed by formal order has been held to be
subject to judicial review." The function of the National Labor Relations Board in its
certification procedure is analogous to the fact-finding functions of the Interstate Commerce Commission described in this opinion.
'"See note 10 supra.
39
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The Court in the Shannahan case went further and held that the mere
fact that the determination affected the legal status of the carrier did
not make it a final order reviewable under the Urgent Deficiencies Act.
In so holding, the Court relied on the doctrine it enunciated in Lehigh
Valley Railroad Company v. United States. 44 Although in the Supreme
Court's latest decision on the subject-Rochester Telephone Corporation
v. United States 45-the Court impliedly approved the Shannahan case,
that part of the opinion that dealt with the status of the carrier has been
greatly weakened if not completely overruled by the Shields case and
the Rochester case.
In the Shields case, what the trustees in the Shannahan case could
not do by following the statutory procedure for judicial review, the
Utah-Idaho Central Railway Company was permitted to do by means
of a suit in equity for an injunction. The sole difference in the Shields
case was the fact of the carrier's refusal to submit to the jurisdiction
of the National Mediation Board and the threatened prosecution by the
United States district attorney, whereas in the Shannahan case the administrative procedure had not progressed that far. Upon these facts,
the Supreme Court held that an equity court had jurisdiction in the
suit which sought to restrain prosecution by the district attorney.
Although the Court could have rested its decision on the ground that
an equity court may restrain an unlawful action of a public official which
threatens irreparable injury,46 it chose to decide the case on grounds
which are quite significant to the present inquiry. It held that the court
had jurisdiction because the finding of fact by the Interstate Commerce
Commission was not merely a determination of fact, but subjected the
carrier to the Railway Labor Act, the Railroad Retirement Act of
193 7,47 the Railroad Unemployment Compensation Act of 1938,48
and other statutes. It was this determination of the status of the carrier
that gave the equity court jurisdiction.
In the Shannahan case, the Court held that the determination was not
a final order, but a finding of fact. That the determination of fact decided also the legal rights and obligations of the carrier was held to be
insufficient in itself to give the court jurisdiction under the statute,
according to the doctrine of the Lehigh Valley case. In the Shields case,
44

u. s.
u. s.

243
412 (1917).
"'307
125 (1939).
"'Sterling v. Constatin, 287 U. S. 378 (1932) .
"'SO STAT. 307-318 (1937), 45 U. S. C. §§ 228a-228r (Supp. 1938) .
..52 STAT. 1094-1113, 45 U. S. C. §§ 351-367 (Supp. 1938).
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the same determination which was held to be not reviewable under the
statute was reviewed in a suit for an injunction. That the suit was
brought at a later stage of the administrative proceedings seems to be
immaterial, since the order of the National Mediation Board upon which
the prosecution was based was held to have resulted more or less automatically from the determination by the Interstate Commerce Commission since the determination was binding on the National Mediation
Board.49 In other words, it was the action of the Interstate Commerce
Commission which decided the legal rights and obligations of the carrier.
The Shields case thus opened the door to judicial review of administrative
actions which hitherto had seemed to be closed under the doctrine of the
Lehigh Valley case. The review which the Court permitted, however,
was the cumbersome, time-consuming, traditional form of review from
which Congress sought to free the Interstate Commerce Commission
when it provided by statute for a more expeditious method of review. 50
The seriousness of this threat to the statutory method of review was
soon lessened by the Supreme Court's decision in the Rochester case.
That case, too, involved a determination of fact by an administrative
body, but it was a determination of fact, as the Court held, that determined as well legal rights and obligations. While reaffirming the doc••305 U.S. 177, 182 (1938).
'°The case of Utah Fuel Company v. National Bituminous Coal Commission, 306 U. S.
56 (1939), decided at about the time when the Shields case was decided, was another case
in which injunctive relief from administrative actions was sought and granted. The Coal
Commission had announced its intention to publicize certain information which the petitioners had filed with it, and which was presumably confidential. The companies affected
sought to have this threatened action of the Coal Commission reviewed as a final order,
but it was held that no action had yet been taken by the Commission which constituted
a final order. Mallory Coal Company v. National Bituminous Coal Commission, 99 F .
(2d) 399 (App. D. C. 1938). The companies then sought an injunction to restrain t4e
publication of the information on the ground that the publication would result in an
irreparable injury to the petitioners. This procedure was sustained by the Supreme Court
of the United States. It will be noted, however, that although the question reviewed was
a preliminary one in the administrative process, the situation was different from the ordinary case where a preliminary question is sought to· be reviewed. The doctrine that a
court will not review a preliminary administrative step is based on its reluctance to interfere with the administrative process and on the fact that the preliminary question does
not affect any legal rights. That the preliminary step will lead to an administrative action
which will injure the parties seeking review is not sufficient to justify a court's taking
jurisdiction. In the Utah Fuel case, however, the complaint alleged an irreparable injury
which was to flow directly from the preliminary step-the order _of publication. The publication itself could not be reviewed because then, according to the petitioners, the damage
would have been already done. The facts in the Utah Fuel case are not at all analogous
to the facts involved in a representation case.
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trines of primary jurisdiction51 and administrative finality, 52 the Court
upset the "negative order" doctrine, 53 and held that, the statute permitting, such a determination is a reviewable order under the statutory
procedure. An administrative determination, then, need not seek to
compel or prohibit conduct in order to be reviewable by a court. It is
sufficient if it adversely affects legal rights, and the party seeking review
has exhausted his administrative remedies. 54
The Shields case, therefore, in permitting review through the medium
of the injunction suit, was greatly weakened by the decision in the
Rochester case. 55 If the carrier may now obtain review under the statute
of a determination which adversely affects its legal rights, it will not be
permitted to seek review by any other means. Where a statute provides
a procedure for review, no other procedure may be followed. 56 The
doctrine of the Shields case remains, however, to authorize judicial review where the statute makes no provision for review, and an administrative determination adversely affects legal rights. The party seeking
review must show, however, that he has exhausted his administrative
remedies.
In the light of the principles laid down in the Shannahan, Shields,
and Rochester cases, it seems that a certification by the Board such as
that involved in the American Federation of Labor case is not reviewable either under the statute or by means of the injunction suit.
STATUTORY REVIEW

The language of the statute, and its historical background have
already been discussed. The decision of the Supreme Court in the
American Federation of Labor case rested on the language of the statute
alone. The lower court in that case had implied, however, that the
question may be reviewed in an equity court under the doctrine of the
&M yers v . Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., 303 U. S. 41 (1938) ; Texas & Pac. Ry. v .
Abilene Cotton Oil Co., 204 U.S . 426 (1907).
""Federal Radio Commission v. Nelson Brothers Bond and Mortgage Co ., 289 U. S. 266
(1933); Federal Radio Commission v. General Electric Co ., 281 U.S . 464 (1930) .
""First enunciated in Proctor ~nd Gamble v . United States, 225 U.S. 282 (1912) .
..Rochester Telephone Corp. v. United States, 307 U. S. 125 (1939); Myers v . Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corp., 303 U.S. 41 (1938).
""'Cf. Note (1939) 7 GEO. WASH. L . REV. 1014, 1018 n. 23.
""American Sumatra Tobacco Corp. v . Securities and Exchange Commission, 93 F . (2d)
236 (App. D. C. 1937); Monocacy Broadcasting Co. v. Prall, 90 F . (2d) 421 (App. D . C.
1937); Securities and Exchange Commission v. Andrews, 88 F . (2d) 441 (C. C. A. 2d,
1937). Equity, of course, must refuse jurisdiction because there is a plain and adequate
remedy elsewhere.
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Shields case, but this question was left unanswered by the Supreme
Court. Whether it may be so reviewed would depend upon the nature
of the administrative action and its effect on the party seeking review.
REVIEW IN EQUITY

The purpose of the procedure under Section 9 (b) and ( c) is to decide
whether the employees in question desire collective bargaining, and if
they do, by which labor organization they wish to be represented. The
machinery provided under Section 9 is investigative and fact-finding, its
results are mediatory, and they do not have the effect of compulsion or
enforcement. 57 The findings of fact carry with them no legal obligations
and affect no legal rights. Insofar as they seek ultimate compliance by
the employer, they are, as has been shown, only an intermediate step in
the administrative proceedings, and the employer has an opportunity
to seek judicial review when the administrative proceedings are completed. Insofar as labor organizations are concerned, they do not affect
their status as bargaining agents. They do not preclude the possibility
of the labor organization being selected by the employees, 58 nor, after
certification has been made, does it deny to the labor organization the
right to bargain with the employer if he wishes to do so. The facts
found by the Board are not res adjudicata in subsequent proceedings. 59
In other words, the employer's duty to bargain with the representatives
chosen by a majority of his employees is a duty provided by statute,
and exists whether or not the Board has made a certification of bargaining representatives. Certification results from a determination of fact,
namely, that bargaining representatives have been chosen by a majority
of the employees involved. But a legal duty does not arise from the
determination of fact. A labor union may claim the right to bargain
whether or not it has been certified as a bargaining agent, and the Board
may proceed against an employer for refusing to bargain whether or
not it has certified a bargaining representative. 60 In the case of an
"'See note 43 supra.
158Jn the matter of the Boston Globe Co., NRLB Release No. R-2151, October 9, 1939, the
Board made a determination of an appropriate bargaining unit which was vigorously
criticized in a dissenting opinion by Board member William Leiserson as being unduly
favorable to the American Newspaper Guild, a C.1.O. affiliate. In the ensuing election,
however, the American Newspaper Guild was defeated. N. Y. Times, Oct. 29, 1Q39, p. 2,
col. 4.
69
See note 10 supra.
""It may be said that ultimately the Bbard must make a finding of fact as to the proper
bargaining representative before it may find an employer guilty of unfair labor practices
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alleged improper certification, the complaining labor union may still
assert the right to bargain, and the employer may bargain with it. In
the latter case, should the Board proceed against the employer for refusing to bargain with the labor union which it has certified, and an
order be issued against the employer, the question of certification may
then be reviewed as provided by the statute. If the employer should
acquiesce in the Board's findings, the complaining labor union will then
be in a position of one supposedly entitled to bargain, with the Board
refusing to compel the employer to bargain with it. But the injury
which the union may suffer is one for which it has no remedy, since it
cannot compel the Board to issue a complaint against the employer. 61
for refusing to bargain. However, the employer is held to have been guilty of unfair labor
practices on the basis of his activities, committed before the Board makes this finding. The
distinction becomqs important when the employees go out on strike. If no unfair labor
practices were committed prior to the strike, the Board may grant relief, i.e., reinstatement
only for acts of the employer committed during or after a strike. National Labor Relations
Board v. Mackay Radio and Telegraph Co., 304 U. S. 333 (1938). If the unfair labor
practices were committed prior to the strike, the Board may grant relief based on the
practices committed prior to the strike. Santa Cruz Fruit Packing Co. v. National Labor
Relations Board, 303 U. S. 453 (1938). Thus, if it were true that the duty to bargain
arose only upon a finding by the Board as to the proper bargaining representative of the
employees, and the finding was made after the strike, the Board could not order reinstatement of the employees. But the Board is not so restricted. National Labor Relations Board
v. Remington Rand, Inc., 94 F. (2d) 862 (C. C. A. 2d, 1938), cert. denied, 304 U. S. 576
(1938), rehearing denied, 304 U. S. 590 (1938).
61
United States v. Windom, 137 U. S. 636 (1891); Dunlop v. Black, 128 U. S. 40 (18881;
Secretary of Interior v. McGarraban, 9 Wall. 298 (U. S. 1869) ; Decatur v. Paulding, 14
Pet. 497 (U. S. 1840) ; Kendall v. United States, 12 Pet. 524 (U. S. 1838). In the Tecent
case of Perkins v. Elg, 307 U.S. 325 (1939), and in other cases--Butterworth v. Hoe, 112
U. S. 50 (1884); Interstate Commerce Commission v. Humboldt Steamship Co., 224 U. S.
474 (1912)-the Court has held that where an administrative body refuses to act, and
bases its refusal on an error in interpretation of the law, a court may issue a mandatory
order to compel the body to act. If, under this doctrine, a labor organization can obtain
a mandatory order to compel the Board to issue a complaint, the result may p_lace it
in a better position to seek judicial review of the alleged incorrect certification. At least,
the matter would then become a final order under § 10 (f). Cf. Federal Power Commission
v. Pacific Power and Light Co., 307 U.S. 156 (1939). However, it does not seem that the
doctrine of Perkins v. Elg, supra, can help the union, for in that case, and in the other
cases cited, the refusal to act was based upon an error of Jaw. In the instant situation,
the Board's refusal to issue a complaint will be based on an error in the exercise of its
discretion , for which a mandatory injunction will not lie. At any rate, an action in the
nature of a mandamus (mandatory injunction) cannot be used to secure judicial review
of a matter which the courts will not otherwise review. Interstate Commerce Commission
v. Campbell, 289 U . S. 385 (1933); Chicago and Great Western R. R . v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 294 U. S. 50 (1935).
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It will then be in the same position as it would have been had no certification been made. This situation has been likened by the Board to a situation where a labor union believes that a group of employers is conspiring
to deprive it of its rights under the National Labor Relations Act and
requests the Department of Justice to proceed against them under the
federal conspiracy statutes. 62 Should the Department of Justice refuse
to proceed for any reason, no judicial review of its decision is possible. 63
The problem is, in the final sense, political rather than judicial. 63 "
It may be said that the right of employees to select representatives
for the purpose of collective bargaining is a property right, 64 and that
the Board, by choosing an improper bargaining unit is, by a process of
gerrymandering, denying to employees the right to select their representative. In Texas and New Orleans Railroad Company v. Brotherhood of
Railway and Steamship Clerks, 65 and in Virginian Railway Company v.
System Federation No. 40, 66 where the Supreme Court' held that the
right to select representatives is a property right, the proceedings were
similar to unfair labor practices proceedings under the National Labor
Relations Act. The proceedings there were the only means whereby a
statutory right could be enforced. The Board, however, by making a
finding of fact that is without legal force, is in nowise preventing employees from joining labor organizations, or preventing labor organizations
from bargaining collectively with employers.
In addition, the question as to what is or is not a proper bargaining
unit is a question to be determined exclusively by the Board. 67 Until
the Board makes a finding as to the appropriate bargaining unit, it
cannot be determined whether employees are, in fact, being denied the
right to select their representatives. It will readily be seen th~t if the
determination of an allegedly improper bargaining unit can be regarded
as so affecting the property rights of a group of employees or labor
organization as to give it a standing in court, it would enable any dissident group to challenge it in court, no matter how small the unit, unless
it be a unit of one employee. 68
"'NLRB, Report to the House Committee on Labor, No. Z506 (1939) 50.
""See first five cases cited supra note 61.
03
"Cf. Rees v. Watertown, 19 Wall. 107 (U. S. 1874).
"'Virginian Ry. v. System Federation No. 40, 300 U. S. 515 (1937); Texas and N. 0.
R. R. v. Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, 281 U. S. 548 (1930).
66
281 U. S. 548 (1930).
00
300 u. s. 515 (1937).
"'Cf. Fur Workers Union, Local 72 v. Fur Workers Union, No. 21238 and H . Zirkin &
Sons, Inc., 105 F. (2d) 1, 12 (App. D. C. 1939).
°"Whether the union complaining of an incorrect determination of a bargaining unit
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In the American Federation of Labor case, the Board had found that
in only one of the four ports in which the petitioner claimed a majority
did collective bargaining on a port basis achieve any degree of success. 69
At the time of the certification in question , however a collective bargaining agreement on a coast-wide basis was in existence, and in no
one of the four ports did the employees have a local collective agreement. If there had been one, a more difficult question regarding judicial
review would have been raised. In Consolidated Edison Company of
ew York v. ational Labor Relations Board,70 the Supreme Court held
that a collective agreement entered into by a bona-fide independent
labor organization may not be set aside by the Board without giving
notice to the labor union and allowing it to be heard, since the union
had "valuable and beneficial" interests in the agreement. However, the
holding seems to have been qualified by the statement of the Court that
there was nothing in the record to show that the employee s selection
as indicated by the agreements had been superseded by any other selection by a majority of the employees so as to create an exclusive bargaining agency under the statute. \Vhether notice would have been
necessary if the record had shown that the employees had selected a
union other than the party to the collecti e agreement was not decided
by the Court.
In fact, however, a certification does not interfere with the contract
rights of a union. A certification is merely an enunciation of an existing
fact, namely that employees have selected a bargaining agent. Any
effect which it may have on existing contract rights is the result of the
employer's acquiescence to the facts found by the Board. The certification dees not operate directly upon the contract. It does not, as ha
been shown, either compel the employer to bargain with the certified
labor organization, or deny to another labor organization the right to
bargain. The facts certified under Section 9 may be gone into again in
a subsequent unfair labor practices proceeding and they are, in such
proceedings, not conclusive. 71 The Consolidated Edison case cannot,
would be a " party aggrieved" within the meaning of § 10 (f) after an order is issued
against an employer is a question which is being left open. At any rate, under those
circumstances, the union would be finally barred from bargaining. In the situation discussed in the text, this element of finality is lacking.
""In the port of Tacoma, Washington. 7 .L.R.B . 1002, 1007 ( 1938) .
""305 u. s. 197 (1938).
'llln the matter of the American-Hawaiian Steamship Co. and
ational Organization,
Masters, Mates and Pilots of America, West Coast Local o. 90, 6 .L.R.B . 678 ( 1938) .
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therefore, be considered as authority for permitting review of a certification where there exists a collective labor agreement. There are, in
addition, practical considerations, discussed below, which are sufficiently
strong to induce a court of equity to refuse to take jurisdiction in such
a case, or in certification cases in general.
If it be maintained, however, that the practical effect of a certification
by the Board is to deprive other unions not certified of the right to
bargain collectively, as was maintained by petitioners and the court of
appeals in the American Federation of Labor case, still, the Supreme
Court, in its opinion in that case, hinted at another hurdle that would have
to be scaled before the federal district courts may review the certification
by the Board. The Court in its opinion stated:
"Its answer [to the question whether certifications are reviewable by the
federal district courts] involves a determination whether the Wagner Act, in
so far as it has given legally enforceable rights, has deprived the district courts
of some portion of their original jurisdiction conferred by Section 24 of the
Judicial Code." 71 •

The Court reserved its answer for a future case which may present
the problem. 71 b The question presented by the Court, specifically, is
the problem of whether Congress, in enacting the Wagner Act, created
an exclusive remedy for the protection of the rights sought, i.e., a remedy
to be granted exclusively by the Board. Neither the Utah Fuel case 71 c
nor the Shields case presented this problem. In view of the nature of
the determinations to be made in deciding whether the right of collective
bargaining exists, requiring as they do the expertise and flexibility of an
administrative body, it would not be surprising to find the Supreme
Court at some future date holding that such is the case. The history and
language of the Act point unmistakably to the fact that its framers were
aware of the question of allowing judicial review of representation cases,
and were aware of the fact that the dispute regarding representation
may involve several unions. 71 d It is true, as the Supreme Court suggested, that, in discussing the effects of review, they had in mind review
sought by an employer. But the same harmful effects on the operation
of the Act which Congress feared would result from review of certifications may result as well from review sought by a labor union as from
71

•3 U. S. L . WEEK 52, 54 (U. S. 1940) .
bThe American Federation of Labor has already filed suit in the District Court of the
United States for the District of Columbia.
ncsee note 50 supra.
71d
H . R . No. 969, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) 20.
71
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review sought by an employer. The Act, therefore permitted review in
only a limited instance i.e., when an order is issued against an employer
which is based in whole or in part upon a certification by the Board.ne
If it be held, then, that the Act created an exclu i e remedy thu depriving the federal district court of jurisdiction over the problem representation cases can be reviewed only as provided for in ection 9 ( d) of
the Act.
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIO S REGARDir G JUDICIAL REVIEW

In the recent case of United States v. Iorgan, 72 an important rule
of conduct was laid down by the Supreme Court in regard to the relationship of the courts to administrative bodies. The Court said:
'In answering these questions there are two cardinal principles which must
guide us to our conclusion. The one is that in construing a statute setting up an
administrative agency and providing for judicial review of its action, court and
agency are not to be regarded as wholly independent and unrelated instrumentalities of justice, each acting in the performance of its prescribed statutory
duty without regard to the appropriate function of the other in securing the
plainly indicated objects of the statute. Court and agency are the mean
adopted to attain the prescribed end and so far as their duties are defined by
the words of the statute those words should be construed so as to attain that
end through coordinated action. reither body should repeat in this day the
mistake made by the courts of law when equity was struggling for recognition
as an ameliorating system of justice; neither can righUy be regarded by the
other as an alien intruder to be tolerated if must be but never to be encouraged or aided by the other in the attainment of the common aim.' 73

It is important to consider then, what are the "plainly indicated objects of the statute. \ hether judicial review is sought before or after
an election, or before or after certification of bargaining repre entatiws
it must be remembered that electi0ns and certifications are in themselves but intermediate steps in the entire process of collecti e bargaining. Collecti e bargaining is the "plainly indicated object [ s] of the
statute"--collective bargaining which can be achie ed expediently and
without economic strife. In addition to the strong legal objections already stated, permitting review of an intermediate determination which
carries with it no legal obligations and decides no legal rights the
practical objections to judicial review, in view of the purposes of the
n•section 9 (d).
ational Labor Relations Board v. Falk Corp., 8
(U. S. 1940).
""307
183 (1939).
71
1d. at 190, 191.

u. s.

. S. L .

WEEK

43
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statute, are compelling. These practical objections were persuasively
stated by the Board 74 and its General Counsel7 5 in the recent congressional hearings on the National Labor Relations Act, and in the light
of the history of the Act, 76 they cannot be ignored. The Board pointed
out, as did the drafters of the Act before it, 77 that under Public Resolution 44, 78 passed in 1934 to supplement the National Industrial Recovery Act, 79 not a single election order resulted in collective bargaining
in more than a year, whenever that order was challenged in the courts.
Judicial review of an election order was permitted under Public Resolution 44. As a result of this delay in the machinery for peaceful collective bargaining, employees, disillusioned, threatened to return to the
use of their economic power in order to achieve recognition. 80 Because
of the delay inherent in litigation, a review of a certification would consume almost a year. 81 By that time, new conditions may require a new
certification which again may be challenged and litigated. The result is
delay, in a situation where time is an important factor. A breakdown in
the machinery provided by the statute to facilitate peaceful collective
bargaining may well be the result. That effective collective bargaining is
in the pubic interest is undoubtedly the underlying principle of the Act. 82
In view of this, it seems to be more in the public interest to have some
bona fide representative engage in collective bargaining, when employees
wish to bargain collectively, than to have no collective bargaining at all.
A breakdown in the collective bargaining machinery of the Act may result in economic strife,83 which is the very thing the Act sought to pre"NLRB, Report to House Committee on Labor, No. Z506 (1939) 48.
'"'Hearings before Ccmmittee on Labor, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939) 623 .
...Discussed in H. R. REP. No. 1147, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) and in SEN. REP. No.
573, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935).
71
/bid.
78
48 STAT. 1183 (1934).
79
48 STAT. 195, 198 (1933).
80
H. R. REP. No. 1147, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) 7.
"'-Hearings before Senate Committee on Education and Labor on S. 1000, S. 1264, S.
1392, etc., 76th Cong., 1st Sess., (1939) 584. Review of unfair labor practice cases require
on an average somewhat more than a year. Ibid. Some extreme cases are : The case of
Columbian Enameling and Stamping Co. v. National Labor Relations Board, 306 U. S.
292 (1939), decided on February 27, 1939, involved an order issued on February 14, 1936.
The case of Sands Manufacturing Co. v. National Labor Relations Board, 306 U. S. 332
(1939), decided on February 27, 1939, involved an order issued on April 17, 1936.
""National Labor Relations Board v. Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1 (1937).
83
See H. R. REP. No. 1147, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935); SEN. REP. No. 573, 74th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1935) 2; NLRB, Governmental Protection of Labor's Right to Organize (1936);
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vent. Both the language and the purpose of the Act indicate that the
procedure for determining the proper representative, is an administrative rather than a judicial matter.
The Act already permits employers to delay collective bargaining. The
employer, simply by refusing to bargain collectively, can delay bargaining until the long and tortuous process of unfair labor practices proceedings and court litigation is completed. Since the Board has power to
issue only remedial orders, and not punitive orders, 84 in most cases the
only penalty suffered by the employer, in addition to the expenses of
litigation, is an order operating in futuro directing him to bargain with
his employees. However, the employer runs the risk that, if his refusal
to bargain collectively results in a strike, he may be compelled by the
Board to reinstate the strikers as of the time the strike began. 85
The fact that this loophole in the Act, which permits employers to
delay the collective bargaining procedure, did not result in the breakdown of the machinery for facilitating collective bargaining does not
mean that the possibility does not exist, nor does it mean that the present
defect in the Act ought to be enlarged by permitting employees to seek
review. The injury which any particular labor organization may suffer
by a supposed incorrect determination of a bargaining unit by the Board
is far outweighed by the great public interest in maintaining an effective
machinery for facilitating collective bargaining.
CONCLUSION

Neither a certification of representatives nor the steps preliminary to
it, i.e., elections or determinations of appropriate bargaining units , affect
the legal rights of either employers or employees in such a manner as to
enable a federal constitutional court to assume jurisdiction and grant
judicial review. 86 For this reason, and because judicial review may
NLRB, The Effect of Labor Relations in the Bituminous Coal Industry Upon Interstate
Commerce (1938).
"'Fansteel Metallurgical Corp . v. National Labor Relations Board, 306 U. S. 240 (1939);
Consolidated Edison Co . of N . Y. v. National Labor Relations Board, 305 U.S . 197 (1938).
80
National Labor Relations Board v. Remington Rand, Inc., 94 F . (2d} 862 (C. C. A.
2d, 1938), cert. denied, 304 U . S. 576 (1938), rehearing denied, 304 U.S. 590 (1938) . Compare National Labor Relations Board v. Mackay Radio and Telegraph Co ., 304 U. S. 333
(1938), with Santa Cruz Fruit Packing Co. v. National Labor Relations Board , 303 U. S.
453 (1938).
""The principal test in determining whether an administrative action is reviewable is
whether that acton adversely affects the interests of a party so as to present a "case" or
"controversy" within the meaning of Article III of the Constitution of the United States.
Rochester Telephone Corp. v. United States, 307 U. S. 125 (1939); Aetna Life Insurancf
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seriously interfere with the fulfillment of the purposes of the statute, it
would seem that representation cases under the National Labor Relations
Act should not be reviewable by the courts.
PHILIP TRAVIS

Co. v. Haworth, 300 U. S. 277 (1937); Federal Radio Commission v. Nelson Brothers
Bond and Mortgage Co., 289 U. S. 266 (1933); Federal Radio Commission v . General
Electric Co., 281 U. ~- 464 ( 1930) . It has been shown that representation cases do not
present a "case" or "controversy" within the Constitution. To meet the test of constitutionality, the present proposals before Congress to permit judicial review of representation
cases may necessarily have the effect, for one thing, of converting a certification into an
affirmative order against the employer directing him to bargain with the representatives
certified by the Board.

RECENT DECISIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW-Discretionary Acts of Administrative Officers-Powers
of the Secretary of War
Pursuant to the provisions of the Act "For the protection of certain enlisted men
of the Army", 50 STAT. 696 (1937), 31 U. S. C. § 493a (Supp. 1939), and of the
"Military Appropriations Act of 1939", 52 STAT. 646 (1938), 31 U. S. C. § 493a
(Supp. 1939), the Secretary of War, acting on an opinion of the Judge Advocate
General of the Army construing the statutes (DIGEST OF THE OPS. OF THE JUDGE
AnvocATE GENERAL, p. 16, supp., unpublished opinion of the J. A. G. 342.06,
August 15, 1938), ordered the discharge of an enlisted man on the ground that he
had failed legally to declare his intention to become a citizen during his current enlistment, and, therefore, was not entitled to reenlist. Sergeant Nordmann ( the
enlisted man) applied to the Federal district court for an injunction restraining his
dismissal from the service, contending that a reasonable interpretation of the statutes
in question would permit his retention in the service. Held, although "a reasonable
construction of the statute could have been made which would have permitted the
retention of this soldier in the Army", the court had no jurisdiction to review the
discretionary acts of the Secretary of War, insofar as they dealt with the military
establishment. Nordmann v. Woodring, 28 F. Supp. 573 (W. D. Okla. 1939).
The Constitution of the United States establishes a dual system of control in
matters relating to military affairs. Article I , § 8 authorizes Congress to "make
rules for the government and regulation of the land and naval forces" and Article II,
§ 2 provides that: "The President shall be Commander in Chief of the Army and
Navy of the United States . . . . " By reason of this constitutional separation of
powers, it has uniformly been held that the acts of the president as commander-inchief, when within the scope of constitutional authority, are final and conclusive and
may not be reviewed by the courts. Mississippi v. Johnson, 4 Wall. 475 (U. S. 1866).
Only when the president clearly goes beyond his constitutional sphere of jurisdiction, as commander-in-chief, may the courts interfere. Ex Parte Milligan, 4 Wall.
2, 137 (U. S. 1866). This power of the president includes authority to establish
rules and regulations for the government of the armed services, and such regulations made pursuant to this authority have the force of law and bind the courts.
The Confiscation Cases, 20 Wall. 92 (U. S. 1873); Smith v. Whitney, 116 U. S. 167
(1886); Johnson v. Sayre, 158 U. S. 109 (1895); In the Matter of Major Smith
23 Ct. CL 452 (1888).
The administrative official who carries out both the mandates of the president and
those of congress is the Secretary of War. As was said in the Nordmann case, supra,
at page 576 "when (orders and regulations administering the army) are promulgated through the Secretary of War they must be received as the acts of the President, and as such, must be binding upon all within the sphere of his authority",
including the courts. Wilcox v. Jackson, 13 Pet. 498 (U. S. 1839); United States
v. Eliason, 16 Pet. 291 (U. S. 1842); Kurtz v. Moffitt, 115 U.S. 487 (1885).
In addition to this authority derived from the function of the president as commander-in-chief, the Congress has also delegated to the Secretary of War the
authority to make regulations governing his department, REV. STAT. § 161 (1875), 5
U. S. C. § 22 (1934). See also United States v. Eaton, 144 U. S. 677 (1892). Thus,
when the Secretary of War has either issued an order, approved by the president,
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or made a regulation for the government of the military service, such order or
regulation has the effect of law and "becomes a part of the law, and of as binding
a force as if incorporated into the body of the act itself". United States v. Barrows,
24 Fed. Cas. No. 14,529 at 1019 (W. D. Pa. 1869); United States v. Freeman, 3
How. 556 (U. S. 1845); Gratiot v. United States, 4 How. 80 (U. S. 1846); Ex Parte
Reed, 100 U. S. 13 (1879); 25 OPS. ATT'Y GEN. 270, 274 (1904); 26 DEC. COMP.
GEN . 99 (1919); 2 COMP. GEN. 342 (1922). The only restriction on the secretary's
power in this respect seems to be that these regulations cannot conflict with statutes
or the Constitution. United States v. Symonds, 120 U. S. 46 (1887); United States
v. Garlinger, 169 U. S. 316 (1898). They may not be questioned on the ground
they are unwise or mistaken. United States v. Eliason, supra.
Faced with such plenary power the courts have been most chary of interfering
with its exercise. They will not review the record or the decisions of courts martial,
acting within their proper sphere, even though gross fraud, collusion, and error be
alleged. Carter v. Roberts, 177 U. S. 496 (1900); Carter v. McClaughry, 183 U. S.
365 (1902); Carter v. Woodring, 92 Fed. (2d) 544 (App. D. C. 1937). Nor will they
review the discharge or enlistment of any member of the military service. In re
Grimley, 137 U. S. 147 (1890); Grimley v. United States, 32 Ct. CL 285 (1897);
Reid v. United States, 161 Fed. 469 (S. D. N. Y. 1908), writ of error denied, 211 U. S.
529 (1909). Matters of discipline are held totally without the jurisdiction of the
courts, the power of Congress under Article I, § 8 of the Constitution to provide for
the punishment of military and naval offenses, as extended by the regulations of the
Secretary of War, being entirely independent of the judicial power. United States
v. McDonald, 265 Fed. 754 (1920), writ of error denied, 256 U. S. 705 (1921).
It would seem, therefore, that the courts do not interfere with the decisions of the
Secretary of War when he is acting either under the delegated authority of Congress,
or in carrying out the functions of the president, as commander-in-chief. But the
Nordmann case introduces a further question. Could the court have ordered the
Secretary of War to reinstate Nordmann, or in negative fashion, have made permanent its preliminary injunction? It is well settled that administrative interpretations
of statutes may be reviewed by the courts. Miller v. Standard Nut Margarine
Company, 284 U. S. 498 (1932); Miguel v. McCarl, 291 U. S. 442 (1934); Hassett
v. Welch, 303 U. S. 303 ( 1938). As was said by the Supreme Court in United States
v. Iselin, 270 U. S. 245, 251 (1925), "such departmental constructions (by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue in interpreting the Revenue Act of 1918) cannot
be given the force and effect of law". Such pronouncements should not be construed as authorizing a court to force the administrative officer to affirmatively
perform some act which is within his discretion. Courts have not the jurisdiction
to order the Secretary of War to reenlist a soldier, although they may and frequently express strong opinions as to the correctness of the administrative action.
It will be noted that despite the forceful opinion in the M cCarl case, supra, no mandatory injunction issued. Nor does the recent decision of the Supreme Court in
Perkins v. Elg, 307 U. S. 32 5 ( 1939), alter this rule. This decision did not hold
that a court may compel an administrative official to perform a discretionary act
which he has refused to perform on the basis of his interpretation of the law. The
court in that case said, at page 349: "But the Secretary of State according to the
allegation of the bill of complaint had refused to issue a passport 'solely on the
ground that she had lost her native born American citizenship'. . . . The decree
in that sense (as a declaratory judgment stating the secretary had incorrectly inter-
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preted the statute) would in no way interfere with the exercise of the Secretary's
discretion with respect to the issue of a passport, but would simply preclude the
denial of a passport on the sole ground that Miss Elg had lost her American citizenship." (Italics supplied.) In the Elg case, supra, there is nothing which would prevent the Secretary of State from refusing the passport for some other reason than
"solely on the ground that she (Miss Elg) had lost her native born American
citizenship".
Nor is it possible to draw an analogy between the instant case and those decisions
of the Court of Claims which have reversed the statutory interpretation of the
Secretary of War (and Navy) or declared void some regulation made by him.
Roberts v. United States, 44 Ct. Cl. 414 (1909); Frucht v. United States, 49 Ct. Cl.
570 (1914); Peoples v. United States, 80 Ct. Cl. 241 (1934); Hargreave v. United
States, 80 Ct. Cl. 642 (1935); Saunders v. United States, 85 Ct. Cl. 300 (1937).
These cases, uniform in category, allow some contract claim for past services
rendered, which claim had been previously refused because of some administrative
ruling. They in no way direct the performance by the administrative official of
any affirmative action.
The courts of this country have always shown a remarkably consistent policy
of self-abnegation, when asked to pass upon an exercise of discretion by the Secretary
of War. The Nordmann case is but one in a long line of decisions in which the
courts have refused to interfere with the secretary's judgment in military matters.
Perhaps the best statement of the court's policy in cases of this kind, and the
reasons underlying the policy, is to be found in the decision of the Supreme Court
in United States v. Curtiss Wright Export Corporation, 299 U. S. 304 (1936).
FRANK X. BROWN

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW-State Regulation of Interstate Motor Transportation
in the Light of the Federal Motor Carrier Act
Plaintiffs, engaged exclusively in the interstate transportation of new automobiles
upon tractors and trailers especially designed for the purpose, sought to enjoin the
enforcement of § 642 (c) of the Vehicle Code, PA. STAT. ANN. (Purdon 1930) tit.
75 (Supp. 1938), which prohibited the operation on the Pennsylvania highways, of
any vehicle carrying an automobile over the cab, or head of the driver of the carrier vehicle. Plaintiffs in alleging the unconstitutionality of this "car over cab"
statute maintained that Congress, by enactment of the Federal Motor Carrier Act
of 1935, 49 STAT. 543, 551 (1935), 49 U. S. C. §§ 301-327 (Supp. 1938), had vested
in the Interstate Commerce Commission complete jurisdiction over the entire field
of regulation involving the subject of interstate motor carriers, thus superseding and
invalidating the regulatory power theretofore possessed by the State. From a decree
dissolving a preliminary injunction and dismissing the bill, plaintiffs appealed. Held,
that Congress, under the Federal Motor Carrier Act of 1935, intended to confer
upon the Interstate Commerce Commission full jurisdiction in the commercial,
financial and business aspects of interstate highway transportation, and to leave untouched in the hands of the states, control over the preservation of highways, and
maintenance of safety thereon. Therefore, in the absence of comprehensive federal
legislation, the state legislature was free to exert an essentially protective power,
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even though directly affecting interstate commerce. Maurer v. Boardman, 7 A.
(2d) 466 (Pa. 1939).
As a corollary to the entrance of the Federal Government into the field of interstate motor carrier regulation, came the acute problem of determining to what extent
state control of its highways was lost. Section 204 (a) of the Federal Motor Carrier
Act, supra, provides that the Interstate Commerce Commission "may establish reasonable requirements with respect to . . . qualifications and maximum hours of
service of employees and safety of operations and equipment." Section 225 of the
Act authorizes the Commission " to investigate and report on the need for Federal
regulation of the ·sizes and weights of motor vehicles . . . . " To what extent these
general provisions tend, to operate as a bar to state entrance into the field can best
be seen from an examination of the principal cases.
In South Carolina Highway D ep't v. Barnwell Bros., 303 U. S. 177 (1938) , the
Court affirmed the constitutionality of a state statute prescribing limitations on the
sizes and weights of motor trucks operating over the state highways. The trial
court ruled that passage of the Federal Act had not displaced state regulation on
the subject, but the Supreme Court sidestepped the question of supersedure since
the ruling of the trial court bad not been challenged on appeal, The validity of
the statute was founded on the power of the state to impose non-discriminatory
restrictions as a safety measure, and as a means of securing economical use of
state-owned highways.
In H . P. Welch Co. v. New Hampshire, 306 U. S. 79 (1939), the Court determined that a state statute prescribing hours of service regulations for drivers of
commercial vehicles on the state highways was a valid exercise of the inherent state
police power. It is noteworthy that the court assumed, without deciding, that when
the federal regulations take effect, conflicting provisions of the state law would be
superseded. (At the time this decision was handed down, the Interstate Commerce·
Commission had not issued its Hours of Service Rules now in effect). See Northern
Pacific R .R. v. Washington, 222 U. S. 370 (1912) , where it was decided that state
legislation affecting h,;mrs of service of railroad employees became immediately inoperative with the enactment of federal regulations on the identical subject, even
though the federal law did not go into effect until a year after its passage. In
further support of this rule see Erie R.R . v. New York , 233 U. S. 671 (1914).
Again the perplexing question of supersedure was raised in Eichholz v. Public
Service Commission of Missouri, 306 U. S. 268 (1939), where the action of the
Missouri Commission in revoking the complainant's certificate to operate in that
state as an interstate motor carrier was affirmed, even though at the time of revocation complainant had pending before the Interstate Commerce Commission an
application under the Federal Act. The Missouri statute was designed to prevent
the holder of an interstate permit from circumventing the requirement of a certificate
for intrastate traffic. The Court concluded that "in the absence of the exercise
of Federal authority, and in the light of local exigencies, the State is free to act
in order to protect its legitimate interests even though interstate commerce be directly
affected." Compare, Buck v. Kuyk endall, 267 U. S. 307 (1925 ), where the Court
struck down a state statute requiring common carriers by motor vehicle in interstate commerce to secure a certificate of convenience and necessity as a prerequisite
to the use of the highways. It was there held that the statute was not a valid
exercise of police power, but a direct attempt to regulate interstate commerce.
In K elly v. Washingon, 302 U. S. 1 (1937) , a Washington statute requiring in-
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spection of tug boats plying in navigable waters, was declared valid since it did not
conflict with express regulation by Congress, and because the subject matter did
not require uniformity of regulation. This decision was premised on Cooley v.
Board of Wardens, 12 How. 299 (U. S. 1851) , wherein it was determined that while
Congress had the general power to legislate on the subject of navigable waters, certain restrictions imposed by the state on the pilotage of the Port of Philadelphia
were valid since there had been no manifest exclusion of state police regulations.
The Court admitted certain subjects of commerce demanded uniformity of regulation throughout the United States, yet other subjects, including the one here under
consideration, required state restrictions to meet local necessities.
Those who argue that Congress, by the enactment of the Federal Motor Carrier
Act, supra, with particular reference to the inclusion of the broad provisions of
§§ 204 (a), and 225, gave to the Interstate Commerce Commission jurisdiction
over the entire field of interstate motor carrier regulation, including the question
of safety on the highways, would find some support in Napier v. Atlantic Coast Line
R.R., 272 U. S. 605 (1926 ), wherein state legislation relating to the safety of locomotive equipment utilized in interstate commerce was voided because Congress
had granted to the Interstate Commerce Commission broad, general power to prescribe rules and regulations concerning the standards of locomotive equipment. The
fact that the Commission had not seen fit to exercise its authority to the fullest
extent conferred, and the fact that the state regulation did not conflict with any
requirement theretofore laid down by the Commission, nevertheless did not operate
to permit state entry into the field , since by broad grant the Commission was vested
with exclusive jurisdiction over the subject matter. This argument is strengthened
by the holding in Oregon-Washington R.R. and Navigation Co. v. Washington, 270
U. S. 87 ( 1926), which involved an interpretation of an act of Congress requiring
the Secretary of Agriculture, at his discretion , to quarantine the interstate transportation of anything, which by its nature could convey disease to and injure trees,
plants or crops. Even though the secretary had taken no affirmative steps pursuant to· the authority vested in him by the statute, a state law quarantining the
importation of certain farm products was voided on the sole ground that Congressional legislation precluded state regulation in the field.
From the decisions of the Supreme Court at this stage of regulation under the
Federal Motor Carrier Act, supra, it appears that the power of the several states
to regulate interstate motor transportation remains about as it was prior to the
enactment of the statute. Without concluding whether or not the Interstate Commerce Commission has actually been vested with broad authority to regulate, after
proper investigation, with regard to sizes and weights, as well as safety of equipment of interstate motor carriers, thereby excluding state legislation on the subject,
it is submitted that the subject is one which requires uniformity of regulation in
order to permit the free flow of trade and interstate commerce, unrestricted by the
barriers thrown up by state regulation.
JESSE HAWLEY, JR.

CONSTITUTION AL LAW-Price Fixing of B'arber Services
Petitioner, a barber, was charged with violating the "Barber Law" of the Sl'ate
of Oklahoma, and was fined and imprisoned. He sued for a writ of habeas corpus
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from the Criminal Court of Appeals of that state on the ground that the Act
was unconstitutional. The Act, OKLA. STAT. ANN. (1938) tit. 59 § 91, designed to
regulate and control the barber industry of the state in the interests of the public
health and sanitation, authorized a Board of Barber Examiners, upon the petition
of at least seventy-five per cent of the barbers of any city or town of one thousand
or more population, and after investigation by the Board, to fix minimum prices for
barber services in such cities or towns. The Board, acting within its authority, had
established a minimum of thirty-five cents for haircuts and twenty cents for shaves
in the town of Edmund. Petilioner. insisting on charging twenty-five and fifteen
cents for his services, incurred the penalties provided in the act. He argued that
the act was an unconstitutional delegation of authority to the Board, that it lacked
uniformity of operation, and that it was violative of the due process provisions of
both the sta te and federal constitutions in that it interfered with the liberty of
contract. H eld, the state has the power to regulate the barber industry in the interest
of the public health and sanitation; and the fixing of minimum prices, through the
instrumentality of a fact-finding board, is not an unreasonable or arbitrary exercise
of that power. Ex parte H errin, 93 P. (2d) 21 (Cr. Ct. App. Okl., 1939).
The state has the power to regulate and control private industry in the interests of
the public health, safety, or morals. Boston Beer Co. v. Mass ., 97 U. S. 25 (1878).
It can never surrender this power to the prejudice of the public welfare. Butchers
Union Co . v. Crescent City Co. , 111 U. S. 746 ( 1884) . Freedom of contract is a
qualified and not an absolute right. "The guaranty of liberty does not withdraw
from legislative supervision that wide department of activity which consists of themaking of contracts, or deny to government the power to provide restrictive safeguards. Liberty implies the absence of arbitrary restraint, not immunity from
reasonable regulation and prohibitions imposed in the interests of the community."·
Chicago , B . & Q. R. R . v. McGuire, 219 U. S. 549, 567 (1911). This power of the
state extends to the regulation of the prices one may charge for services to thepublic. Munn v. Illinois, 94 U. S. 113 (1876) . The last cited case, while estahlishing the right of the state to regulate prices in the interests of the public welfare,
limited its exercise to businesses "affected" or "clothed with a public interest". To·
a commercially minded nation , devoted to the principle of free enterprise, the right
to fix a price for services, or goods epitomized that liberty of contract which was.
guaranteed by the Constitution. Thus it was natural for the courts to admit of a
distinction between regulations in general and price-fixing regulations, based on thetype of business subject to it.
While public utilities, railroads, and the like were concededly subject to rate
fixing, only those private businesses with similar characteristics were held to be
subject to like control. E .g. grain elevators, Munn v. Illinois, supra; insurance rates ,
German Alliance Ins. Co. v. Lewis, 233 U. S. 389 (1914 ) . On the other hand, the·
right to fix minimum wages in private industry was denied the state in Adkins v.
Children's Hospital, 261 U. S. 525 (1923 ) and Wolff Packing Co. v. Industrial Ct.,
262 U. S. 522 (1923); to limit prices which may be charged by ticket brokers,
Tyson v. Banton, 273 U. S. 418 (1927); to fix rates chargeable by employment
bureaus, R ibnik v. McBride , 277 U. S. 350 (1928).
The distinction was observed in the face of repeated dissents until it was finally
declared to have no sound basis in reason. N ebbia v. New York , 291 U. S. 502'
( 1934) . That case established the rule, as followed in the instant case, that where
the right to regulate exists, the regulation will not be questioned unless it is arbi-
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trary, discriminatory, or demonstrably irrelevant to the policy the legislature is
free to adopt.
However, the full impact of that decision was not felt until confirmed in West
Coast Hotel Co . v. Parrish, 300 U. S. 379 (1937), which directly overruled Adkins
v. Children's Hospital, supra, for, prior to the West Coast Hotel case, supra, barber
statutes similar to that of Oklahoma were held invalid on the authority of Adkins v.
Children's Hospital, supra, applying the test of "businesses affected with a public
interest". Mobile v. Rouse, 27 Ala. App. 344, 173 So. 254 ( 1936); State ex rel.
Ful ton v. I ves, 123 Fla. 401, 167 So. 394 (1936 ); Duncan v. Des Moines, 222 Iowa
218, 268 N . W. 547 (1936). And even after the West Coast Hotel case, supra, a
California barber statute was declared invalid. Ex parte Kazas, 22 Cal. App. (2d ) 161 ,
70 P. (2d) 962 (1937). It is to be noted, however, that the California statute was
drawn with less regard for constitutional principles than the Oklahoma statute in
that it did not have the public health as its purpose. A statute of Louisiana, almost
identical with that of Oklahoma, was held valid under the principle of N ebbia v.
N ew York and West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish. And in Herrin v. Arnold, 183 Okla.
392 , 82 P. (2d ) 977 (1938), the Oklahoma statute was upheld by the supreme court
of the state, in a less elaborate opinion than that in the instant case. It is fairly
certain that the statutes of Louisiana and Oklahoma would not have been so held
under an application of the business "affected with a public interest" test.
JOHN J. BOWLER

DOMESTIC RELATIONS-Divorce-Cruelty-Mental Suffering
This was an action for divorce on the ground of cruel and inhuman treatment
and personal indignities rendering life burdensome. ORE. CODE ANN . (1930) § 6-907.
In affirming the circuit court's decree for divorce the Oregon Supreme Court held,
that no good purpose could be served by compelling a man to live with a woman who
had ceased to care for him, who was sullen and hardly spoke to him, and who did
not want to live with him and frequently told him so. "The view that actual bodily
harm or apprehension thereof must be shown to authorize granting a divorce on the
ground of cruelty, has been generally repudiated and the modern doctrine is that
any unwarranted conduct by either spouse which causes the other mental suffering
of sufficient degree constitutes such cruelty as will authorize a divorce." N eely v.
Neely, 94 P. (2d) 300 (Ore. 1939) .
Forty-five American jurisdictions have statutes recognizing cruelty as a ground for
absolute divorce. The terminology of these statutes varies from "personal indignities rendering life burdensome" to "intolerable cruelty", yet only one or two statutes
seem so spedfically limited to physical cruelty as to prevent a court from giving the
statute a broader meaning. ''The earlier cases tended to interpret the cruelty statute
to require physical cruelty or threat thereof. Today, though only seven states have
statutes which in clear and express language recognize the right to absolute divorce
for the infliction of mental suffering, the decisions in a majority of the states permit
divorce for mental cruelty under the widely varying phraseology of the cruelty
statutes." 2 VERNIER, AMERICAN FAMILY LAWS (1932 ) 24, and 1938 Supplement,
page 40; see also 19 C. J. 49, § 88, and ANN. CAs. 1918 B, 480, 496.
Cases illustrating this trend are many: indifferent attitude and expression of aver-
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sion, Sabot v. Sabot, 97 Wash. 395, 166 Pac. 624 (1917); cold, abusive and scornful
neglect of husband's welfare, Massey v. Massey, 40 Ind. App. 407, 80 N. E. 977,
81 N. E. 732 (1907); husband's refusal to speak to his wife for three months except
in anger, Reinhard v. Reinhard, 96 Wis. 555, 71 N. W. 803 (1897). See also Thompson v. Thompson, 186 Iowa 1066, 173 N . W. 55 (1919); Ringgold v. Ringgold, 128
Va. 485, 104 S. E. 836 (1920); Mahoney v. Mahoney, 43 Wyo. 157, 299 Pac. 273
(1931).
Generally the conduct complained of as constituting mental cruelty or indignities
must impair or affect health to be actionable. Factors to be weighed by the courts
are the character and sensitivity of the parties, and the nature and persistence of the
words or conduct complained of. Some courts consider intention, wilfulness, or
malice necessary to actionable cruelty but the contrary holding would seem to be
the better one. Divorce is not punishment of the offender but relief to the sufferer.
A malevolent motive, therefore, is immaterial where injury can be shown. Robinson
v. Robinson, 66 N. H. 600, 23 Atl. 362 (1891).
The older view on cruelty is well presented by a leading English case in the
ecclesiastical court, Evans v. Evans, 1 Hag. Con. 35 (1790) . "Mere austerity of
temper, petulance of manners, rudeness of language, a want of civil attention and
accommodation, even occasional sallies of passion, if they do not threaten bodily
harm, do not amount to legal cruelty . . . the suffering party must bear in some
degree the consequences of an injudicious connection ... both must suffer in silence."
( Italics supplied.)
Since the Evans case, considerable work has been done in probing the depths of
mental torment. The present day temper is clearly put in Glass v. Wynn, 76 Ga.
319, 322 (1886): "Mental anguish, wounded feelings , constantly aggravated by repeated insults and neglect, are as bad as actual bruises of the person; and that which
produces the one is not more cruel than that which causes the other."
Is mental cruelty to become a dangerous hole in the legal dike through which any
troubled waters of marriage may run freely? It does not appear so. The courts have
enlarged the scope of legal cruelty as defined in the Evans case, supra. They have
certainly moved far from the "suffer in silence" rule, but they have generally retained
the principle that divorce is not to be granted in haste or on any flimsy basis. In
this connection, legislation in Sweden presents an interesting and salutary feature.
When the petition for divorce is grounded upon domestic dissension, the Swedish
courts will grant a trial separation for a period of one year. During this waiting
period the parties live apart and are in duty bound to attempt to adjust their difficulties through their pastor or some other mediator appointed by the court at their
request. This is a wholesome practice the purpose of which is to eliminate precipitate action. SELLIN, MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE LEGISLATION IN SWEDEN (1922)
78, 79.
ARTHUR A. DICKERMAN

FEDERAL PROCEDURE-Rule 41-Dismissal of Actions
Upon an action on a war risk insurance policy by Walter A. Huskey as executor
of the will of John Wesley Huskey, the defendant filed a motion to dismiss upon the
alleged ground that such suit was the third on the same claim, two former suits having
been voluntarily dismissed. The first suit was one by Walter A. Huskey as administra-
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tor of the estate of John Wesley Huskey. In that action, the plaintiff here actually
beneficially interested was not shown to be a party in interest. The next suit relied
upon as basis for the motion was instituted by Walter A. Huskey as executor of the
will of the late John Wesley Huskey, and the pleadings disclosed that the will named
Dean Huskey, daughter of the late John Wesley Huskey, as the sole beneficiary.
Again voluntary non-suit was taken, which the court permitted without imposing any
condition or making any order indicating whether the non-suit was with or without
prejudice. The present suit was instituted a few days later. On the motion of the
defendant to dismiss under Rule 41 of the FED. RULES Crv. PROC., held, action
maintainable and defendant's motion for an award of costs of the first suit by the
present parties denied. Huskey v. United States, 29 F. Supp. 283 (E. D. Tenn. 1939).
The case turned on a construction of paragraph (a) of Rule 41 of the FED. RULES
C1v. PROC. It is provided therein that a notice of dismissal operates as an adjudication
upon the merits when it is filed by a plaintiff who has once dismissed an action based
on or including the same claim. It was held that the rules are procedural and do not
undertake to operate upon vested substantive rights of parties litigant. The voluntary
non-suit of the case of Walter A . Huskey, Executor v. United States, was the first
voluntary dismissal of an action in which the actually beneficially interested plaintiff
in the present suit was a party. While the action of Walter A. Huskey, Administrator,
was a suit on the same claim, that is, on the insurance policy, it was not instituted for
the benefit of the beneficiary under the will, the actually beneficially interested plaintiff
in the present action. In its motion to dismiss, the defendant alleges that the second
voluntary non-suit operated as a trial on the merits. To construe the rule as urged by
the defendant would be to deny the present beneficially interested plaintiff a right under
the terms of the contract and the applicable statutes. She has had but one suit prior
to the present one, and under the ·rule is entitled to maintain the present action under
such reasonable terms as may be imposed by the court.
In Cleveland Trust Co. v. Osher & Reiss, Inc., 1 FED. RULES SERV. 41a. 123, Case
No. 1, 27 DEPT. JUST. BULL. 16 (E. D. N. Y. 1939), the court held that two voluntary
dismissals of the same claim, both of which were had previous to the effective date of
the Rules, did not bar an action on the claim after such date, but that a second dismissal after the effective date of the Rules was a bar to further action, even though
the first dismissal was had before such date.
Paragraph ( d) of Rule 41 provides that "if a plaintiff who has once dismissed an
action in any court commences an action based upon or including the same claim
against the same defendant, the court may make such order for the payment of costs
of the action previously dismissed as it may deem proper (italics supplied) and may
stay the proceedings in the action until the plaintiff has complied with the order."
In the instant case, the defendant orally moved the court to require the plaintiff to pay
the costs of the immediately former suit as a condition to the maintenance of the
present one. The court found that the beneficially interested plaintiff was without
means, and in the exercise of the discretion provided in the Rule, the judge denied the
motion.
With reference to this paragraph ( d) of the Rule, it has heretofore been held that a
motion to require plaintiff to pay costs of a prior action voluntarily dismissed wherein
the cause of action and the parties were the same, should be denied in the discretion
of the court, if it appears that the prior action was dismissed because of interposition
by defendant of objections in respect of service for the purpose of delaying or preventing the service of process. Ayers v. Conser, 26 F. Supp. 95 (E. D. Tenn. 1938).
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This paragraph relating to payment of costs of previously dismissed actions applies
whether such previously dismissed action was in a state court or in a federal court.
Graham v. John Kerns Const. Co., 1 FED. RULES SERV. 41d. 2, Case No. 2, 23 DEPT.
JusT. BuLL. 39 (N. D. Iowa 1939). A court may not only stay the proceedings in an
action until the plaintiff has complied with its order to reimburse defendant for costs
paid by the latter in a previous action which was voluntarily nonsuited, but it may also
dismiss such pending action if payment is not made within a reasonable time set by
the court. Martin v. Southern Ry. (E. D. Tenn. 1939), 1 FED. RULES SERV. 41d. 2,
Case No. 3, 25 DEPT. JusT. BULL. 11 (E. D. Tenn. 1939).
ALBERT A. CARRETTA.

INSURANCE-Insurable Interest-Blood Relationship Alone Sufficient
The plaintiff sued on an insurance policy which he had taken out on his deceased
brother's life, the latter having been killed by an automobile. The defendant insurance company admitted execution and delivery of the policy to the plaintiff and the
payment of premiums by the plaintiff, but defended on the ground, among others,
that the plaintiff had no insurable interest in the life of his brother and that the
policy was void as a wagering contract. The evidence showed that the relations
between the two brothers were cordial, and that the plaintiff had aided his deceased brother during an illness. Verdict for the plaintiff and the defendant appeals,
alleging error in the instructions of the trial court. The trial court instructed the
jury that, if they believed the evidence regarding the brotherly affection between the
parties, they should find that an insurable interest existed. Held, the supreme court
sustained the instructions concerning insurable interest, but reversed the decision on
other grounds. Webb v. Imperial Life Ins. Co., 3 S. E. (2d) 428 (N. C. 1939).
It is a fixed rule of insurance law that the insured must have an insurable interest
in the subject matter of the insurance. Carpenter v. Providence, Washington Ins.
Co., 16 Pet. 495 (U. S. 1842); White v. Equitable Nuptial Ben. Union, 76 Ala.
251, 263 (1884).
This rule finds its expression in life insurance cases, in that there must be an existing insurable interest in the life of the insured accruing to the person holding the
policy. It is essential that there be an insurable interest, to keep the contract from
being a wager. A wager policy on a person's life is not countenanced by the law,
being regarded as contrary to public policy and void, the reason being that such a
policy would have a demoralizing influence upon people in general. The person
holding the policy might easily be tempted to bring about the death of the insured
person to obtain the benefits of the policy.
While the authorities agree that there must be such an insurable interest, they
differ as to what constitutes such an interest. The rule in many jurisdictions is,
that there must be some expectation of pecuniary advantage from the continuance
of the life of the assured, in addition to ties of blood or marriage. Warnock v. Davis,
104 U. S. 775 (1881); Lord v. Dall, 12 Mass. 115 (1815); Lee v. Equitable Life
Assurance Soc., 195 Mo. App. 40, 189 S. W. 1195 (1916). But in the instant case,
the court says, " ... we think the better reasoning supports the view that the close
relationship by ties of blood between brothers is alone sufficient to constitute insurable interest, even when the beneficiary takes out the policy and pays the premiums
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thereon." Accord, Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. France, 94 U. S. 561 (1876); Rogers v.
Atlantic Life Ins. Co., 135 S. C. 89, 133 S. E. 215 (1926).
This viewpoint finds its foundation in the mutual love and esteem naturally existing between blood relatives. These are strong and binding ties set up by the natural
law, which are deemed sufficient to prevent any plan of killing the other for gain.
Blood relatives have an interest in the continued life of each other, which nullifies
the gambling aspect present where there is nothing but a speculative interest in the
death of another person. The relationship is so intimate as to preclude the idea of
mercenary motives, and the element of pecuniary consideration is not necessary to
sustain the policy. Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. France, supra; Hahn v. Supreme Lodge,
Pathfinder, 136 Ky. 823, 125 S. W. 259 (1910); Woods v. Woods' Adm'r., 130 Ky.
162, 113 S. W. 79 (1908); In re Phillips, 238 Pa. 423, 86 Atl. 289 (1913).
In Century Life Ins. Co . v. Custer, 178 Ark. 304, 307; 10 S. W. (2d) 882, 883
(1928), the court declared that brothers have an insurable interest in the lives of
each other by virtue of blood relationship alone. Further, at p. 883, "Brothers are
so closely related that they are naturally interested in the preservation of the life
of each other. Generally they will lay down their life for each other. As a rule,
they care for each other in illness to the extent, if necessary, of furnishing all needed
comforts and medical aid. It would be contrary to human nature for them to speculate on the death of each other, so it may well be said that their contracts for insurance should not be classed as wagering contracts."
But what degree of relationship is necessary to sustain an insurable interest in the
life of another? It has been held that the relation of mother and daughter will not
alone constitute an insurable interest. Continental Life Ins. Co. v. Volger, 89 Ind.
572 (1883); but in Woods v. Woods' Adm'r., supra, an insurance policy held by the
son on the life of his mother was valid, no pecuniary interest in her life being required. Also Springfield Mutual Ass'n. v. Atnip, 169 Ark. 968, 279 S. W. 15 (1925);
Parrish v. Missouri Mutual Ass'n., 8 S. W. (2d) 1018 (Mo. 1928). These cases
elicit a tendency of allowing children an insurable interest in the lives of parents,
based on the close relationship alone.
A sister has an insurable interest in her brother's life. Inter-Southern Life Ins. Co.
v. Stephenson, 246 Ky. 694, 56 S. W. (2d) 332 (1933); but in Crump v. SouthernDixie Life Ins . Co ., 204 N. C. 439, 168 S. E. 514 (1933) , it was held that a woman
bad no insurable interest in the life of a natural half-sister, and such policy was void.
Relationship by affinity alone is not sufficient to confer an insurable interest on the
son-in-law. National Life Ins. Co. v. Ball, 157 Miss. 163, 127 So. 268 (1930).
A nephew or niece has no insurable interest in the life of an aunt, in the absence
of proof of pecuniary interest in her continued life. Wharton v. Home Sec . Life Ins.
Co., 206 N. C. 254, 173 S. E. 338 (1934). But Cronin v. Vermont Life Ins. Co.,
20 R . I. 570, 40 Atl. 497 (1898) , held that an aunt had an insurable interest in the life
of her niece, who had Jived with her from earliest childhood.
No wholly definite rule as to what degree of kindred is required for an insurable
interest can be accurately laid down. The rule may vary in different jurisdictions.
Some courts apply a liberal rule, others, a strict one. But blood relationship will
sustain an insurance policy in not a few jurisdictions without a pecuniary interest.
FRANCIS X. MCDONOUGH
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LABOR LAW-Application of Clayton Act to Labor Union
Members of a union engaged in mass picketing of a plant which they sought to
organize. When the employer refused to grant closed-shop privileges, the plant was
seized and occupied for seven weeks , and permission to move finished products out of
the factory was denied, until an injunction was granted to the employer. The company
sued for damages in the District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, under
the Sherman Anti-Trust Law, 26 STAT. 209 (1 890) , 15 U. S. C. § 1 (1934).
Upon a finding against the union and its president, the court trebled the damages ,
as provided by the Clayton Act, 38 STAT. 738 (1914 ), 29 U. S. C. § 52 (1934) .
Defendants, on appeal, contended that the employer was not entitled to relief
under the antitrust laws. H eld, that the appellants were not guilty of engaging
in a conspiracy to restrain trade; and that, even if the strikers did prevent movement
of goods, the quantity was so small as to constitute a trifle with which courts do not
concern themselves. Leader v. Apex Hosiery Co., 5 L. R.R. 375 (C. C. A. 3d, 1939) .
The Sherman Anti-Trust Law did not, by its language, restrict its application to
business organizations. The extent to which it was enforced against labor unions,
however, resulted in the passage of the Clayton Act, which apparently exempted labor
organizations from antitrust regulation. However, the Supreme Court, in Duplex Co .
v. Deering, 254 U.S. 443 (1921 ) , limited such exemption to cases involving lawful acts
of unions. Accordingly, in the case at bar, the court declared that if the record
supported the conclusion that a conspiracy in restraint of commerce existed, the
doctrine of the Duplex case was applicable, since the ''sit-down" was not a lawful
furtherance of the activities of a labor union.
In reviewing the history of enforcement of the Sherman Act, the court pointed out
that where action was directed against business combinations the Act ;was early construed and its incidence limited. In Hopkins v. United States, 171 U. S. 578 (1898),
it was held that it was necessary to prove that the effect of the restraint upon interstate
commerce was direct. This rule was, shortly thereafter, broadened to require that
intent as well as direct effect be established. Anderson v. United Stat es, 171 U. S.
604 (1898). Finally, the Supreme Court evolved the doctrine that even where the
standards of the Anderson case were met, the restraint upon commerce must be shown
to be unreasonable before the penalties of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law might be
imposed. Sugar Institute v. United States, 297 U. S. 553 (1936) ; Appalachian Coals,
Inc. v. United States, 288 U. S. 344 (1933); Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221
U. S. 1 (1911) .
On the other hand , the first applications of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law to cases
involving suits against labor unions were rigorous and literal. Blindell v. Hagan,
54 Fed. 40 (C. C. E. D. La. 1893); Waterhouse v. Comer, 55 Fed. 149 (C. C. W. D.
Ga. 1893) . In Loewe v. Lawlor, 208 U. S. 274 (1908) , the doctrine of the Anderson
case was applied. However, it was found that the secondary boycott used by the
workers was illegal, that a substantial restraint had been imposed upon commerce, and
that there was intent to impede trade. The Coronado cases revolved about the proof
of intent to restrain interstate traffic. In the first , relief was denied the employer
because there was no evidence to sustain the conclusion that there was intent to
obstruct commerce. United Mine Workers v. Coronado Co., 259 U. S. 344 (1922).
On the other hand, evidence adduced on the second trial was deemed sufficient to support a verdict against the union. Coronado Co. v. United Mine Workers, 268 U. S. 295
(1925). The rigor of the Loewe v. Lawlor rule was first softened in United LeaJher
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Workers v. Herkert, 265 U. S. 457 (1924), where it was held that mere reduction in
the supply available in interstate commerce was insufficient ground for recovery. The
Supreme Court, in L evering & G. Co . v. Morrin, 289 U.S. 103 (1933), ruled that use
is local and that no liability is incurred under the Sherman Act where the intent is
merely to restrict such use.
In considering the case at bar, in the light of the criteria announced in the above
cases, the court was unable to find proof of anything more than an intent to unionize
the Apex plant. Under the decisions of the Levering & G. Co., first Coronado and
Herk ert cases, the effect of the action was purely local. This conclusion was in no
way modified by the reduction in the quantity of goods in interstate trade consequent
upon the refusal of the workers to allow shipment of finished articles from the Apex
factory. It was found that the output of the appellee was so small by comparison
with the total production in the hosiery industry that the maxim de minimis non curat
lex was applicable, on authority of Industrial Ass'n v. United States, 268 U.S. 64 (1925).
It was contended by appellees that the definition of the term "interstate commerce"
contained in the Wagner Act, 49 STAT. 450 (1935) , 29 U.S. C. § 152 (6) (Supp. 1938) ,
governed the instant case. The court found, however, that in such cases the problem
is to determine how far Congress may constitutionally extend its jurisdiction where
interstate commerce is concerned. This, it held, was distinguishable from the problem
where the Sherman and Clayton Acts are invoked, where the question is how far
Congress intended to exercise jurisdiction over conspiracies in restraint of interstate
trade.
In conclusion, the court declared : "The evidence in the case at bar supports but one
conclusion, namely that the interruption to commerce was by way of stoppage of the
appellee's manufacturing operations, was comparatively slight and indirect, and that
the intent and purpose of the appellants ... was to unionize the Apex plant, not to
restrain commerce or to affect prices within the industry. The verdict was necessarily
based on the existence of an intent by the appellants to form a combination in restraint
of trade and commerce. The record does not furnish support for the finding of
such intent."
The importance of this decision lies in its application to activities of labor
organizations of the same standards which have hitherto been limited to construing
the actions of business entities. Subjecting unions to liability for treble damages has
proven to be an obstacle even to lawful strike action, since the unions may be
virtually destroyed by imposition of tremendous judgments. The requirements that
intent to obstruct traffic be proven , that directness of the effect be established, and
that the restraint be unreasonable will act as a deterrent to irresponsible suits for
damages , while, at the same time, leaving open to plaintiffs relief for damage resulting
from unlawful actions in pursuance of a conspiracy to affect prices or interstate trade.
This in no way deprives employers of a remedy, but merely requires that suits be
limited to recovery of damages incurred as a result of tortious acts of union members.
HARRY B. MERICAN.

LABOR LAW-Anti-Injunction Statute Limited to Disputes between Employer and
Employee-Violence in Picketing Warrants Injunctive Relief
The complaint in this case is a joint pleading filed by the employer and all of his
employees, who are jointly conducting a beauty parlor. None of the members of the
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recently formed defendant union have been or are employees. Four persons purporting to be agents of the local union called upon the employer and were permitted to
solicit the employees to join their union. The employees without any suggestion from
the employer refused to join. The union then began to picket the shop, carrying large
signs with the legend : "This Beauty Shop is Unfair to Organized Labor." The complaint charged the union with misrepresentation, unlawful interference with the business
amounting to violence, and conducting secondary boycott. H eld, injunction enjoining
the picketing affirmed. Swing v. American Federation of Labor, 298 Ill. App. 63, 18
N. E. (2d) 258 (1938), rehearing denied, 22 N. E. (2d) 859 (1939), cert. denied, 8
u. s. L. WEEK 242 (U. s. 1940).
In 192 5 the Illinois legislature passed an act substantially the same as § 20 of the
Clayton Act, 38 STAT. 730 (1914) , 29 U. S. C. § 52 (1934), prohibiting the granting
of injunctions against peaceful picketing and persuasion.
In Ossey v. Retail Clerks' Union, 326 Ill. 405, 158 N. E. 162 (1927), and Fenske
Bros. v. Upholsterers' Union, 358 Ill. 239, 193 N. E. 112 (1934), the Illinois courts
had held that the Illinois Anti-Injunction Act, ILL. REV. STAT. (1937) c. 48, § 2a, was
substantially the same as the Clayton Act, supra. The Illinois courts in interpreting
the Anti-Injunction Act have followed the decisions of the Supreme Court of the
United States in its interpretation of the Clayton Act where the latter Court confines
the Act to disputes between employers and employees. Duplex Printing Press Co. v.
Deering, 254 U. S. 443 (1921 ); B edford Cut Stone Co. v. Journeymen Stone Cutters'
Ass'n, 274 U. S. 37 (1927). For reference to all state Anti-Injunction laws consult 1
C. C. H. Labor Serv. ,r 8001 (2d ed.).
The Norris-LaGuardia Act, 47 STAT. 70 (1932), 29 U. S. C. §§ 101-115 (1934),
provides that no employer-employee relationship need exist before a labor dispute is
said to exist. This bas been held to be an extension of the provisions of the Clayton
Act and has been upheld. Lauf v. Shinner & Co. , 303 U.S. 323 (1938 ) ; New Negro
Alliance v. Sanitary Grocery Co ., 303 U.S. 552 (1938).
The Wisconsin statute which, unlike the Illinois Act, is similar to the NorrisLaGuardia Act, rather than the Clayton Act, bas also been held constitutional, Senn v.
Tile Layers Union , 301 U.S. 468 (1937).
But in American Furniture Co. v. International Brotherhood of T eamsters, 222 Wis.
338, 268 N . W. 250 (1936) , the Wisconsin Supreme Court, while allowing peaceful
picketing, held that that did not include violence, intimidation, misrepresentation, or
obstruction to access by customers.
Complainants allege that untruthful statements on the signs misled the public into
believing there was a strike in the shop. Defendants relied on ILL. CONST. Art. II, § 4
and U. S. CONST. AMEND. XIV, as protecting their exhibition of signs derogatory to
the plaintiffs' business, stating if it was a wrong, remedy could be had by civil action
or by prosecution for libel. But the fact that an invasion of one's right will constitute
a criminal offense is no bar to relief by an injunction to which such person might
otherwise be entitled. In re Debs, 158 U. S. 564 (1895). In effect defendants here
claim the right to libelous boycott in the name of freedom of speech, in disregard
of complainants' right to do business. In M eadowmoor Dairies Inc . v. Milk Wagon
Drivers Union of Chicago, No. 753, 371 Ill. 377, 21 N . E. (2d) 308 (193 9), it was held
that all constitutional rights are co-equal and must be harmonized, with no one right
being permitted to override another. This was held to apply to the right of free
speech as well as to other constitutional rights. As stated in People v. Lloyd, 304 Ill.
23 , 136 N . E. 505 (1922), there is a wide difference between freedom of speech and
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unbridled license of speech. Cf. Lindsay v. Montana Federation of Labor, 37 Mont.
264, 96 Pac. 12 7 ( 1908). The court in the principal case held that freedom of speech
does not include freedom to libel or slander. This view is accepted in Indiana. Wiest
V. Dirks, 20 N. E. (2d) 969 (1939 ), (1939) 28 GEORGETOWN LAW JOURNAL 131.
In the principal case the circumstance of violence undoubtedly influenced the opinion
of the majority. The denunciatory tone of the majority opinion was criticized by the
special concurrence of two members of the court, who limited their concurrence to the
result reached by the majority. A dissent by Farthing, J., turned on the premise that
under the Illinois Anti-Injunction Act the court could not restrain peaceful picketing
and the means used in the exercise thereof, regardless of the existence or non-existence
of an employer-employee relationship. In effect the dissenting judge argued that the
Illinois statute should be construed by the court so as to accomplish what was accomplished by the Norris-LaGuardia Act in expanding the Clayton Act.
The decision of the court in the Swing case is in line with the recently evidenced
reaction in the courts and legislatures of the states against the labor movement.
Recent enactments in Michigan, Minnesota, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin
impose many limitations on rights and actions of employees and labor organizations.
(P. H. Labor Service No. 19,305 et seq.)
A similar reaction .in the attitude of Congress toward labor legislation is being
evidenced in the attack on the Wagner Act, and in the decisions of some of the
federal courts, e.g., Lake Valley Farm Products, Inc. v. Milk Wagon Drivers Union,
29 F. Supp. (C. C. A. 7th, 1939); Pauly Jail Bldg. Co. v. International Ass'n of Bridge
Structural & Ornamental Iron Workers , 29 F . Supp. 15 (E. D. Mo. 1939). But cf.
Wilson & Co . v. Birl, 105 F. (2d) 948 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1939); and Leader v. Apex
Hosiery Co., 7 U. S. L. 622 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1939).

J.

BURNHAM REILLY.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS-Unconstitutionality of Handbill OrdinancesAbridgment of Right of Free Speech and Press
Four separate cases before the Court are disposed of by this one decision. ( 1)
Appellant, Young, was charged and convicted of violating Sec. 28.01 of the Los
Angeles Municipal Code (1936), which reads as follows: "No person shall distribute
any hand-bill to or among pedestrians along or upon any street, sidewalk or park ... ."
Appellant was distributing notices of a meeting on the War in Spain. The conviction
was affirmed by the Superior Court of Los Angeles County. (2) Petitioner, Snyder,
was convicted for violation of a Milwaukee ordinance which provided as follows:
"It is hereby made unlawful for any person ... to circulate or distribute any circular.
hand-bills, etc .... in or upon any sidewalk, street, .. . or other public place, park or
ground within the City of Milwaukee." Petitioner, acting as a picket, was handing out
leaflets pertaining to a labor dispute. Many papers were lying in the street and gutter,
when the police made the arrest. Testimony disclosed that the police department only
enforced this ordinance when such distribution resulted in littering. The Supreme
Court of Wisconsin affirmed the conviction. (3) An ordinance of the City of
Worcester, Mass., provides: "No person shall distribute in, or place upon any street or
way, any placard, handbill . . . or paper of any description . . . . " The appellants,
Nichols and Thompson, distributed leaflets announcing a protest meeting in connec-
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tion with the administration of state unemployment insurance. Some thirty leaflets
were lying about in the street, for which they were not directly responsible. Appellants
were arrested and convicted for violating the ordinance. The conviction was affirmed
by the Supreme Judicial Court. (4) The petitioner, Schneider, was arrested and charged
with canvassing without a permit, under an ordinance of the town of Irvington, N. J .,
which provided : " No person . . . shall canvass, solicit, distribute circulars, or other
matter, or call from house to house in the Town of Irvington without first having
reported to and received a written permit from the Chief of Police . .. . " Among other
provisions controlling issuance of the permit, was one which authorized a refusal of a
permit if the canvasser was not of good character, or was canvassing for a project not
free from fraud. The petitioner was a member and ordained minister of Jehovah's
Witnesses and was calling from house to house at all hours of the day and night.
She was convicted, which judgment was affirmed by the Supreme Court and the Court
of Errors and Appeals. Held, all four ordinances are unconstitutional as infringements
of the right of free speech and press, secured to all persons by the Fourteenth Amendment against abridgment by a state. The judgment in each case is reversed. Schneider
v. State, 84 L. ed. (Adv. Ops.) 115 (1939 ).
The effect of this decision will be to unsettle judicial opinion in all those states
where anti-littering ordinances have been recognized as valid exercises of police power.
The validity of such ordinances have been sustained with little hesitancy in several
decisions by state courts. People v. Young, 85 P. (2d) 231 (Cal. 1938); Commonwealth v. Nichols, 18 N. E. ( 2d ) 166 (Mass. 1938); In re Anderson, 69 Neb. 686, 96
N. W. 149 (1903) ; Schneider v. Irvington, 121 N. J. L. 542 , 3 A. (2d) 609 (1939 );
Milwauk ee v. Snyder, 230 Wis. 131, 283 N. W. 301 (1939); Milwaukee v. Kassen, 203
Wis. 383, 234 N. W. 352 (1931).
The test adopted and applied by these courts in determining the constitutionality
of such ordinances may be found in the following quotation: "The test in such cases
is whether the regulation in question is a bona fide exercise of the police power or an
arbitrary and unreasonable interference with the rights of individuals under the guise
of police regulation." In re Anderson, supra, at 689, 96 N. W. at 150. In order to
establish the bona fides of the regulation, these courts turn to an examination of the
ordinance to determine its purpose. If it is an arbitrary and unreasonable interference
on its face or by indirect and covert design, the courts will declare such an ordinance
invalid. Chicago v. Kautz, 313 Ill. 196, 144 N. E. 805 ( 1924) ; People v. Armstrong,
73 Mich. 288, 41 N. W. 275 (1889). These courts have approved the purposes of
legitimate anti-littering ordinances as being valid exercise of police power: "The
ordinance in question is manifestly a police regulation intended to further the public
health and safety by preventing the accumulation of large quantities of waste paper
upon the streets and alleys, which might occasion danger from fire, choke up and
obstruct gutters and catch-basins, and keep the streets in an unclean and filthy condition." In re Anderson, supra, at 689, 96 N. W. at 150. The foregoing view of the
question as adopted by the state courts prior to the instant decision seems to have its
conceptual basis in the following quotation of the Supreme Court: "Liberty implies
the absence of arbitrary restraint, not immunity from reasonable regulations and
prohibitions imposed in the interests of the community." Chicago, B . & Q. R. R. v.
McGuire, 219 U.S. 549, 567 (1911).
In the instant decision, the Supreme Court, speaking through Mr. Justice Roberts,
reverses the aforementioned state court decisions. Aside from the fact that four
decisions are directly overruled by one opinion, it is of interest to note that the
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instant decision ignores the following dicta contained in the recent case of Lovell v.
Griffin, 303 U. S. 444, 451 (1938): "The ordinance is comprehensive . . . . It is not
limited to ways which might be regarded as inconsistent with the maintenance of public
order, or as involving disorderly conduct, the molestation of inhabitants, or the
misuse or littering of the streets." (Italics supplied.) As the Supreme Court of
Wisconsin said: "The opinion in the Lovell case, . . . written by Mr. Chief Justice
Hughes, negatives the idea that an ordinance aimed to prevent 'the littering of streets'
is within the purview of the decision in that case. The implication plainly is that
an ordinance so aimed is not unconstitutional, if reasonable in its terms." Milwaukee
v. Snyder, supra, at 135, 283 N. W. at 303.
In its opinion the Court says: "Municipal authorities, as trustees for the public,
have the duty to keep their communities' streets open and available for movement of
people and property, the primary purpose to which the streets are dedicated. So long
as legislation to this end does not abridge the constitutional liberty of one rightfully
upon the street to impart information through speech or the distribution of literature,
it may lawfully regulate the conduct of those using the streets." Schneider v. State,
supra, at 120. This last statement practically decides the case. The Court then
proposes the following test: "as cases arise, the delicate and difficult task falls upon
the courts to weigh the circumstances and to appraise the substantiality of the reasons
advanced in support of the regulation of the free enjoyment of the rights." Id. at 121.
In applying this test to the cases at hand, the Court holds: "We are of the opinion that
the purpose to keep the streets clean and of good appearance is insufficient to justify
an ordinance which prohibits a person rightfully on a public street from banding
literature to one willing to receive it." Ibid.
It would be less confusing if the Court's decision could be limited in its effect to
the specific ordinances at band, but it is inescapably evident that any and all
-Ordinances which, in order to prevent street littering, prohibit handbill distribution
are unconstitutional as an invasion of fundamental rights. This becomes plainer
when we find that the Court rejects without reservation an argument of the Wisconsin
court that a distributor of handbills was only arrested when there had been an
actual littering of the streets. An ordinance which does not prohibit distribution
absolutely, but only when it results in a littering as a matter of fact reasonably construed, would seem to be valid as based on a cogent distinction. The Court rejects
this reasoning. The Court also rejects the arguments of the state courts in favor of
the Los Angeles and Worcester ordinances, namely, that the ordinances are not
arbitrary because they only prohibit distribution in streets and alleys. The Court's
answer to this is highly significant: "the streets are natural and proper places for
the dissemination of information and opinion." Schneider v. State, supra, at 121.
The Court thus recognizes a right to the use of a public street by an individual handbill distributor, as higher than the right of regulation thereof by the public authorities
whose responsibility it is to maintain such streets in an orderly and clean condition.
This broad construction is further enlarged when the Court states: "Any burden
imposed upon the city authorities in cleaning and caring for the streets is an indirect
consequence of such distribution, results from the constitutional protection of the
freedom of speech and press." Schneider v. State, supra, at 121.
The language of this opinion leaves the municipal authorities, especially of large
cities, impotent to exercise any effective power either in controlling or preventing
littering. The Court suggests, as among "obvious methods of preventing littering ...
the punishment of those who actually throw papers on the streets." Schneider v. State,
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supra, at 121. This means arresting the pedestrians who accept the tendered leaflet and
then discard it. Aside from this rather arbitrary treatment of a casual pedestrian,
many other difficulties would suggest themselves, such as, the difficulty of enforcement, of proving the fact of violation, and of determining the meaning of the word
"paper". As to the latter would it not seem unrealistic to restrict it to papers received
from a handbill distributor and dropped by the pedestrian, and, if not so restricted,
unnecessary tQ include any paper, even empty cigarette packages.
Courts have recognized the validity of ordinances prohibiting the distribution of
handbills containing advertising matter. Commonwealth v. Kimball, 13 N. E. (2d)
18, 114 A. L. R. 1440, 1446 (Mass. 1938); Coughlin v. Sullivan, 100 N . J. L. 42, 126
At!. 177 ( 1924). It is to be wondered whether these decisions too are now overruled.
The Court apparently does not sympathize with the view that even the right to
distribute handbills may be abused. This decision gives a handbill distributor the
opportunity to avail himself of the immunity with which the Court has protected him,
by distributing thousands of leaflets for so long a period as he may desire, even
though such distribution may in fact result in widely and continuously littering the
streets.
With regard to the New Jersey case, the Court ruled that ordinances aimed at
regulating canvassing from house to house for the purpose of preventing fraudulent
solicitations, are valid exercises of police power when restricted to commercial
canvassing or soliciting. However, if such ordinances are extended to allow the
prohibition of house to house dissemination of non-commercial opinion, they constitute an abridgment of the right of free speech and press and are unconstitutional.
The Irvington ordinance is further aggravated by the power of censorship given to the
police officials.
The question of further protection of constitutional rights bas been increasingly
championed of late, being spurred by an antithetical development abroad. By this
decision the Supreme Court has struck a heavy and meritorious blow in defense of
fundamental rights, begun by the Lovell case. Although such action deserves the
approval of all those to whom liberty yet bears a meaning, still, in giving the distributor such a wide exercise of right, this decision does not seem entirely satisfactory.
Municipal authorities should not be left unassisted and without effective direction in
confronting the problem involved which, though not vital in any sense, is bound to be
vexatious. Perhaps an effective ordinance may be drawn up to meet with the Court's
approval, but such an eventuation is difficult to expect unless there is a modification of
at least the sense of this decision.
FREDERICK H . WALTON, JR.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS-Tort Liability-Public and Private Functions
Plaintiff, through no fault of his own, was struck by a negligently driven truck
owned by defendant city and in service in the Municipal sanitary division. At the
time of the accident the driver was within the scope of his employment and on his
way to a commercial establishment for the collection of refuse. The city charged
eleven cents per barrel for this service. There was evidence that it cost defendant
twenty-three cents per barrel for all refuse collections; that in five of the ten sanitary
districts of Boston the city contracted with private concerns to collect this refuse for
nine and three-quarters cents per barrel ; and in the district in which the accident
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occurred private concerns competing with defendant charged less than the latter for
the removal of commercial wastes. Held, while defendant may not have profited from
this activity, it was a commercial enterprise voluntarily engaged in at least for its
corporate benefit, and therefore the city is liable for the negligence of tlie operator.
Baumgardner v. Boston, 23 N. E. (2d) 121 (Mass. 1939).
Apparently there was no time when municipal corporations were wholly free from
responsibility for civil wrongs due to their negligence. Thayer v. Bosto.n, 19 Pick. 511
(Mass. 1837 ) . B'ut no rule seems more firmly entrenched than that municipal liability
in tort is dependent upon the functional nature of the activity involved, for if the
municipality be engaged in corporate functions there is liability. Galveston v. Rowan,
20 F. (2d) 501 (C. C. A. 7th, 1927); 6 McQuILLIN, MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS (5th
ed. 1911 ) § 1665; (South Carolina alone denies recovery for civil wrongs arising from
proprietary activities). If the municipal corporation be engaged in a governmental
function it is immune from tort liability. Harris v. District of Columbia, 256 U. S.
650 (1921); McQuILLIN, op. cit. supra, § 2793. But see, Workman v. New York
City, 179 U. S. 552 ( 1900) (admiralty Jaw does not recognize the distinctions in corporate and governmental functions of municipalities). The difficulty in differentiating
corporate and governmental functions has resulted in the attachment of the proprietary
label on many functions where the other might be expected. (1931) 20 NAT. MuN.
REv. 298; cf. Note ( 1924) 29 A. L. R. 863. This judicial levity has, however, been
greatly limited by stare decisis. Aldrich v. Youngstown, 106 Ohio St. 342 , 140 N. E.
164 (1922).
The majority of jurisdictions have held that the removal of refuse is a governmental
function. Ashbury v. Norfolk, 152 Va. 278, 147 S. E . 223 (1929). Contra: Denver v.
Maurer, 47 Colo. 209 , 106 Pac. 875 ( 1910) . The principal case is in harmony with
the majority holdings where no charge is made for the service, following earlier
decisions in this state. Saperstein v. Everett, 265 Mass. 195, 163 N . E. 757 (1928);
Galassi Mosaic & Tile Co. v. Boston, 4 N. E. (2d) 291 (Mass. 1936). However, a
city is liable for negligence in conducting commercial enterprises which are voluntarily
undertaken for profit or that benefit its corporate interest, notwithstanding the ultimate
subservience of a public need. Baumgardner v. Boston, supra, at 125. Cf. Foss v.
Lansing, 237 Mich. 633, 212 N. W. 952 (1927) (municipality profiting from garbage
disposal or other governmental activity is responsible for negligence) ; Johnson v. Commissioners, 253 Mich. 465, 235 N. W. 221 (1931) (deriving incidental income from
governmental function does not of itself give rise to liability for negligence). But see,
Morgenweck v. E gg Harbor, 106 N . J. L. 141, 147 At!. 468 (1929) (municipality operating a sewage plant for profit, held liable for negligence irrespective of realized profit).
The occupation in which defendant's operator was engaged was one wherein the city
was compensated by contributions from individuals particularly benefited, and was not
one of general benefit. The defendant itself served only one-half of the sanitary districts
in this commercial refuse disposal, and was met by private commercial concerns competing and offering their services at a smaller fee . The court did not feel, as defendant
insisted, that the case was an exception to the general rule allowing municipal immunity for negligence occurring while a city is engaged in an enterprise for the
general welfare and from which it receives insignificant incidental income. The
principal case holds that the service was not performed for the public generally, nor
was defendant's compensation insignificant. Being a voluntarily assumed commercial
enterprise, though not engaged for profit, there was a sufficient benefit to the
corporate interest from the charges made to render the city liable for the negligence
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of its servants while in the scope of their employment. The principal case indicates
the difficulty in determining the nature of municipal functions where compensation
is received. It has been suggested that a municipal corporation be free from tort
liability in but two phases of its activity: " . . .first, in the enforcement of the
criminal law, and second, in the legislative function of enacting or failing to enact
ordinances." (1938 ) 23 lowA L. REV. 392, 401. The increasing versatility of the
municipal corporation is certainly multiplying its capacity for inflicting harm, and a
suggestion that would alleviate the strain of the judicial conscience in following the
older decisions on municipal immunity for negligence would be a welcome one. A
review of these older cases impresses one more·with the sophistry of the reasoning than
the logic. Riddle v. Proprietors, 7 Mass. 187 (1 810) (allowing municipal immunity on
the ground of the inhibiting effect that a city is less able to perform its duties if it is
held liable for the torts of its employees). Perhaps the best example of judicial
frankness , if not logic, is in Foster v. Lookout Water Co., 71 T enn. 42 ( 1879), where
recovery against a municipality was refused on the ground that it might be too
expensive in the diversion of public funds in liquidating damages.
EDWARD E. STOCKER.

TAXATION-Gift TaJD-Fair Value of Insurance Policy
In 1934, Mrs. Ryerson held four fully paid policies on her life, each with a face
value of $50,000. Policies A and B she assigned to her two sons. She contends
that the "fair value" of these policies under the Gift Tax of 1932, 42 STAT. 245
(1932), 26 U. S. C. § 252 (1934), is the cash surrender value, $40,695 each, while
the Government contends it is the price which the insurance company would charge
to issue a new policy to her, $42 ,685. Held, that the latter view is the correct one.
Ryerson v. United States, 28 F. Supp. 265 (N. D. Ill. 1939) .
In sustaining the Government's contention, the court declared that the cash surrender value is a forced sale value, and that insurance companies, since they are
loath to have policies surrendered, set the surrender value below the true value.
The court relied on Lucas v. Alexander, 279 U. S. 573 (1929). In that case the
Supreme Court held that the fair value of a tontine policy on the date of the
inception of the income tax was not the cash surrender value on that date but the
final value less discount at the rate of 4.½% compounded semi-annually, or, briefly,
the value on that date reached by accounting methods.
Contra are a series of decisions by the Board of Tax Appeals, based on U. S.
Treas. Reg. 79, Art. 2 ( 5), included in the Regulations for 1934 and 1935, stating
"the value of insurance for gift tax purposes is its cash surrender value." Three of
these decisions have been sustained in the circuit courts of appeals. Blaf!er v.
Commissioner, 103 F. (2d) 489 (C. C. A. 5th, 1939), Commissioner v. Haines, 104
F. (2d) 854 (C. C. A. 3d, 1939) , and Commissioner v. Cronin, 394 C. C. H . Fed.
Tax Ser. 1 10807 ( C. C. A. 8th, 1939).
In the Haines case, supra, the court argued that Congress, by not amending the
Gift Tax Act in the years after the Treasury regulation went into effect, gave it
the force of law. This contrasts oddly with the fact that the Treasury changed
the rule in the 1936 edition as follows "The value of the gift is the amount which
the company would charge for a single premium contract of the same specified
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amount on the life of a person of the age of the insured." U. S. Treas. Reg. 79,
Art. 19(9). This change has been held not to have a retroactive effect. Commission V. Cronin, supra.
On rehearing, counsel for Mrs. Ryerson drew the attention of the court to the
Blafjer and Haines cases, supra, and relied heavily on the " cash surrender value'·
Treasury regulation.
The court, however, was not deterred from its previous decision, saying that, when
read as a whole, the regulation in question primarily defines what transfers are
gifts rather than the valuation of the gifts. Moreover, no mere administrative
regulation can contradict the clear meaning of the phrase " fair value' · used by
Congress.
Inasmuch as the regulation proved in practice to be so unsound and to provide
so unconscionable a loophole in the tax structure that the administrative agency
itself had finally to retreat from its position, the decision of the court in the principal case has much to recommend it. It will be interesting to observe whether
the Court of Appeals in the Seventh Circuit will sustain the district court in view
of the decisions of the other three circuits. The issue might thus reach the Supreme
Court, since very large policies have in some cases been used as an instrument of
tax evasion.
TIMOTHY PETER ANSBERRY

TORTS-Malpractice-Res Ipsa Loquitur
While injecting medicine into the plaintiff's jaw preparatory to making an extraction, a dentist broke the hypodermic needle which he was using. After informing
her of the accident and attempting to remove the needle, he took the plaintiff to
several surgical dentists who were unsuccessful in removing the needle which could
not be located by the use of X-rays. Held, doctrine of res ipsa loquitur inapplicable
to the facts of the case. Robinson v. Ferguson, 22 N. E. (2d) 901 (App. Ct., Ind.
1939).
The complaint did not allege a lack of skill nor that defendant was incompetent
in the practice of his profession but charged negligence in the breaking off of the
needle in her jaw and allowing the needle to remain there. The court disposed of
the first charge by saying that the plaintiff failed to point out any specific act of
negligence of the defendant. Furthermore, the actions of the defendant didn 't
warrant the application of the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur because there was no
evidence that: the needle was defective ; it was not of the type commonly used by
dentists ; it was used in a careless or negligent manner ; it was not used according
to the usual practice of skillful dentists . The second charge was considered unfounded by the court, since the plaintiff failed to point out anything defendant did or
omitted to do, after the breaking of the needle, •that indicated negligence or lack
of ca re . The court relied chiefly on the case of Smith v. M cClung, 201 N. C. 648 ,
16 1 S. E . 91 (1931) .
Dentists are subject to the same rules of liability as physicians and surgeons.
J1cCracken v. Smathers, 122 N. C. 799, 29 S. E. 354 (1898 ) . In Ewing v. Goode ,
78 Fed . 442 (S . D. Ohio 1897) , Judge Taft said, at p. 443 . "A physician is not a
warrantor of cures." If a physician or surgeon has reasonable skill and learning
:rnd used ordinary care, he is not liable for the consequences of an honest mistake
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of judgment. Edwards v. Uland, 193 Ind. 376, 140 N. E. 546 (1923). Neither
dentists nor physicians nor surgeons have been held to be insurers. Smith v.
M cClung, supra.
The doctrine of res ipsa loquitur raises merely a rebuttable presumption of negligence with a duty of explanation on the part of the defendant. HARPER, TORTS
(1933) 185-186; CooLEY, TORTS (4th ed. 1932) § 480; Sweeney v. Erving, 228 U. S.
233, 240 (1913). This doctrine relieves a plaintiff from the necessity of proving
specific acts of negligence when the injury complained of arises out of circumstances over which the defendant had control and when the injury is one which
would not ordinarily occur when due care is used. Feldman v. Chicago Ry., 289
Ill. 25, 124 N. E. 334 (1919); Carter Oil Co . v. Independent Torpedo Co ., 107 Okla.
209, 232 Pac. 419 (1924).
The cases, in actions against physicians, surgeons and dentists, wherein reliance
has been placed upon the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur, may be roughly divided into
two classes: (a) those in which the merits of a diagnosis and scientific treatment
are involved; and (b) those in which no question is raised as to the competency
or skill of the defendant, but in which the charge is that he was negligent and
failed to use reasonable care while performing an operation. See (1929) 3 So.
CALIF. L. REV. 132. In the first class of cases the doctrine has been held inapplicable,
on the grounds that physicians, surgeons and dentists are not liable for an error
of judgment or an honest mistake, and that failure to effect a cure does not raise
a presumption of negligence. Miller v. Blackburn, 170 Ky. 263, 185 S. W. 864
(1916); Fox v. Mason, 139 Va. 667, 124 S. E. 405 (1924). The majority of cases
in the second class concern a special situation, viz., where a surgeon has left inside
the body of his patient sponges or instruments used in an operation, and in these
cases the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur has usually been applied. Sellers v. Noah,
209 Ala. 103, 95 So. 167 (1923). However, in those cases of the second class
where the facts relied upon by the plaintiff to raise an inference of negligence
closely resemble the facts of the present case, the courts have refused, in most
jurisdictions, to apply the doctrine. See Smith v. M cClung, supra. Hill v. Jackson,
218 Mo. App. 210, 265 S. W. 859 (1924) . This is the majority rule. There is a
minority view held by at least two jurisdictions. Vergeldt v. Hartzell, 1 F. (2d) 633
(C. C. A. 8th, 1924); Jones v. Tri-State Tel. & Tel. Co ., 118 Minn. 217, 136 N . W.
741 (1912).
The application of res ipsa loquitur to medical cases is limited. It does not apply
to cases where a patient is not cured or when aggravation follows medical treatment, because according to ordinary experience cure is never certain and an aggravated condition is possible following treatment even though the physician used
proper care. Ewing v. Goode, supra; McGraw v. K err, 23 Colo. App. 163, 128 Pac.
870 (1912); Inglis v. Morton, 99 Wash. 570, 169 Pac. 962 (1918) . In cases of
burns through X-ray treatments, it is not surprising to find courts making an
apparent exception and applying the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur. Jones v. Tri-State
Tel. & Tel. Co., supra. Contra: Nixon v. Pfahler, 279 Pa. 377, 124 Atl. 130 (1924).
Cf. Holt v. Ten Broeck, 134 Minn. 458, 159 N. W. 1073 (1916) .
Where sponges, needles, etc., are left in the body after an operation, res ipsa
loquitur applies. Sellers v. Noah, supra. In such a case the three necessary elements are present: (a) control by the defendant, (b) no necessity for dealing with
scientific matter, (c) and the injury one which would not ordinarily occur. When
it is clear that there is always some danger of inflicting the injury complained of in
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spite of due care, the doctrine obviously is inapplicable. Prewitt v. Higgins, 231 Ky.
678, 22 S. W. (2d) 115 (1929); Loudon v. Scou, 58 Mont. 645, 194 Pac. 488
(1920); cf. Levy v. Vaughan, 42 App. D. C. 146 (1914). This is well :brought out by
two cases. Where a hypodermic needle broke, a piece remaining in the patient, it
was held in Ernen v. Crofwell, 272 Mass. 172, 172 N. E. 73 (1930), that since the
evidence showed that needles often break and may break despite due care, the
breaking itself was not evidence of negligence. But in Alonzo v. Rogers, 155 Wash.
206, 283 Pac. 709 (1930), where there was no such evidence given, the doctrine of
res ipsa loquitur was held to apply. Likewise, where there is a possibility of a third
person's fault the doctrine does not apply. Wilt v. M cCallum, 214 Mo. App. 321,
253 S. W. 156 (1923). See (1931) 26 ILL. L. REv. 350.
SEBASTIAN J. RUSSO

TRUSTS-Tort Liability of Trustee in Representative Capacity and Individually
Plaintiff was injured while walking in front of premises owned and controlled by
defendants, to whom the property was devised in trust. Thirty-eight years before the
accident the then owner, as part of the drainage system for the roof of the building,
constructed a drain, covered with loosely laid planks, across the sidewalk to the curb.
An automobile rode over a projecting portion of a plank causing the plank to hit the
plaintiff. Held, defendant liable individually but not in bis representative capacity.
Kirchner v. Muller, 280 N. Y. 23, 19 N. E. (2d) 665 (1939).
The question of whether the estate or the trustee should be liable for torts committed by the latter is one which is not clearly answered by the courts. Cases decided
under the strict doctrine hold that the estate is never liable for the torts of the trustee.
The explanation of this older view has been placed on two grounds: first, the court
of law did not recognize the trustee in his representative capacity distinct from the
trustee in his individual capacity; second, trust funds ought not to be dissipated by the
wrongful act of the trustee. 3 BOGERT, TRUST AND TRUSTEES (1935) 2163.
The modern tendency is to hold the estate liable where the trustee was free from
willful misconduct, Kellogg v. Church Charity Fund, 128 App. Div. 214, 112 N. Y.
Supp. 566 (2d Dep't 1908).
Up to now, the New York c:ourts leaned toward the modern view. In re Lather's
Estate, 137 Misc. Rep. (Surr. Ct.) 226, 243 N. Y. Supp. 366 (1930), where the tort
was committed by the trustee's agent, held that where the trustee did not commit the
tort himself, the estate should be liable. But if he committed a tort through his own
misfeasance, Trani v. Gerard, 181 App. Div. 387, 168 N. Y. Supp. 808 (2d Dep't 1918),
ot by his failure to act when he should have acted, Keating v. Stevenson, 21 App. Div.
604, 47 N. Y. Supp. 847 (1st Dep't 1897), he should be personally liable.
The K eating case, supra, was relied upon by the court as an authority for holding
this defendant personally liable for his failure to act. However, the fact situation
in the two cases are different. In the Keating case, the trustee permitted a stairway
to deteriorate to such an extent that it was not stable enough to support the weight
of the plaintiff, whereby he was injured. In the present case the trustee's nonfeasance
did not cause the premises to deteriorate or to bcome dangerous. Thus, in the
Keating case the cause of the accident originated in the trustee, and in this case the
cause of the accident can be traced back to the testator without breaking the chain of
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causation. Hence, the Keating case is actually no authority for the holding in this case.
On tp.e merits, the court's conclusion appears to have been rather hastily drawn.
Under the terms of the trust the trustee was to pay for the "expenses of maintenance
and repair" and to use the net income for the support of the testator's wife and
daughter. The court seems to reason that since the defendant kept the drain in the
same condition it had been before he became trustee, ipso facto he failed to live up to
the terms of the trust. It is well within the realm of possibility that any change in the
system of draining would come under the heading of improvements and not under
maintenance and repair. If such a change was considered an improvement, it would
have been necessary to determine whether he had a mere power to make improvements
or a duty to make them. Consequently, the case might have been decided differently.
In any event, it warranted the consideration of the court. Furthermore, the purpose
of the trust was to provide an income for the testator's wife and daughter. In trying
to further that purpose by providing the largest possible income, it was not unreasonable for the trustee to decide not to spend any money to change the draining system,
especially since it had been serving its purpose for twenty-six years before he became
trustee. Bogert's view is that "to hold that a trustee should never be guilty of any
unintentional lapse or lack of diligence out of which tort liability could arise is to
require of the trustee more skill and prudence than the general rules of the court
demand. If an individual runs an apartment house or a factory for his sole benefit,
a small amount of tort liability arising from his own carelessness or lack of judgment
is inevitable . . . the cestuis should bear the risk which arises in the ordinarily
prudent management of the business, just as they obtain the net benefits." 3 BOGERT,
TRUST AND TRUSTEES ( 193 5) 2175. This view is reasonable since it expects the trustee
to use the same degree of care in the management of trust property as he would in
managing his own. At the same time it recognizes the fact that even under such a
degree of care human fallibility is inevitable; thus, those who obtain the benefits because of his capability should bear the loss because of his fallibility.
The New York court, apparently not taking this view, departed from the modern
trend. If future New York decisions follow this case, a problem may arise. As far
as the trustee is concerned, the logical reason for making him personally liable for his
torts is to prevent him from becoming careless in the management of trust property.
This decision has the effect of penalizing the trustee for any degree of negligence,
however slight. It is possible that some capable individuals will refuse to be trustee's
because of the great risk of legal liability. Moreover, unless the decision of In re
Lathers Estate, supra, is reversed, the trustee may avoid tort liability by appointing
an agent. Consequently, trustees, appointed because of their own ability, may be
induced to assign the duty of management to less competent individuals and at the same
time transfer the risk of tort liability to the estate. If less capable persons actually
manage trust property, it is likely that more torts will be committed and as an
ultimate result more trust funds will be depleted.
MELVILLE E. LOCKER.

B001( REVIEWS
CASES AND STATUTES ON LABOR LAW-by Walter H. E . Jaeger.t The
Lawyers Co-operative Publishing Company, Rochester, 1939. Pp. xlvi , 1124.
$6.50.

Someone should propose a code of fair standards for a reviewer. The
first section of such a code would prevent the reviewer from making the
review a vehicle for setting forth his own views of the subject. Especially is this true in the review of a casebook where even the editor's
personal opinions are completely submerged. In a casebook in a new
and developing field such as Labor Law there is as yet no well defined
scheme of organization to which all casebooks must conform. There
is even doubt as to what material should be included. Some instructors
have even been heard to say that there is no field of labor law, but they
cannot stem the tide.
Professor Jaeger has made a notable contribution to legal thought in
the organization of the materials. The work is divided into four parts,
Collective Bargaining, The Methods, The Objects, and Modes of Settlement and Remedies. This is quite different from the historical approach
adopted by Professor Sayre in 192 2.1 In seventeen years a new legal
concept has emerged.
In Part One on Collective Bargaining are collected materials on the
right to organize, and the labor dispute and public interest therein. A
sufficient number of the older authorities are included to enable the
student to see clearly the transition which legal thinking has made.
Under Methods are gathered the cases and statutes dealing with
strikes, lockouts and boycotts. The chapter on Labor and Other Restraints of Trade, had it been prepared today, might have included Mr.
Thurman Arnold's letter defining the kinds of union behavior that
might constitute violations of the Sherman Act. 2
Part Three, The Objects, contains cases and materials on improved
working conditions and collective labor agreements. Here is included
consideration of the legal theories by which we are attempting to adapt
our existing law to meeting the problems raised by collective agreements.
In Part Four are included all of the remedies, voluntary, administrative, and judicial, by which we are attempting to solve the problems. The
chapter on Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration is valuable, but it
t Director of Graduate Research, and Professor of Law, Georgetown University Scboo1
of Law.
1

SAYRE, A SELECTION OF CASES AND OTHER AUTHORITIES ON LABOR LAW (1922).

2N. Y. Times, Nov.

20, 1939.
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is regrettable that some arbitration award was not included; more and
more these are being treated in various fields as sources of law or at
least as precedent for solution of disputes.
The method of presentation of materials is interesting: set forth as
text material at the beginning of each section are principles of law in
the language of the courts. No quotation marks are used and the reader
frequently finds himself criticising Professor Jaeger when his criticism
should be directed to the courts. These headnotes are not numbered
and their source is given in footnotes. The footnot es are frequently referred to as headnotes, or perhaps vice versa. It is a bit confusing. This
device has enabled Professor Jaeger to present much material in little
space. It will stimulate thought in the student and at the same time
make the book more valuable to the practicing lawyer.
The case material is recent, as it should be, for Labor Law has ceased
to turn around the use of the injunction. A student should not be required to thresh over old straw.
The Appendix contains the current federal labor statutes and a table
of state labor laws. There is also included a collection of forms of
pleading used in National Labor Relations Board matters. The Index
is unusually complete and contains profuse references to both cases
and notes.
Professor Jaeger has produced a work of real significance and has set
a new standard for casebooks in the field of Labor Law. Its use should
not be limited to the law schools. Practicing lawyers will find it of great
value in a field where the digests are almost useless.
WILLIAM W. DAWSON*

PAROLE WIJ'H HONOR-by Wilbur LaRoe, Jr.t
Princeton, 1939. Pp. x, 295. $3.00.

Princeton University Press,

Three years ago, while Homer Cummings was Attorney General of
the United States, there was commenced a research project, financed
by the Works Progress Administration, known as the Attorney General's
Survey of Release Procedures. This survey has been completed and its
results presented in five volumes dealing with various methods for the
release of persons who have been convicted of crime. Volume IV deals
with the reduce method of parole.
*Professor of Law, Western Reserve University School of Law.
tMember of the Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Parole of the District of Columbia;
Member of the Bar of New Jersey, and the Bar of the District of Columbia.
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In the Preface to this volume, which states that the release procedure known as parole received in this country its first official sanction
at Elmira Reformatory in 1876, appears this sentence:
"While there has never been a time when the functions and purpose of parole
have been clearly understood, at no period has the entire institution been the
object of so much controversy and attack or viewed with so much suspicion by
the general public as it has been during the past four or five years."

The first chapter has as opening sentences:
"Much of the existing misapprehension about parole arises from a confusion
in terminology. Parole is often thought to be based on clemency or leniency;
it is not distinguished from probation and pardon, and these three terms are used
indiscriminately not only by the public, but even by officials and judges, as
well as in statutes. This situation is complicated further by the use in some
states of such terms as 'conditional pardon,' 'bench parole' and 'executive parole'.
Because of such confusion, parole is often charged with all the shortcomings of
the other release procedures for which it is in no way responsible."

In Parole with Honor, Wilbur LaRoe, Jr., former chairman and at
present member of the Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Parole of
the District of Columbia, attempts to clear this confusion. A warm
advocate of parole, as are most people who understand that it is a
conditioned form of release holding the released prisoner under supervision instead of turning him loose, he aims in this book to present the
subject of parole from a practical point of view to the general reader
in non-technical terms.
Throughout its eighteen chapters there is iterated and reiterated certain indisputable facts. These are known to the public, but Mr. LaRoe's
intelligent and forceful presentation and re-presentation, his hammering
upon them, may, despite a definite press campaign to discredit the parole
system, encourage those who favor, and win to its support many of those
who through misunderstanding oppose parole as a method of release.
What are these facts?
First is the fact that every prisoner convicted of a crime, unless executed or sentenced to a term equal to execution, such as the term given
to Leopold and Loeb, Chicago murderers-ninety-nine years-must some
time be released.
Second is the fact that many of them, Mr. LaRoe says the majority,
are released within two years.
At the present time, Mr. LaRoe says prison gates swing open to
release each year between 60,000 and 70,000 prisoners.
Third is the fact that many of these released felons are returned to
prison for new crimes committed after their release.
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This problem of the repeater, or recidivist, is not a new one. Parole
is a factor of that problem. It is a part and a result of the nineteenth
century recognition that imprisonment itself does not reform the prisoner. Neither does it protect the community from his criminal activities after he is released.
Then comes the question-How may society be protected?
Parole, the release of a prisoner before the expiration of his maximum
time as sentenced, under conditions prescribed by the authorities, is an
attempt to protect the community from ~he prisoner, to supervise his
activities during the unexpired portion of his sentence while he is on
parole, to help him to become a self-supporting, decent member of
society, instead of joining or rejoining the ranks of those who prey.
Mr. LaRoe clearly defines the terms probation, or suspended sentence
accorded by the court to an offender before he is sent to prison; pardon,
an act of forgiveness granted by executive power; and parole, or conditioned, supervised release, granted at some period between a minimum
and maximum term to a prisoner considered ready for serving of the
remainder of his sentence outside the prison walls, but under supervision
of legally constituted agencies, who may return him to prison for disregard of the imposed conditions.
Having thus discriminated and shown the difference between probation, usually granted to first offenders to save them the stigma of incarceration, and parole, granted only to those already incarcerated before
expiration of the maximum sentence, Mr. LaRoe strengthens his argument for the parole system by explaining some of the conditions imposed
upon the parolee. These usually include the securing of a job, the
living in a place known to supervising agencies, the living with lawabiding people, the observance of certain restrictions upon living habits,
such as abstinence from drinking, leaving a designated locality, observing certain regular hours, making reports. The conditions are such
that certain hardened criminals choose to fill out their full terms and to
walk out free men to pursue again their own criminal careers rather than
to subject themselves to the conditions imposed by parole.
It is pointed out that parole is only a part of the penal procedure
which starts when a prisoner is accused of a crime for which he is finally
sentenced to prison. Hence, it must reflect and include all the problems
of penal procedure. But it is only a part, the final step taken before
the prisoner must be released, as he must be at the expiration of his
sentence.
Mr. LaRoe combats the mistaken idea that parole is leniency or
clemency to the prisoner. He holds it is basically a measure or means
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for protecting the community from the released prisoner by supervising
his activities during a custodial period in which he is helped to reintegrate himself into society, checked or prevented from continuing a
criminal career by supervision.
Since this presentation of parole as a way of release under which the
public is protected from potential criminal activities by released criminals, why is it that the institution of parole is at the present time viewed
with such suspicion?
Mr. LaRoe faces this question frankly and fairly. He knows that in
the actual operation of parole laws and practices, this ideal of protection
to the community combined, as it must be, with rehabilitation of the
parolee, has not been fully realized. He knows that efficient parole
administration has not been achieved in many states; that the parole
practices of some states have been farcical; that those in trusted with the
task of selecting prisoners ready to meet the conditions imposed by
parole laws have often been inadequate to the task; that sometimes
they have yielded to political control; that men have been released not
to protect the community but to release overcrowded prison conditions;
that supervision, an essential factor in parole, is inadequate. He knows
this as well or better than do the critics of parole.
But though recognizing that the machinery of parole needs strengthening, that it creaks even where it is at its best, and breaks down
tragically with disastrous results in many jurisdictions, he still holds
that in theory parole is sound; that between full, unconditioned release
without supervision of a felon who has served his maximum sentence,
paid his debt in full, and the conditioned release of a prisoner to serve
a part of his unexpired sentence outside the prison walls with conditions
imposed as to his job, environment, associates, living habits, there should
be no choice.
He discusses the various difficulties which have prevented full success
of parole, the conditions within prisons which hinder the development of
right attitudes within the prisoners, the attitude of the general public
and its agencies, such as the police, toward the released prisoners, the
political influence brought to bear upon parole boards, the lack of uniformity in parole laws and parole methods in various jurisdictions, federal and state. He illustrates by actual cases, both successes and failures.
But in the last chapter, devoted to "The Future of Parole", he is as
confident of final acceptance of parole as is Governor Lehman who,
discussing it, has said, "The criminal has no right to parole; but the
public does have a right to it."
In this last chapter he summarizes the principal conclusionf reached
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by the National Parole Conference which convened in Washington in
1939 at the call of the President. These conclusions were:
1-Parole, properly administered, is the only safe method of
releasing prisoners.
2-Parole is badly handicapped by inadequate personnel and
facilities, imperfect parole statutes, poorly constituted parole boards,
political influence, and by lack of understanding on the part of the
general public.
3-A permanent organization should be set up to keep the public
better informed and to press for better parole statutes and more
effective parole administration.
A group of appendices, including the Declaration of Principles adopted
at the National Parole Conference, various tables concerning functioning of the United States Parole Board, and digests of the parole machinery of the various states made from the Attorney General's Survey of
Release Procedures and from reports made by the Prisons Industries
Reorganization Administration, combined with an excellent index, make
Parole with Honor just what its author contemplated-"a book to give
the average layman a better understanding of parole and, particularly,
to challenge and refute the contention that parole is contrary to the
public interest because it is a form of leniency, based on sentimentality." 1
HENRY BARRETT CHAMBERLIN*

CREATION OF RIGHTS OF SOVEREIGNTY THROUGH SYMBOLIC ACTS
1400-1800-by Arthur S. Keller, Oliver J. Lissitzyn, and Frederick J. Mann.
Columbia University Press, N ew York, 1938. Pp. vii, 182. $2.50.

The authors of this book describe it as "a study of what actually
was done by governments and their agents for the purpose of acquiring
title to terra nullius from the fifteenth to the end of the eighteenth century.m It is based upon "journals and letters of explorers, the records
of chartered companies, diplomatic correspondence and other official
documents and also certain secondary historical writings ," 2 chosen on
the basis of availability. The authors modestly make no claim to com*Operating Director, Chicago Crime Commission; President, American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology.
1
P. vii.

tp_ 3.
•1bid.
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pleteness. The study addresses itself to the listing and description of
the various symbolic acts by which rights of sovereignty were created
for nations over lands which were under the sovereignty of no one, internationally speaking. It is divided into separate discussions of the practices of the Portuguese, the Spanish, the English, the French, the Dutch
and the Scandinavians and Russians regarding symbolic acts and includes a general description of the "usage of the European Powers with
respect to Native Governments". 3 The authors deal with the importance
of discovery as a symbolic act and with the question of reduction to
possession, and draw from the study certain conclusions concerning the
creation of sovereignty which are of necessity quite general and qualified.
Terra nulUus is defined by the authors as "land not under any sovereignty". 4 In our time, perhaps an example of such land would be
that designated as "Little America" claimed for the United States by
the Admiral Byrd expedition. It is to be noted as an indication of
our paternalism that "no European nation considered the natives of any
territory in the New World as having capacity to possess or to transfer
any dominion in the international-law sense" 5 so that these lands were
considered as terra nullius to be taken by the first possessor.
It is interesting to note that the symbolic acts are in many instances
not unlike the acts by which ordinary possession of land and things
is acquired. We find the "turf and twig" method of the English used
by Drake and Sir Humphrey Gilbert. We note that Raleigh was invested with power to dispose of the land in fee simple. We find the
Portuguese explorers taking back to Prince Henry clods of earth from
Madeira, according to his directions. Of further interest is the fact that
the Portuguese and the French laid great stress upon the simple ceremony
of the planting of some symbol, usually a cross or monument bearing
the royal arms, and the saying of a mass, while the English and Spanish
followed a much more complicated ritual of possession usually based
upon specific documents or declarations. The Dutch, mainly traders,
usually erected no religious symbols.
The effectiveness of the acts appears to have been gained from the
priority of the doing of the acts and the availability of proof of such
performance. It appears not to have been necessary that it be shown
that an "effective occupation" was made, nor that notorious possession
was had as in the common law notion of adverse possession. It does
8P. 4.
'Ibid.
•p _ 6.
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not appear that there was at that time a clear distinction between possession and ownership, since the former was the important means to
sovereignty and indeed to international title. It does appear that
the taking of possession by due formality in one spot could be extended
to embrace a large, somewhat indeterminate area.
The importance of this work lies in the fact that it collects and makes
available, out of the various sources, a consistent picture of the methods
by which sovereignty in the non-European world was acquired by the
discover-possessors. It represents a conquest by the cross, by trading,
by speeches and royal arms and monuments, in interesting contrast to
our modern methods of treaty, annexation, conquest and protectorate.
FERDINAND FAIRFAX STONE*

THE CRISIS OF DEMOCRACY-Lectures on the Harris Foundation-by William
E. Rappard.t The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1938. Pp. xiii, 288.
$2 .50.

The title of this book raises a problem which is of vital interest to the
American public. The nature of the topic and the international reputation of the author will no doubt assure this book a large number of
readers. It is a pity, therefore, that the great expectations our American
public has a right to entertain should have to be disappointed.
Before stating M. Rappard's thesis, a few criticisms as to form are in
order. The book begins with an introductory chapter that propounds
a few truths that are universally well-known-for example, that the
democratic form of government until recently seemed well established
and destined to spread over the whole world. There follows a succession
of four chapters dealing with political conditions in the various European states. No facts are presented which are not generally known, and
few are the interpretations with which an educated reader is not already familiar. M. Rappard's discussion is heavily loaded throughout
with illustrative quotations whi,ch are relevant enough but quite unnecessarily long and numerous.
M. Rappard's concept of democracy turns out to be highly conservative. In his eyes, democracy is not necessarily popular government, but
a system where "the individual rights of each subject" are "assured of
*Associate Professor of Law, The Tulane University College of Law.
tProfessor at the University of Geneva; Director of the Graduate Institute of International Studies, Geneva.
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an equal measure of public respect." 1 The heart and core of democracy,
according to him, is liberty in all its general abstractness and ethereal
purity. If government guarantees the personal freedom of the individual,
one may properly conclude that democracy "whatever its weaknesses
and its insufficiencies, will be justified, if only it succeeds in maintaining
itself." 2 Never does M. Rappard ask himself philosophically: freedom
for what? or realistically: freedom for whom? He is concerned with
form and decides that the best guarantees of liberty lie "in the jealously
protected freedom of the opposition and in the absolute independence
of the judiciary." 3 The author's extreme conservatism is still more
obvious in his assertion that every extension of governmental activity
in the economic realm-even for worthy ends-necessarily and inevitably
means "reduced individual freedom". 4 To be sure, it appears that
M. Rappard has heard that government is not always and everywhere
the one and only destroyer of liberty, for he mentions monopolies and
dismisses the subject with the remark that laissez-faire is no solution
and that such associations must be "prevented". The reader is left
in the dark as to whether the author means trust-busting or regulation.
The inference to be drawn is that our fundamental rights must not be
extended to include such extraneous fields as collective bargaining for
labor because those democrats are best "who sought to defend political
liberty by so defining it as to enable it to defend itself ." 5 Probably the
most astounding statement in the whole book, however, is the following:
"There is no doubt that the greater the measure of individual liberty
maintained by the state in the modern world, the higher the degree of
social inequality which will result therefrom. And, conversely, the
greater the measure of equality imposed on a modern society by political
authority, the narrower the margin of liberty left to the individual." 6
In other words, liberty from government leads to the enslavement of
the poor and weak by the rich and strong, while interference by government makes us all slaves anyway!
It is clear that M. Rappard is an old-fashioned liberal who conceives
of democracy as a form of government ( with the sociological prerequisites which his knowledge of Political Science indicates) rather than as
a way of life applicable to human associations and organizations other
1

P. 19.

'P. 252.
31' . 272.
'P. 265.
•p_ 225 .
•Pp. 24, 25.
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than just the government. The reader gets the impression that much
of this conservatism is quite unconscious, but it leads nevertheless to
some dubious results among which ( to name but one) is a convenient
over-emphasis on the effects of the World War. The reader will do
well to remember that when M. Rappard speaks of the crisis of democracy, it is of that particular conception of democracy of which he speaks
-a fact which vitiates his diagnosis. As to the future of his conception
of democracy, M. Rappard is rather pessimistic (as well he might!)
and seems to place most of his faith in the weaknesses of the rival
dictatorships. M. Rappard apparently does not see that no one will
fight for abstract liberty divorced from moral values and detached from
the everyday economic and social realities individuals have to face, and
that weak indeed is a system of government that can win only by the
defaults of its rivals.
RENE DE VISME WILLIAMSON*

*Associate Professor of Political Science, Davidson College.

